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Introduction and summary

1 Introduction and summary
This background report presents the results of a mapping of the literature on diversity in science and science funding. The mapping forms part of a larger project on diversity in science and science funding. The
project was undertaken by the Think Tank DEA in collaboration with the Independent Research Fund Denmark, which commissioned and co-funded the project.
The aim of the project and the literature mapping is to provide an overview of research on how diversity
matters for science and which factors may hinder or promote greater diversity.
Diversity in science refers to heterogeneity among researchers or in research topics and approaches.
Many factors can contribute to such heterogeneity, but this mapping focuses on diversity with regards to
gender, age, career stage, nationality, and research field. These aspects of diversity were selected because they were highlighted in the 2018-2020 strategy for the Independent Research Fund Denmark.
This does not indicate that other aspects of diversity are less important.
The literature mapping focuses on peer-reviewed academic research published primarily within the past
decade. Where relevant, older contributions to the literature as well as selected policy reports have also
been included, e.g. to provide a more comprehensive overview of themes addressed in the literature.
The mapping aimed to establish an overview of key themes and findings presented in the literature, to
provide research funders and other decision-makers with insight into the state of the literature on the selected aspects of diversity covered. It was not possible within the scope of the literature mapping to critically assess the data, methods, or validity of the studies included.
Of the selected aspects of diversity, gender accounts by far for most of the research identified. All of the
streams of literature that this report draws on are, however, fragmented across research topics and
methods. Moreover, much of the evidence on key themes addressed in the literature is inconclusive, due
in large part to variations in data and methods, but also due to the sheer complexity of the phenomena
studied. To the best of our abilities, we have sought to draw out key trends and emerging areas of consensus. Given the mixed evidence identified in several parts of the literature, the findings reported here
should be seen as tentative conclusions open to further discussion and interpretation.
The rest of this chapter presents a summary of each of the three main parts of the literature mapping:
first, a summary of research on diversity with regards to gender, and then summaries of the literature on
diversity with regards to age, career stage and nationality, and finally, research on diversity with regards
to research field.
The summaries do not include references to the literature; all references can be found in the subsequent
chapters on diversity with regards to gender (chapter 3), age, career stage and nationality (chapter 3), and
research field (chapter 4).
The approach taken in the development of the literature mapping is described in chapter 2.
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Summary of the literature on diversity with regards to gender
An extensive but fragmented body of work yielding mixed evidence

Gender diversity in science is a long-standing issue in academia, driven in particular by observations of
differences in the scientific performance and career trajectories of male and female researchers.
Research on gender diversity in academia is extensive but fragmented across a wide range of subtopics,
disciplinary approaches, and publication outlets – and the results presented in this body of work are often
inconsistent. Several explanations for the mixed results in the literature have been put forth. First, the
complex and changing nature of gender differences that exist in academia makes it a difficult subject of
study. Second, there is a high degree of variation in the types of data and methods applied to studies of
gender differences in science. Some studies are based on qualitative data, while others draw on quantitative data. Some studies base their conclusions on an analysis of large numbers of observations, and in
a few cases even longitudinal data, while other studies provide ‘snapshots’ based on a small number of
observations, often drawn from the same local setting (e.g., a single institution or department). Finally,
many studies focus on selected research fields or subfields, while studies that analyze data across research fields find substantial field-level gender differences in e.g., research behavior and performance.
Overall, the literature, therefore, provides many different lenses unto questions regarding gender diversity in science, which provide rich and nuanced insights. But it is generally difficult to point to clear answers to the questions explored in the literature. The authors of this mapping of the literature have therefore sought to present the key results and arguments put forth in the literature in a way as to reflect the
diversity of approaches and findings in this body of work. To the best of our ability, we have tried to draw
out some overall conclusions from the literature. Given the ambiguity of the existing evidence on this
theme, the conclusions should however be seen as tentative – and as a point of departure for further dialogue regarding the state of knowledge regarding diversity in science.
Arguments for why gender equality in science matters

Given the highly polarized and often normatively driven debate on gender issues in academia, it is worth
dwelling on arguments presented in the literature for why gender equality (or the lack thereof) matters for
science. These arguments, generally speaking fall into one of two categories.
The first set of arguments call for equal opportunities for all qualified researchers to pursue and excel in
an academic career, regardless of their gender. First, some researchers emphasize the importance of
increasing the representation of underrepresented groups in academia (including but not limited to female researchers). The second set of arguments focus on how higher attrition rates for female researchers represent a problematic loss of talent for the academic research community. Meanwhile, the third set
of arguments call for the removal of unreasonable barriers for female researchers to pursue or advance
in a research career, regardless of whether these barriers stem from discrimination, conscious or unconscious bias, or structural barriers.
The next three arguments focus on possible benefits on research from diversity or heterogeneity among
researchers. First, several studies have argued that a moderate level of heterogeneity among members
of a research team or similar group is associated with a higher degree of creativity and strengthened
problem-solving ability. Here, gender diversity has been identified as one of several possible sources of
heterogeneity in groups, with gender being associated with e.g., heterogeneity in cognitive thinking styles
and in communication styles, which can contribute positively to the overall performance of the group.
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However, several contributions in the literature argue that there is a curvilinear relationship between heterogeneity and performance in research groups: while a moderate degree of diversity can be associated
with greater variation and productive tensions within a group, high levels of diversity can entail conflict
and lower degrees of performance. Moreover, research has indicated that team members’ attitudes and
beliefs may also influence the effects of gender diversity; for instance, a study showed that team members’ openness to gender equality issues was positively associated with performance in gender-diverse
teams. Overall, meta-studies indicate that diversity in teams may have positive or negative effects, but
little is known about the specific circumstances, which determine whether effects are positive or negative.
Second, it is argued that diversity can contribute to greater variety in research questions and approaches,
as researchers who differ from each other are more likely to pursue different types of research fields, research questions, methods, types of interaction with non-academic actors etc. For instance, there are
indications in the literature that women and men may differ in their preferences for research fields and
methods. Such variation implies that the full body of research covers a broader range of themes and approaches, which ultimately increases the responsiveness of research to the full set of societal needs.
Last but not least, a stream of the literature focuses on the role of diversity in strengthening the relevance
of research. Research has shown that author teams with women authors are more likely to consider and
report sex and gender-related factors. Researchers have long pointed to the importance of considering
the role that gender and sex analysis may play in informing procedures and practices in healthcare, in
light of well-documented differences in e.g., physiology and therapeutic response among men and
women. Though the importance of including and reporting gender and sex analysis has been focused on
the health sciences, it has been argued that incorporating gender and sex analysis into experimental designs is likely to improve science and engineering across disciplines (e.g., addressing known gender bias
in algorithms or differences in sex-based responses to climate change), by promoting more rigorous and
responsible research and, ultimately, greater social equity.
Gender differences in academic career trajectories

The starting point for many studies of gender issues in academia is the observation that women are more
likely to leave academia, a phenomenon which has been referred to as the ‘leaky pipeline’. Essentially,

this refers to the observation that the proportion of women in science decreases along the academic career ladder. Despite growing proportions of women in early career stages, the proportion of women in
senior academic positions remains low. A study from Sweden, for instance, found that that women’s prospects of becoming professors have not improved over time, despite the growing number of women in
the early stages of their academic career.

Studies show that women are particularly likely to ‘leak’ out of the academic pipeline in connection with
personal events such as marriage and childbirth or connection with major career events, e.g., completion
of the Ph.D. degree, or connection with the transition to researcher independence or a tenure-track position. Studies indicate that women are not only less likely to hold a tenure-track position than men; they
may also less be likely to apply for one.
Several studies have found that women advance more slowly in their academic careers – and that women
researchers’ careers tend to plateau at the mid-rank level (e.g., associate professor) while mens’ careers
tend to accrue towards the highest rank (i.e. professor).
Reviews of prior research have found that women researchers are not only more likely to leave academia;
they are also more likely to be employed in part-time, time-limited, and non-tenured positions, and less
likely to work in university management. Moreover, data indicate a persistent gender pay gap between
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male and female researchers, though a review of the literature indicated that observed gender differences in pay are partly explained by the underrepresentation of women in leadership positions and by
differences in working time for men and women, pointing to the complexities involved in understanding
the causes of gender differences in pay.
A 2019 report on career paths among scientists in Denmark from the Danish Council for Research and
Innovation Policy echoed many of the findings in the international literature within the context of Danish
academia, including that career progression has slowed for both genders, and that men (particularly if
they have no children) are more likely to be hired as a full professor than women (particularly women with
children). The same report showed that researchers with children – and women with children in particular
– have become more likely to leave academia, while the proportion of childless researchers leaving academia today has remained relatively stable over the past two decades in Denmark, for both women and
men.
It is worth noting that some recent studies have suggested that gaps in career advancement between
men and women in academia may be narrowing or disappearing among younger generations of researchers or emerge in later career stages.
Finally, there are large differences in women’s participation and career trajectories across both disciplines and sub-disciplines. With regards to disciplines, studies indicate that the underrepresentation of

women is most apparent in mathematically intensive fields, such as geoscience, engineering, economics, mathematics/computer science, and the physical sciences, while the proportion of women is much
higher in other scientific fields such as psychology, the life sciences, and the social sciences. With regards to sub-disciplines, several studies indicate that women appear to specialize in different sub-fields
than their male colleagues do. For instance, while the proportion of women is higher in the humanities
overall, it is lower in philosophy; similarly, while women are more common in the social sciences, they are
less common in economics and political science. Subfield specialization may have implications for career
trajectories; for instance, a study found that women in sociology are represented in some subfield specializations that are associated with a lower likelihood of achieving publication in prestigious journals. A
large-scale study also found gender differences in methodological approaches: women were more likely
to use exploratory and qualitative methods, while men were more likely to use quantitative methods.
Whether differences in field and sub-field specialization are explained e.g., by differences in male and
female interests, by the availability of alternative (non-academic) careers, or by gendered norms in some
fields, which may be off-putting to researchers of the opposite gender, has not been established.
Gender differences in research patterns and performance

Several studies have described gender differences in how men and women undertake research and in
their scientific performance; some key findings from this literature are outlined in the following.

Women tend, overall, to have fewer academic publications than men. Several studies have found that fe-

male researchers are less productive than their male counterparts, meaning that they produce fewer
publications. Gender differences in productivity are however reduced when studies control for factors
such as career length, academic rank, and time devoted to research; that is, the gender differences in
productivity are likely smaller than they have often reported being. In particular, the higher attrition rate of
women researchers appears to be key to understanding gendered performance differences. For instance, a recently published longitudinal study found that gender differences in scientific productivity and
impact were largely explained by differences in publishing career lengths and dropout rates for men and
women.
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Nonetheless, findings regarding the lower productivity of women researchers remain largely consistent
across a wide range of disciplines, geographical areas, and measures of researchers’ productivity.
The evidence is however mixed, as some studies find few or no productivity differences among women
and men. Moreover, the gender gap in productivity varies in magnitude across research fields, being nonexistent or even in favor of women researchers in some fields. All in all, it is important to keep in mind that
the results of studies on gender differences in productivity are highly sensitive to the methodologies applied.
Moreover, some researchers have argued that there is a tendency towards declining gender differences
in productivity, i.e., that gendered performance differences are becoming smaller over time, possibly
even disappearing in the younger generations of researchers. Other studies find that gender differences
in productivity are most pronounced in early career stages, as women researchers ‘catch up’ with male
peers later in their careers.
It should be noted that scientific productivity is neither an indicator of the quality of a researcher nor of
the researcher’s contribution to science or society. For instance, studies have shown that researchers
are likely to have fewer publications when they engage in interdisciplinary and/or highly novel (and thus
typically more time-consuming and more risky) research; nonetheless, scientific productivity is widely
used in e.g. in connection with hiring, advancement and funding decisions. As such, gender differences in
productivity may play an important role in understanding gender differences in academic career paths.

Women are less likely to be listed in first or last author positions, i.e. prestigious positions often indicating
the main or most senior author. Several studies have found that female researchers are underrepresented as first or last author on publications, even in fields with equitable gender distributions. Being
listed as first or last author has long been known to strengthen researchers’ visibility, regardless of
whether the position in the author list reflects their actual contribution to the study reported. Research
moreover indicates that being listed in ‘in between’ author positions may be associated with slower career advancement for female researchers.

Women are less likely to publish in the most prestigious journals. Some studies have found that women

researchers are more likely than men to publish or be listed as first-author in lower-impact or lower-prestige journals within their field. This may reflect a generation effect – as there are more men in senior academic positions than women, and senior academics are more likely to be able to publish in high-prestige
journals. It may also indicate that women researchers are less likely to submit publications to high-impact
journals, or that they have lower success in achieving publication in high-impact journals due to gender
bias or topic bias (given that women tend to specialize in other sub-fields than men) in peer review processes.

Gender differences in citation rates appear small or non-existent and do not appear to be a salient factor
in understanding gender inequality in academia. Much of the literature on gender issues in science has

focused on the question: are womens’ publications cited less? Some studies have concluded that women
researchers’ publications receive fewer citations than those of their male counterparts, while other studies have found no evidence of gender differences in citations to publications, and some have even found
evidence of higher citation scores for women than for men. Yet another study found marginal differences
which were largely explained by differences in the tendency to cite one’s work and by the impact of the
journals in which articles appeared – and not by gender differences in citation rates per se. Overall, while
the evidence is thus mixed, the emerging consensus in the recent literature seems to be that gender differences in citation impact, to the extent that they can be documented, are not a key factor in explaining
gender differences in academic career trajectories.
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Women collaborate less with domestic and international researchers. Collaboration among scientists is

common in science and associated with, among other things, increasing levels of research specialization
and the growth of team science. Gender differences in collaboration patterns may help to explain gender
differences in scientific productivity because collaboration has been linked to enhanced productivity, and
subsequent career advancement. Studies have found that women are less likely to engage in collaboration, and particularly in international research collaboration. However, studies have also indicated that
observed gender differences in collaboration and co-authorship frequency are partly explained by
women’s lower publication rate and shorter academic career length, and partly explained by differences
in the degree of international collaboration in research fields where there are high proportions of male or
female researchers.

Women are less likely to patent, to start a company, and to collaborate with industry. Relatively few stud-

ies have examined the role of gender in academic entrepreneurship; however, the studies that do exist
find rather consistently that women researchers are less likely to take out patents, to start a company
based on their research findings, to serve on the scientific advisory boards of biotechnology companies,
or to engage in collaboration with private firms. Studies have also indicated that women researchers were
more likely to be involved in applied research or to start a university spin-off driven by their ideals of finding broader application for research results and thereby making a social difference, while male academic
entrepreneurs often pursued more personal, practical goals such as financial success and recognition.
Gender disparities in funding

Part of the literature on gender issues in science investigates the existence of gender differences in research funding. Research funding is here sometimes viewed as a performance parameter for researchers, and sometimes as a resource in enabling performance.
Overall, the literature points to the existence of clear disparities in the number of grants awarded to female and male researchers. These differences however are to a large extent explained by differences in
the number of women across research fields. Moreover, the lower proportion of female recipients of the
largest grants is at least partly explained by the lower proportion of women in senior positions eligible to
apply for such grants and by gender differences in scientific productivity. As such, it is difficult to assess
the actual level of gender disparities in grants based on the current literature.
Several studies have investigated gender differences in success rates on applications for research funding. While some studies find that women have lower success rates, most of the literature reviewed in connection with this mapping finds no clear evidence of such differences (or in one study, that observed gender differences in success rates could be explained by a lower percentage of women applicants). However, it is worth noting that a study found based on data from Quebec that grant application success rates
for men and women were comparable until the late 30s, at which point men’s success rates remained
unchanged while women’s success rates either plateaued or increased more slowly. Overall, no clear indications of gender differences in funding success rates emerge from the literature, but this is likely to be
a fruitful area for further study.
Some studies indicate however that women apply for fewer grants, hold fewer grants, are less likely to
renew grants, and are less likely to reapply if rejected. The latter is significant, as repeated applications to
the same funder have been associated with increased chances of obtaining funding. Also, women appear
to receive smaller amounts of funding, though, as mentioned above, some studies indicate that gender
disparities in the amount of funding received may be explained by gender differences in academic rank
(i.e. there are more male researchers in senior positions, particularly among those eligible for the very
largest grants) and research productivity.
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Women take longer to receive key grants. As mentioned earlier, several studies indicate that women academics advance more slowly in their careers; on a related note, several studies find that women take
longer to receive key grants, e.g. grants allowing them to transition from the postdoc stage to becoming a
principal investigator. According to one study based on US data, part of this difference could be explained by gender differences in scientific productivity, but about 40 percent of the difference remained
unexplained. Moreover, a study based on Danish data found that male grant recipients were more likely
to advance in their career within the first four years after receiving a grant, during which time female grant
recipients showed the same level of career advancement as rejected male applicants.
What explains gender differences in career trajectories, research performance, and funding?

Much of the literature on gender diversity in science focuses on possible explanations for the gender differences observed in e.g. career trajectories and research performance.
Two of the big questions examined in the literature is, first, whether observed performance differences
are a result of or an antecedent to gender inequality in academia, and second, whether women researchers’ higher attrition rates are the results of bias or structural barriers in academia or individual factors, including e.g. personal priorities and preferences and performance. While individual factors are likely to relevant in understanding observed gender differences, there are many indications in the literature that bias
and structural barriers also play a role.

Gender differences in ability. Several studies have since the 1980s explored whether evidence could be

found for significant differences in men and women’s biological or psychological abilities, but the emerging consensus in the literature appears to be that no convincing evidence has been found of differences
that could explain gender differences in researchers’ performance or career trajectories. Indeed, the authors of a recent review study argued that capacity-based explanations for gender differences in e.g.
STEM participation have lost power, as gender gaps have narrowed on the lower rungs of the academic
ladder. Instead, they point to social-psychological and socio-cultural perspectives – i.e. the importance of
stereotypes, preferences, and expectations among e.g. teachers, family, and peers in shaping actions
directly or indirectly via bias – which may play a small role in any given single decision, but which may
have been argued that have accumulative effects over the course of individuals' lives, contributing to substantially different outcomes for women and men.
Many authors point to the importance of stereotypes (e.g. in reducing the likelihood that women will pursue a STEM career or disciplines associated with ‘raw talent’ or ‘brilliance’ – both of which are more likely
to be associated with men’s abilities and interests rather than with those of women) or bias in shaping
even small decisions and events, the combined effects of which over time contribute to different academic career trajectories for men and women, with men more likely to pursue research-oriented trajectories and women more likely to pursue lower-prestige e.g. teaching-oriented trajectories, leading to higher
gender differences in performance.
Indeed, several studies point to the importance of early-career decisions and events for understanding
gender differences in career trajectories. For instance, a Swedish study found that male and female researchers had the same probability of achieving a prestigious postdoctoral fellowship and that men and
women who had received this fellowship had equal opportunities to become professors. However, in the
group of young researchers who were not awarded a postdoctoral fellowship, women were substantially
worse off than their male counterparts.
Some researchers have also investigated the role of research specialization in understanding gender differences in research performance and trajectories. Insights on this topic however are few and mixed. For
instance, while one study found that women researchers tend to specialize less than their male
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counterparts, thus missing out on an important means of increasing their scientific productivity, another
study found that gender differences in the degree of specialization all but disappeared once controlling
for research productivity. Most of the limited body of work on this topic finds small or no differences in
scientists’ propensity to focus or diversify in their research, suggesting that this is not a key factor in explaining the gender gap in research performance.
Studies have found that women are less visible in the academic community, which may affect their ability
to build networks and advance in their academic careers. For instance, a handful of studies have found
that women are less likely than men to speakers at academic symposia and colloquia, even after controlling for the gender and rank of the available speakers. With regards to visibility, a recent study based on
publications from clinical research and the life sciences found that men and women differ in how they
frame their research findings: articles with a male first or last author were more likely to describe their
findings using positive words such as e.g. “novel” or “excellent” (compared to articles in which both first
and last author were women), and that presenting an article positively was associated with higher numbers of citations.
Many studies also focus on differences in how male and female researchers spend their time at work. Although researchers engage in many different types of activities, research is widely recognized as the most
prestigious and as the one most important for employment and advancement opportunities. Studies
have found shown women researchers are likely to spend a larger amount of time teaching and carrying
out ‘faculty service’ tasks, particularly so-called ‘low prestige’ service tasks. Also, research indicates that
women are more likely to be asked to perform such tasks, though not more likely to say yes than men are.
These gender differences in the use of time can influence the amount of time men and women have
available for research and may thus help explain gender differences in research performance and career
paths. However, it appears that the percentage of time spent on teaching and teaching-related activities
may be considered both a cause and a consequence of the gender gap in career progression, which
again underlines how intertwined many of the factors explored in the literature are.
Finally, some studies indicate that female researchers have a stronger inclination to engage with society
than their male counterparts, or that women and men differ in the types of impacts they seek. For instance, data from Australia and the UK indicate that men are more likely to pursue so-called ‘hard’ impacts (i.e. easily measurable outputs), while women attach greater weight to ‘soft’ (i.e. difficult-to-measure) impacts. To the extent that such differences are common, they may also contribute to gender differences in career paths.
Even more, studies have documented differences in how male and female researchers spend their time
at home. Studies have for instance found that women faculty are more likely to experience stress due to

heavy workloads and from balancing work ambitions with family duties than their male counterparts are.
Women often shoulder the majority of domestic and childcare duties, which may at least partly explain
lower productivity levels among female researchers, particularly in the early stages of their careers, where
many researchers have small children.

Research indicates, as previously mentioned, that male and female researchers tend to follow rather different career trajectories, with men’s careers described as more “linear”, and women’s careers described as “non-linear”, i.e. marked by interruptions associated with e.g. parenthood and caregiving duties. Indeed, parenthood – including childbirth and parental leave periods, but also later gender differences in the amount of time spent on caregiving – is often invoked as a factor in understanding gender
inequalities in science. According to the literature, family and caregiving duties especially influence the
early career stage stretching from the first university degree to the first tenure-track position, during
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which important career events and demands of e.g. scientific productivity and mobility for many women
coincide with childbearing years.
Parenthood has been examined in many studies of research productivity and academic career paths,
partly because it is an easily identifiable event. Working in academia is often presented as a ‘calling’ or
‘lifestyle’, associated with expectations regarding e.g. faculty members’ working hours that are better
aligned with the lifestyle of employees who do not have caregiving duties to tend to in their private life. It
has been argued that academic institutions, even if they offer a high degree of autonomy and possibilities
for flexibility, also come with limitations including high workloads and ambiguous criteria for career advancement. Moreover, although universities often try to provide family-friendly work conditions, they also
place increasing importance on e.g. international mobility, high and consistent levels of research productivity, and external funding. These conditions may help explain why studies indicate that women researchers are less likely to marry and to have children than their male peers; why they often tend to delay having
children; why studies have found that women researchers with children have lower tenure rates and are
more likely to be employed part-time or in non-tenured positions than male researchers or female researchers with no children; and why women with children are more likely to leave academia. However, the
evidence on the impact of parenthood on productivity is mixed and inconclusive; also, these effects are
not particularly strong in empirical studies, and often disappear when other characteristics are taken into
account e.g. personal characteristics, discipline, and work environment.

Can gender bias explain residual gender differences in science? It is pointed out in the literature, that fe-

male researchers are, on average, younger than male researchers; they are overrepresented in lower academic positions and positions with a temporary contract – positions often associated with a higher
teaching load and lower levels of funding – all factors which may help explain e.g. gender differences in
scientific producitivity. However, as mentioned earlier, studies have also found that productivity differences explain only a part of the gender gap, with the residual often attributed at least in part to bias.
The literature mapping did not reveal compelling evidence of gender discrimination. With regards to bias,
however, the evidence is highly mixed. However, it is important to bear in mind that the absence of evidence is not evidence of absence; as mentioned in several studies, bias can be difficult to document and
may be associated with local contexts rather than present a general issue. As such, while unexplained
gender differences in career progression and performance should not be attributed to bias, the presence
and impact of bias should not be dismissed. Box 1 presents a summary of the main insights from the literature on gender bias in science.

Gendered perceptions of excellence? Excellence is often invoked in academia, for instance as a criterion

for recruitment or funding decisions. Increasingly, concerns have been raised about the implications of
the reliance on excellence in such justifications, with researchers arguing e.g. that the concept of ‘excellence’ is a flexible term that can be used for many purposes (including organizing, funding, assessing,
and rewarding science) but which has no intrinsic meaning in academia, i.e. no clear definition or objective and transparent assessment criteria. It has also been argued that the overemphasis on excellence
may impede rather than promote good research, by discouraging both intellectual risk-taking and incremental ‘steady-state’ science and instead of rewarding a steady stream of publications in high-prestige
journals. The notion of ‘excellent’ research is also discussed in a gender perspective, where excellencebased initiatives are argued to favor male scientists and to overlook the uneven distribution of male and
female researchers across research topics and traditions, with ‘excellence’-based criteria tending to favor fields traditionally dominated by men. ‘Excellence’ has also been described as a gendered social construct that produces gender inequality by rewarding behavior more prominent among male than female
scholars. Research has moreover indicated that men are more likely to be viewed as ‘excellent’ researchers, even when male and female researchers have comparable achievements.
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Box 1. Key insights from the literature on bias in science
Selection of talent in academia is often driven by panels and committees responsible e.g. identifying interesting

candidates for recruitment and for reviewing grant and job applications. Such panels and committees may be affected by various forms of bias but also by group dynamics and social interaction within a group of panel or com-

mittee members. Many studies have therefore examined the role of gender stereotypes, bias, or discrimination as
factors in explaining gender differences in science (noting that both women and men hold implicit gender biases,
implying that gender inequalities in science may stem not just from the actions of men but also of women).

Overall, the evidence on the existence of gender bias is highly mixed, with a large number of studies finding evi-

dence of bias or pointing to bias as the possible explanation for residual gender differences, while other studies

completely refute these findings and arguments. However, as pointed out in a recent review, the volume of litera-

ture that claims that gender bias exists and persists is far greater than the body of work that claims that it is diminishing or disappearing. The authors of the same review cautioned, however, against attributing all non-explained

gender differences to discrimination and bias and pointed out that a likely explanation for much of the heterogeneity found in the evidence on the existence of gender bias lies in variations and limitations in the methods and

data applied in studies of gender bias. Significant methodological and measurement challenges make it difficult to
produce convincing evidence of discrimination and bias; moreover, many of the gender disparities examined in

academia are partly influenced by self-selection. In the following, we briefly review various subsets of studies on
gender bias in science.

Gender bias in academic search, recruitment, and advancement. Gender bias has been advanced as a possible
explanation for gender differences in academic career trajectories and scientific performance. Research has

pointed to the limited transparency and accountability that characterizes academic recruitment processes, and

the role of informal networks in these processes. Studies have found indications of gender bias in the assessment
of candidates’ competencies and achievements or in the assessment of their willingness to move to another geographical location. However, there are also a handful of studies finding no evidence of bias, with one study even
reporting a preference for hiring female faculty over equally qualified male candidates with matching lifestyles.

Gender bias in research funding. The literature offers mixed findings and no clear answers to the question of

whether the grant allocation is affected by gender bias. While some studies find a (typically small) gender bias in
the award of research funding in favor of men, others find limited or no evidence of bias. Overall, the mapping of
the literature has not pointed to compelling evidence of gender bias in grant allocation processes,

Gender bias and discrimination in research assessment. Peer review and performance assessment play a key role
in publication, hiring, and grant award decisions in academia. There is extensive research on the limitations and

possible bias in peer review processes, and concerns have been raised that research assessment practices may

contribute to gender inequalities in research. For instance, it has been argued that the use of bibliometric methods
to assess the scientific performance of individual researchers may sustain or increase gender inequalities in re-

search by applying easily measurable and seemingly impartial and objective indicators that disproportionately reward research practices and achievements more commonly associated with successful male scholars than with

female researchers (e.g. high scientific productivity or wider and more international research networks). This may

create obstacles for talented researchers who diverge from this norm, with the risk of decreasing diversity in aca-

demic goals and approaches pursued. Studies from e.g. Denmark and Italy find indications of a significant gender

gap in research evaluation practices, either based on bibliometric methods or peer review. Other studies have examined the relationship between the performance assessment of women researchers and the gender of evalua-

tors. The literature on this issue is relatively limited and inconclusive, with some studies finding benefit from samegender evaluators, some finding evidence of benefit from having an evaluator of the opposite gender, and some
find no significant impact of evaluators’ gender.
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Working conditions in academia. The academic work environment has been described as a ‘chilly’ or

even hostile climate for women, both for early career researchers and for mid-career or late-career researchers. Some studies have documented experiences with sexual harassment or gender discrimination; others have described how norms prevalent in male-dominated academic environments may cause
women researchers to feel marginalized and to report a lower sense of belonging within the workplace.
Some of the literature points to the importance of a critical mass of women for retaining women faculty
and addressing gender disparities, concluding for instance that female researchers active in fields where
women are not a numerical minority experienced higher levels of involvement in decision-making and academic collaborations and less stereotyping and had a more positive view of informal relationships in the
workplace. Other studies have pointed to the importance of a critical mass or higher proportions of
women for how faculty perceive their academic working environment, for achieving gender equity in salaries, for reducing negative effects of having children on research productivity, and for allowing for a more
equitable distribution of resources and allocation of time among male and female faculty.

Women are more likely to ‘opt out’ of academic research. The higher attrition rate of women researchers
is key to understanding gendered performance differences. For instance, as mentioned earlier, gender
differences in scientific productivity and impact can at least to some extent be explained by gender differences in publishing career lengths and dropout rates. Studies indicate that a large number of factors
influence decisions to leave academia, including e.g. career uncertainties, lack of mentors or role models, conflicts at work but also home, level of job satisfaction, and the existence or lack of supportive, family-friendly work culture. There has been a tendency to explain the leaky pipeline as the result of individual
decisions to ‘opt out’ of academia and gender-related differences in preferences associated with working conditions in academia. The argument presented here is that women are less satisfied with the working and career advancement conditions offered by academia, notably the widespread use of time-limited
employment contracts and rigid demands for international mobility. A Danish study also pointed to the
existence of self-reinforcing feedback mechanisms whereby for instance female researchers working in
environments characterized by masculine norms may feel a lower sense of belonging, which in turn leads
to lower visibility (e.g. they are less likely to be considered for or encouraged to pursue positions, awards,
collaboration etc.,); this lowers female researchers’ chance of retention or advancement and reinforces
their researchers’ lower sense of belonging. Indeed, it has been argued that what may appear to be a
‘supply problem’ (i.e. that women choose not to aspire to or take top jobs) may actually be a ‘demand
problem’ (i.e. that jobs or organizations are not appealing to women because of the work conditions and
career advancement opportunities that they offer), implying that that attempts to attribute gendered outcomes to the inherent characteristics or choices of women are too simplistic or downright inaccurate.
Can accumulative disadvantages help explain gender disparities in academia? Several scholars argue

that many of the factors described above may overlap, and that causal relations between them are complex and difficult to discern. For instance, a researcher’s scientific collaborations are likely to influence
their citation impact, while citation impact may also influence their opportunities for research collaboration. Also, lower productivity levels or a slower career progression may lead to increased teaching duties,
leaving less time for research, which in turn reduces productivity levels and opportunities for progression
further – as promotion is associated with additional resources for research and increased prestige and
influence – which in turn again is likely to hinder further advancement. The cumulative effect of events
and decisions that place women researchers at a disadvantage has been referred to as ‘(ac)cumulative
disadvantage’. There is a need for more studies based on longitudinal data that allow for consideration of
unobserved variables (including e.g. scientists’ intrinsic abilities, capacity, and effort) and for a better understanding of the bidirectional causal relation between scientific performance, and career advancement.
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Summary of the literature on diversity with regards to age, career stage, and nationality

In contrast to the vast amount of research on gender diversity, the literature on diversity with regards to
age, career stage and nationality is limited and scattered. Researchers’ age, career stage and nationality
are rarely addressed in the literature with explicit reference to diversity in science. Yet research indicates
that academics’ approach and contributions to science differ according to age and career stage; as
such, participation of (and adequate opportunities for) researchers of different age groups or at different
stages of the academic career is likely to contribute to heterogeneity in research within e.g. a research
team, a department, or a discipline. This part of the literature mapping, therefore, focuses on factors that
influence the retention and career opportunities of scientific researchers depending on their age, academic rank, or nationality.
The increasingly precarious nature of the academic career

Many contributions to the literature address the increasingly precarious nature of academic careers, particularly given the growing use of temporary contracts and uncertainty about future employment prospects for, especially, early career researchers. Given increasing external funding of research, rising
numbers of students, and general constraints on public funding, universities have responded by increasing the proportion of temporary staff (particularly in postdoc positions) and keeping the number of core,
permanent staff low to increase their ability to adapt to ongoing changes in their external circumstances.
These developments have impacted the organization of research: more research is performed by postdocs employed in time-limited and often externally funded positions, and the likelihood of achieving a career as an independent researcher and, ultimately, full professor, has decreased significantly.
As a result of these developments, an increasing number of academic researchers find themselves in
prolonged periods of precariousness, which is associated with increasing levels of stress. The years of
uncertain and often time-limited employment often coincide with the stage of life in which researchers
start a family – which may both add to the overall level of stress experienced by young researchers and
increase their interest in the greater job and wage security.
What determines which researchers progress in their academic careers, and which leave?

Many academics leave academia either during the period following the completion of their doctoral studies or in connection with the transition to a position as an independent researcher or principal investigator (PI). Since more than half of all postdocs worldwide leave academia – either by choice or due to lack of
opportunity to obtain an academic position – the question is whether academia can retain (enough) of the
most talented young researchers and whether it can retain a sufficiently diverse group of researchers.
The literature does not point to any simple or consistently reliable predictors of who remains and who
progresses in an academic career. Scientific productivity and citation impact play a role in who stays and
advances in an academic career, but they cannot predict it. For instance, a study of associate professors
in the Italian university system found that new associate professors within the hard sciences were on average more productive than the incumbents, but also found cases of ‘non-winner’ candidates that were
more productive than the ‘winners’ over the subsequent three years, as well as cases of ‘winners’ that
were wholly unproductive.
Also, the institution and group within which early career researchers are trained matter. For instance,
PhDs from strong research groups with above-average publication and funding track records, as well as
young researchers who trained and/or co-authored with a top scientist, are more likely to continue in an
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academic career; such findings underline the role that scientific elites can play in shaping the academic
landscape.
Another factor that may influence whether and how young researchers progress in their academic career
is how much of their time is devoted to research vs. teaching and faculty service. Finally, research has indicated that academic careers of talented researchers can be either stimulated or inhibited by an accumulation of advantages or disadvantages, which stresses the importance of even seemingly small differences in early careers (e.g. where PhDs were trained, how their PhDs were funded, their early publication
activity etc.).
When competition among talented researchers is high, who remains and who progresses in academia
can be partly the product of chance. While individual merit certainly matters greatly for advancement in
an academic career, researchers have indeed questioned the general portrayal of academic career advancement as being a question of merit alone. For instance, some scholars have drawn attention to the
unpredictability of an academic career and emphasized the role of coincidences and luck in shaping
pathways in or out of the research. In light of growing competition for publications, research funding, and
academic positions, the difference between a ‘winner’ and a ‘runner up’ may be marginal or non-existent.
For instance, career-defining funding grants are often seen as a signal of the most promising research
talents. However, research has found the predictive validity of career grants to be low or even – when
comparing grant recipients with the best-performing non-successful applicants – absent. And yet careerdefining grants matter for the future careers of non-recipients, including e.g. the speed at which their careers progress.

Research highlights several actions that can strengthen opportunities for early-career researchers, in-

cluding (a) ensuring fair assessment practices e.g. always supplementing bibliometric indicators (which
often favor established researchers) with qualitative assessment, and avoiding direct comparisons between early and late-career researchers, (b) offering professional development and mentoring programs,
and (c) taking steps to improve working conditions for young researchers with family obligations, including providing work schedule flexibility and increased institutional support policies.
Finally, for early-career researchers, demands or expectations of international mobility have increased,
becoming a central feature in the selection and early career progression of academics. Yet international
mobility may have several different types of impact on academic careers. For instance, research on tenured faculty members from European business schools showed that while mobility had a positive impact
on research-career capital, multiple moves delayed academic promotion. Moreover, research indicates
that the longer academics stay abroad, the harder it can be for them to return to their country of origin,
possibly because of declining social capital. Finally, rigid expectations of international mobility may pose
greater challenges to some early career researchers than others, e.g. those in dual-career couples and
those with small children, potentially to the detriment of diversity among researchers.
Challenges for foreign-born academics

A stream of research has focused on the experiences and performance of foreign-born academics. It is
been argued in the literature that foreign-born academics make important contributions to the research
systems in which they work. For example, several studies point to foreign-born academics having higher
scientific productivity than their native-born counterparts. This may however be at last partly explained by
foreign-born researchers being employed in research-only positions, spending more time on research to
maintain their academic position and visa, and spending less time on teaching and faculty either due to
e.g. language barriers or a strong research orientation in their work.
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Many foreign-born researchers are employed in time-limited positions and funded by external grants rather than institutional funding. As a result, the conditions of their work are typically conditioned by the

characteristics and demands of the specific projects and laboratories to which they are associated and
only loosely associated with work and priorities in the departments in which they are embedded.

Research has also indicated that foreign-born academics experience less job satisfaction, receive less
support, and have lower salaries, though such themes have been addressed in only a handful of studies.
Also, a few studies examine differences in native-born and foreign-born researchers’ engagement with
non-academic actors, generally finding that foreign-born academics are less likely to interact with local
stakeholders. Moreover, prior research indicates that foreign-born researchers can experience difficulties and barriers related not just to engagement with external actors but more generally in their career as
a result of e.g. limited networks to academics or users of research within their country of employment; a
lack of tacit knowledge about recruitment, career advancement or funding; language and cultural barriers; isolation; marginalization or lacking inclusion, etc.
No research was uncovered in connection with this mapping of the literature that examined foreign-born
researchers’ propensity to apply for research funding or their success rates in accessing external funding
in their country of employment.
It is worth noting that the proportion of foreign-born academics varies substantially across disciplines
and sub-disciplines (e.g. due to differences in the extent of team science, the role of external funding, the
extent of international collaboration, all factors which tend to be associated with a higher proportion of
foreign-born staff, particularly in early career and/or temporary contracts. Challenges and barriers may
thus be experienced to a greater extent by foreign-born researchers in disciplines and sub-disciplines,
departments, or groups where there is a low proportion of foreign-born staff.
Perspectives on mid-career and late-career academics

Returning to the subject of diversity with regards to age and academic rank, a small subset of studies
document ongoing productivity, and collaboration and innovation activity among late-career researchers.
This points to the importance of considering the representation and work conditions of older researchers
from a diversity perspective.
While the impact of research grants on academic careers is most often studied in the context of early career researchers, research indicates that career grants can also matter for career progression later in the
academic career. For instance, a study of prestigious grants from a private US foundation found that such
grants can reinforce the careers and visibility of already established researchers engaged in mainstream
research fields, while they have a substantial, beneficial impact on the visibility and career prospects of
researchers who are less established or engaged in novel or discipline spanning research. This points to
the potential importance of research funding in supporting researchers at different career stages and/or
engaged in mainstream vs. potentially novel research – a topic that we will return to in the chapter on the
literature on diversity with regards to the research field.
Is peer review biased with regards to researchers’ age, career stage, or nationality?

Finally, the base of evidence with regards to whether there is bias in peer review related to age, career
stage or nationality is small, and it is therefore not possible to draw any firm conclusions on whether bias
exists with regards to these aspects of diversity.
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Summary of the literature on diversity with regards to research field
Overall, the literature on diversity with regards to research fields is much less coherent than the literature
on diversity with regards to e.g. gender. It focuses mostly on studies of multi-, inter-, or transdisciplinarity,
which are referred to in this report collectively as ‘interdisciplinarity’, referring to some form and level of
integration of knowledge, concepts, and methods across specialized bodies of knowledge, which may, in
turn, lead to the creation of new knowledge, concepts and methods. The literature includes studies of interdisciplinary collaborations and efforts to measure the interdisciplinarity of research but also studies
focusing on individual researchers’ degree of specialization or diversification in terms of the fields and
topics they research. For the purposes of this report, the term ‘research field’ is used as a synonym for
‘research specialty’, ‘discipline’, or ‘knowledge domain’.
What is meant by ‘diversity with regards to research field’?

Diversity with regards to research field may be defined in different ways. First, diversity with regards to
research field may be pursued by an individual, for instance when a researcher moves into a new research field, e.g. one that is adjacent or complementary to the field(s) in which the researcher has formerly been active. Second, it may refer to a collective of researchers working collaboratively on interdisciplinary research, either within the same research group or in collaboration among researchers affiliated
with different groups, departments, institutions, and/or research fields, potentially also including non-academic stakeholders. Finally, diversity with regards to research field may also refer to variation within a
portfolio of research projects or grants, i.e. the extent to which the grants awarded from a given research
funding organization or research activities within a given discipline or research community are concentrated within certain research fields or dispersed across a wide range of research fields. In this mapping
of the literature, however, we focus on the first two, as this was the subject of almost all the literature
identified.
Arguments for why diversity with regards to research field matters

Based on the mapping of the literature, arguments for why diversity with regards to research fields matters can be divided into three categories. First, field-spanning research may contribute to more effective
problem-solving in science. Such arguments are often invoked in studies on interdisciplinarity in research, motivated by an expectation that research which integrates insights and methods from multiple
fields is more effective in addressing complex scientific or societally relevant problems than research relying on single-field approaches. This in turn is based on an expectation that knowledge and actions
within such a team are more likely to consider the full range of perspectives and approaches relevant to
solve the problem that the team is addressing.
Second, field-spanning research plays a crucial role in the development of scientific disciplines and specializations. Scientific fields are not static but evolve over time, as the problems that researchers pursue,

as well as the means by which they pursue them, are all subject to change. Field-spanning research is
crucial in the development of new research fields, and thus also in the academic communities that
emerge to address these fields.

Finally, field-spanning research can contribute to increased levels of variation in questions and methods
in science. A stream of research focuses on the role of interdisciplinarity or cognitive diversity in increasing heterogeneity in research or in increasing the likelihood of achieving novel and important scientific
advances or breakthroughs. Yet, science, left to its own, has strong conservative tendencies which imply
that each scientist has a strong incentive to opt in favor of promising but ‘safe’ projects rather than more
radical but also riskier research paths. It has been argued that cognitive diversity is particularly beneficial
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to the advancement of science when the scientific community is faced with sufficiently difficult problems,
suggesting that heterogeneity is most beneficial in dealing with complex problems, while homogeneity
may be conducive to driving incremental progress along established research paths formed around welldefined problems.
It is also pointed out in the literature, that too much cognitive diversity can be too much of a good thing.

Evidence on performance in research teams with disciplinary heterogeneity has been mixed, prompting

some recent studies finding a curvilinear relationship between heterogeneity and performance in scientific
research groups, i.e. that lower or moderate levels of heterogeneity may be beneficial while high levels of
disciplinary heterogeneity entail excessive coordination and collaboration challenges that hamper the performance of the group.

Which factors influence researchers’ likelihood of pursuing field-spanning research?

Given that crossing field boundaries is one mechanism that can stimulate heterogeneity and variation in
research, it is relevant to ask what makes researchers pursue research paths that diverge from the fields
in which they are specialized. The literature points to several factors that influence researchers’ incentives to engage in research that crosses field boundaries.
It is argued, for instance, that interdisciplinary and other novel, field-spanning research agendas may offer a particularly risky path forward for early career researchers. They have yet to develop a strong disciplinary standing and engaging in field-diverse research is likely to require longer time, involve greater risk
(thus delaying scholarly outputs), and make it more difficult for them to publish in prestigious journals and
possibly to attract funding and secure academic positions – all situations in which they could be placed at
a disadvantage vis-à-vis candidates with a strong disciplinary profile.
Research indicates, however, that how early career researchers are trained can influence their propensity
to later forge independent research careers. For instance, there are some indications that allowing young

researchers higher degrees of autonomy in early-career training encouraging them to deviate from conventional research topics are associated with a higher degree of cognitive independence or original research later in their careers. One study also found that mentorship i.e. working with pioneering top researchers can influence younger scientists’ likelihood of pursuing original research paths.

A stream of research focuses on the influence of gender, thinking styles, and personal preferences on
research agendas, investigating whether scientists’ preferences for cognitive specialization vs. diversification in research is either gendered or determined by individual differences in thinking styles and personal preferences. For instance, some studies argue that men generally seek to isolate explanations and
gravitate towards abstract and theoretical arguments, while women tend to prefer problem-oriented domains with the potential to impact the community. Women are also argued to prefer assimilating diverse
forms of information and for making connections between ideas and the larger context, possibly making
women more likely to pursue field-spanning research. Other authors have argued that whether researchers opt for specialization or diversification in their research agendas may have to do not with gendered
differences but simply with individual differences in cognitive thinking styles or preferences. For instance,
while some researchers have a preference for undertaking incremental research within established domains, others exhibit a preference for holistic thinking and problem-oriented domains, making them
more likely to be open to expanding their work into new fields.

The academic career lifecycle may influence scientists’ likelihood to engage in field-spanning work: em-

pirical work has indicated that academic researchers tend to focus on singular topics at the beginning
and the end of their careers, while often diverging into varied topics and disciplines during the mid-career
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stage. However, despite studies suggesting that a strong disciplinary background is an advantage in interdisciplinary work, research has shown that the most prominent (i.e. highly cited) researchers tend to
pursue a so-called ‘scatter-gather’ strategy, essentially remaining focused on one or two fields over the
course of their career, while low-cited researchers work on various areas at a time as well as over the
course of their entire career. However, given prior findings that interdisciplinary and novel work may have
lower citations take longer to accumulate citations, the relevance of using citations as a proxy for prominence in this study could be questioned.
The literature points to several disincentives to engage in field-spanning research. For instance, a recent
study found that economics researchers are becoming less likely to diversify into new fields, which the
authors attributed to switching costs associated with the need for researchers to be aware of and relate
their work to a growing body of literature, and to identify relevant open problems that can be solved with a
reasonable effort.
More generally speaking, researchers have pointed out that there is a mismatch between many policymakers’ and research funders’ desire to promote interdisciplinary research on the one hand and the formal organization of universities and incentive structures in science on the other, which generally favor
disciplinary work. The transaction costs involved in entering new scientific fields, combined with the risks
of pursuing novel, interdisciplinary work, may penalize cognitively diverse researchers or altogether deter
researchers from pursuing cognitively diverse research paths. Several studies moreover find support for
the hypothesis that field-spanning work is associated with lower productivity, presumably due to the time
needed to integrate insights and tools from different fields, and due to the higher risk of failure.
Finally, it has been argued that increasing competition in academia has created incentives for researchers to submit more conservative applications for funding and pursue low-risk research strategies, as research proposals and publications with a high degree of novelty are likely to have less preceding work to
build on and to be more difficult to assess within standard disciplinary assessment criteria, which may
disadvantage them in the peer-review process. It may also be more difficult to identify suitable reviewers
for research proposals and candidates with an interdisciplinary profile.
An extensive review of research on the peer review process examined, among other things, whether
there was evidence of bias against interdisciplinary work. The careful conclusion of this review was that it
is unclear if peer-review treats interdisciplinary research fairly. There is some evidence that interdisciplinary research is associated with lower success rates, but the review called for more research on this
topic. Moreover, the review argued that while peer-review appears effective in weeding out research and
research proposals of inferior quality, it is unclear whether it can effectively identify the best research,
particularly with this research is interdisciplinary and/or otherwise highly novel. The same review also
concluded that the evidence on whether peer-review is affected by a tendency among reviewers to favor
their field or way of thinking is unclear, as the evidence also here is mixed.
Finally, a study of grants awarded by a UK funding body found that structurally diverse teams were penalized and biased against. In other words, teams that exhibited greater diversity in knowledge and skills,
education, and/or scientific ability were significantly less likely to obtain funding, although they were generally more likely to be successful in their research endeavors (though the effects of these biases were
weaker and even negligible for teams led by prestigious researchers).
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2 Methods
The aim of this literature mapping was to develop an overview of academic research on diversity in science focusing on the following, selected aspects of diversity: gender, age and career stage, nationality
and research field. Identification, screening, and synthesis of the literature as well as the reporting of the
results was completed within six months (October 2020-March 2021).
The literature on diversity in science is extensive; it is also distributed across a wide range of themes and
publication outlets. Moreover, the literature is characterized by a high degree of heterogeneity with regards to research themes, study designs, methodologies, and the types of data employed in the literature, which – particularly given the sheer volume of relevant research and the time and resource constraints on the project – meant that it was not possible for us to critically assess the data, methods or validity of the studies included.
As such, our focus was on creating an overview of key themes and findings presented in the literature, to
provide research funders and other decision-makers with insight into the state of the literature on the selected aspects of diversity covered, that is, gender, age and career stage, and nationality and research
field.
The survey of the literature was designed as a mapping of the literature (loosely inspired by Chambers et
al. 2017; Miake-Lye et al. 2016; James, Randall, and Haddaway 2016). Systematic mapping or ’evidence
maps’ refer to attempts to systematically identify and describe existing evidence within a topic of interest.
Unlike systematic reviews, which tend to focus on narrowly defined questions and detailed assessment of
the evidence base addressing these specific questions, systematic mapping is used to provide an overview of themes and trends within a given area of research (James, Randall and Haddaway 2016). Systematic mapping is appropriate for instance when the body of relevant work is extensive and highly heterogeneous, consisting e.g. of a mixture of quantitative and qualitative studies; emphasis is on mapping key
developments in the field, and critical appraisal of included studies is optional (James, Randall and Haddaway 2016).
Finally, it is worth noting that research on diversity in science draws on perspectives and empirical data
from a wide variety of countries. We have chosen in this survey to focus on studies from Europe, North
America, and Australasia. There are large differences across countries in labor markets and socio-cultural norms that may influence diversity in science e.g. the availability and cost of childcare, public spending on research and development, and the overall level of gender equality in the workforce (Solera and
Musumeci 2017). Where relevant, we, therefore, specify which countries studies have focused on and underline that caution should be taken in generalizing insights from one national context to others. Nevertheless, the institutional, organizational, and cultural contexts of science that might influence gender issues are to some extent global – e.g. regarding scientific publication (which are closely tied to norms and
practices within disciplines) – meaning that while we can expect some cross-country and regional variation, some findings are likely to be transferable from one national or cultural context to another.
The literature search was undertaken in Scopus. Preliminary searches yielded a high proportion of irrelevant results, as many of the key terms (e.g. ‘diversity’, ‘gender’, ‘age’, ‘career stage’, ‘nationality’ and ‘research field’) are commonly used in a variety of contexts, making it difficult to easily delineate the body of
research on diversity in science with regards to gender, age and career stage, nationality and research
field.
The following sets of search terms were used in the literature search in an effort to capture as many relevant publications as possible: (("diversity in science") OR ("diversity in academia")), (“gendered science”),
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("gender in science”), (("female researchers") OR ("female academics") OR ("female faculty")), ("inequality in
science”), (("parenthood") AND ("academic career*")), ((“academic career life cycle”) OR (“academic career
stage”)), ((“early career researcher*”) OR (“mid career researcher*”) OR (“early career scientist*”) OR (“mid
career scientist*”) OR (“late career researcher*”) OR (“late career scientist*”)), ("disciplinary diversity"), ("research diversification"), (("research funding”) OR ("research funder*”) AND (“diversity”)).
These search terms still resulted in an unmanageable number of search results. The following limitations
were introduced to narrow the search: publications had to have been published in 2010 or later; document types were limited to journals, book chapters, and books; source types were limited to peer-reviewed journals and books, and the search was limited to publications in English. The literature search
was also limited to publications in the following subject areas: Social sciences; Economics, Econometrics, and Finance; Psychology; Business, Management, and Accounting; Arts & Humanities; Multidisciplinary.
These searches resulted in a total of 5,444 publications, which were screened based on their title and,
where necessary, abstract after duplicate publications had been deleted. Articles were omitted if for instance they exclusively dealt with other aspects of diversity than those in focus in this survey (e.g. diversity with regards to race or ethnicity, gender orientation, sexual preference, disability, etc.) or if they drew
exclusively on empirical data from geographical areas other than Europe, North America or Australasia.
Publications were also omitted if they focused on diversity issues in science teaching, primary and secondary education, tertiary education (unless they explicitly addressed the ‘pipeline’ of students into doctoral studies and academic research careers), and in private firms or in the non-academic workforce in
general. In addition, studies that were pure method development papers (e.g. developing new indicators
to measure interdisciplinarity in research) and included limited or no conceptual/theoretical development
and no empirical application were omitted. Finally, many studies were omitted simply for lack of relevance, i.e. papers on e.g. technological diversity or innovation in farming.
This resulted in a set of 1,230 publications, which were then submitted to a second screening based on
their abstract. 729 of these addressed gender diversity; 519 diversity with regards to age or career stage;
71 diversity with regards to nationality; 145 diversity with regards to research field; while 45 dealt with diversity issues in general. Some publications addressed two or more of these themes, e.g. both gender
diversity and diversity with regards to age or career stage (which was by far the most common combination of themes).
Upon closer reading of the abstracts, more than some of these publications were omitted for lack of relevance or added value. In total, the 1,230 selected in the second screening were narrowed to approximately 440 publications.
Also, relevant work published before 2010 was identified and included, based on references from articles
identified in the literature search. In particular, prior work was included when references were made to
seminal papers that e.g. defined key concepts or lead to major trends in the research, and when the literature drew heavily on work published before 2010 (particularly when older references were deemed useful in making sense of mixed evidence on a given theme). In total, 67 articles were included through such
‘snowballing’. In total, approximately 500 publications were included in the mapping.
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3 The literature on diversity with regards to gender
Gender diversity in science is a long-standing issue in academia. The debate regarding gender issues in
science is however highly polarized and often draws on normative perspectives that are either critical or
favorably inclined towards efforts to address gender inequality.
The literature on gender diversity in science is extensive. It is also fragmented across topics, methods,
and publication outlets (Dehdarirad, Villarroya and Barrios 2015), and its results are often inconsistent and
thus inconclusive (Ceci et al. 2014). The mixed results found in the literature have been attributed to the
complex and changing nature of gender differences that exist in academia (Webber and González Canché 2018) but also to variation in the data and methods applied to studies of gender differences in science (Traag and Waltman 2020).
There are many variations in the literature with regards to which terms are used, and how they are used,
which contributes further to a lack of clarity regarding the state of knowledge about gender issues in science. In this report, we draw on the following definitions of ‘gender inequality’, ‘gender difference’, ‘gender disparity’, and ‘gender bias’ as recently defined by Vincent Traag and Ludo Waltman in a blog post:

We propose to define a “gender inequality” or a “gender difference” simply as any observed difference between people with a different gender.
Our proposal is to use the term “gender disparity” to refer to any difference between people with a
different gender that is causally affected by their gender. This means that if a woman had been a
man (or vice-versa), the outcome of interest would have been different.
The strongest term is “gender bias”, which we propose to define as any difference between people
with a different gender that is directly causally affected by their gender. Similar to a gender disparity,
this means that if a woman had been a man, the outcome of interest would have been different.
However, whereas a gender disparity may be the result of an indirect causal pathway from someone’s gender to a particular outcome, a gender bias is a direct causal effect.
To clarify the distinction between a gender disparity and a gender bias, consider the example of
being accepted at a prestigious university. Suppose that the acceptance rates for men and women
are equal for each study programme, but that some study programmes have lower acceptance
rates than others. If women apply more often for study programmes with lower acceptance rates,
this results in a lower overall acceptance rate for women. In this case, there is a gender disparity in
the overall acceptance rate. However, because the causal effect is mediated by study choice, this
gender disparity should not be called a gender bias (…). In contrast, suppose that a change in someone’s gender on an application form affects the acceptance decision. In that case, gender does
have a direct effect on acceptance, which means there is a gender bias in acceptance rates.
(Traag and Waltman 2020)

In this chapter, we begin by outlining key arguments presented in the literature for why gender diversity in
science matters (in section 3.1), before turning our attention to observed gender differences in researchers’ career trajectories (3.2), in their scientific performance (3.3) and research funding (3.4). We then examine proposed explanations for these gender differences (3.5), before outlining ways in which different
actors in and around academia have sought to address gender inequalities in sciences (3.6).
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3.1 Arguments for why gender inequality in science matters
Different arguments are presented in the literature for why gender differences in science should be investigated and addressed. We argue that these arguments tend to fall into one of two categories, which
are described below.
Ensuring representation, avoiding loss of talent, and providing equal opportunities

The first set of arguments call for equal opportunities for all qualified researchers to pursue and excel in
an academic career, regardless of their gender. First, some researchers emphasize the importance of
increasing thr representation of underrepresented groups in academia, including but not limited to female researchers. The second set of arguments focus on how higher attrition rates for female researchers represent a problematic loss of talent for the academic research community (e.g. Goulden, Mason,
and Frasch 2011). Meanwhile, the third set of arguments call for the removal of unreasonable barriers for
female researchers to pursue or advance in a research career, regardless of whether these barriers stem
from discrimination, conscious or unconscious bias, or structural barriers, i.e. to ensure equal opportunities for all talented researchers (e.g. Valantine and Collins 2015; Campbell et al. 2013).
Increased creativity, variety, and relevance in scientific research

The second set of arguments focus on possible benefits of research from diversity or heterogeneity
among researchers. First, several studies (see box 1) have argued that a moderate level of heterogeneity
among members of a research team or similar group is associated with a higher degree of creativity and
strengthened problem-solving ability. Here, gender diversity has been identified as one of several possible sources of heterogeneity in groups, with gender being associated with e.g. heterogeneity in cognitive
thinking styles and in communication styles, which can contribute positively to the overall performance of
the group.

Box 1. Moderate gender diversity can strengthen creativity and problem-solving in teams
Nielsen et al. (2017) argued that gender diversity matters for the outcomes of scientific research processes, high-

lighting that prior work has documented that cognitive diversity in groups matters for their ability to perform well in
creative tasks. For example, Woolley et al. (2010) investigated factors that influence groups’ ability to perform a

wide variety of tasks, which they refer to as the ‘collective intelligence’ of the group. They found that groups’ task

solving ability was associated positively with the average social sensitivity (i.e. the ability to identify other people’s

emotions) of group members), with the degree of equal participation in group discussions, and with the proportion
of women in the group. The latter, according to the authors, was likely to be mediated by the fact that women tend
to exhibit higher levels of social sensitivity. In a later paper, Woolley, Aggarwal, and Malone (2015) reiterated the

conclusion that a group’s collective intelligence is a better predictor of group performance than the intelligence of
its individual members. Building on prior research showing that groups performing creative or innovative tasks

tend to benefit from diversity within the group, while groups tasked with ensuring or increasing efficiency are often
hampered by diversity (Williams and O’Reilly 1998), and that cognitive diversity in e.g. thinking styles and perspectives are crucial for the collective intelligence of groups (Kozhevnikov, Evans and Kosslyn 2014), Woolley and colleagues found that evidence of a curvilinear relationship between cognitive-style diversity and collective intelli-

gence. Put differently, groups with moderate levels of diversity in cognitive styles performed better than groups

with very similar or very dissimilar cognitive styles, underlining that excessive diversity can be as harmful to creative achievements in groups as lacking diversity.
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Valantine and Collins (2015) cited multiple prior studies indicating that gender diversity can contribute positively to

complex problem-solving and creative work in teams as well as broaden perspectives and approaches in e.g. corporate and healthcare settings, and called for more evidence on the impact on gender diversity for the quality and
outputs of academic research, particularly from beyond the biomedical disciplines, which has been the subject of
most existing studies on this topic. On a more general note, Phillips (2014) argued that differences within a group

(whether these stem from e.g. ethnic/racial differences, gender differences, or opposing political views) promotes

creativity and innovation by removing assumptions that everyone holds the same information and shares the same
perspectives, and by increasing the likelihood that divergent and alternative perspectives are put forth and discussed.

On a related note, Campbell et al. (2013) found that gender-heterogeneous teams typically produced journal articles that were more heavily cited by peers than teams comprised of highly-performing individuals of the same

gender: peer-reviewed publications by gender-heterogeneous authorship teams received 34 percent more cita-

tions than publications produced by gender-uniform authorship teams. This may indicate that research by mixedgender teams have a greater impact on scientific discussions. In this connection, it is worth noting that Holman

and Morandin (2019) found that researchers co-publish with colleagues of the same gender more often than ex-

pected by chance, with this pattern being consistent and even becoming slightly more pronounced over the past
ten years. Moreover, their study also found that publications in journals with high impact factors tended to have a

relatively low proportion of same-gender coauthor teams, again possibly indicating a positive association between
mixed-gender author teams and research with high scientific impact.

Nielsen, Bloch, and Schiebinger (2018) however pointed out that team members’ beliefs about the possible benefits of gender diversity can matter for team outcomes, citing various prior studies including one that found that
openness to diversity was positively associated with performance in gender-diverse teams (Lauring and
Villesèche 2019).

Moreover, national and cultural contexts matter: a meta-study of 68 diversity studies concluded that gender-egalitarian societies (e.g. Canada, Finland, and Sweden) are more likely to see positive effects of team diversity on task
performance than less egalitarian societies (Schneid et al. 2015, cited in Nielsen, Bloch, and Schiebinger 2018).
Although many studies highlight possible benefits of diversity, meta-studies do not provide a clear picture of

whether the main effects of diversity in teams are positive or negative, as benefits from e.g. diversity in thinking

styles and approaches may be reduced or outweighed by higher levels of detachment and conflict (Chambers et
al. 2017). Nonetheless, the literature does offer insights into the conditions under which increased diversity can
lead to positive outcomes and thus into how best to manage diversity (Chambers et al. 2017).

Second, it is argued that diversity can contribute to greater variety in research questions and approaches
(see box 2), as researchers who differ from each other are more likely to pursue different types of research fields, research questions, methods, types of interaction with non-academic actors, etc. For instance, there are indications in the literature that women and men may differ in their preferences for research fields and methods. Such variation implies that the full body of research covers a broader range of
themes and approaches, which ultimately increases the responsiveness of research to the full set of societal needs.
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Box 2. Gender diversity may contribute to greater variety in research questions and approaches
Gender diversity in scientific teams can increase the perspectives, research questions, and research areas ad-

dressed. For example, Nielsen and Börjeson (2019) examined how the intellectual contents of research disciplines
change as they become more gender diverse. In a study of more than 25,000 management papers, they found no
effects of team gender diversity on per-paper scientific impact when controlling for factors such as geographical
setting, institutional prestige, and authors’ collaboration patterns. However, they found a consistent pattern of

gender-related variations in research focus: while women researchers were well-represented in social and hu-

man-centered areas of management, men were more likely to author papers addressing more technical and operational areas of management. In conclusion, the authors argued that gender diversity may lead to a wider range of
perspectives, values, and questions which can increase the responsiveness of research to the full set of societal
needs and expectations.

Nielsen, Bloch, and Schiebinger (2018) proposed paying greater attention to the impact of gender diversity on the
research questions and priorities addressed in a field, based on the idea that for instance, female entrants into a

male-dominated discipline may bring new research questions to light. As the authors pointed out, no studies appear to have systematically examined whether gender diversity is associated with changes in the types of ques-

tions asked within a field, though they cite historical examples indicating that women’s entrance into traditionally

male-dominated research fields coincided with broadening research agendas, e.g. in medical research, primatology, and history.

However, Nielsen, Bloch, and Schiebinger (2018) called for research on whether the relationship between team
diversity and diversity in research questions differs across disciplines, characterized by different disciplinary

norms and epistemic cultures, and for more insight into how organization factors (e.g. different organizational climates, staff policies, and human resource management practices) influence gender diversity in teams.

Finally, a stream of the literature focuses on the role of diversity in strengthening the relevance of research (see box 3). Research has shown that author teams with women authors are more likely to con-

sider and report sex and gender-related factors. Researchers have long pointed to the importance of
considering the role that gender and sex analysis may play in informing procedures and practices in
healthcare, in light of well-documented differences in e.g. physiology and therapeutic response among
men and women. Though the importance of including and reporting gender and sex analysis has been
focused on the health sciences, it has been argued that incorporating gender and sex analysis into experimental designs is likely to improve science and engineering across disciplines (e.g. addressing
known gender bias in algorithms or differences in sex-based responses to climate change), by promoting
more rigorous and responsible research and, ultimately, greater social equity.

Box 3. Gender diversity may contribute to greater relevance in research
Women’s participation in science matters for the extent to which research considers the role of sex and genderrelated factors in their studies: based on a study of more than 1.5 million medical research papers, Nielsen et al.

(2017) found that papers with women authors as first or last authors were more likely to include sex and gender as

variables. A similar conclusion was presented by Sugimoto et al. (2019). Indeed, gender and sex are important factors to consider in many studies. Researchers have for example pointed to the importance of considering the role

that gender and sex may play in biomedical and health research in order to ensure complete and accurate results

that may inform procedures and practices in health care – including e.g. choice of diagnostic tests and treatments
– ultimately improving patient outcomes (Day et al. 2017; Legato, Johnson, and Manson 2016; Nielsen et al. 2017).
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The physiology of women differs from that of men, and there are well-documented differences between men and
women, in how they experience illness and in their responses to therapeutic interventions (Legato, Johnson and

Manson 2016); nonetheless, female subjects have only been included in clinical trials in recent decades (Legato,

Johnson and Manson 2016). Moreover, there is growing evidence that both sex and gender have a role to play not

only in how individuals respond to treatment but also in their choice of treatment (Clayton and Tannenbaum 2016).
Here, it is important to differentiate between sex and gender: ‘gender’ refers to “social, environmental, cultural,

and behavioral factors and choices that influence a person’s self-identity and health” and thus includes e.g. gen-

der identity, norms and relations; meanwhile, ‘sex’ refers to a set of biological attributes that influence individuals’
health (Clayton and Tannenbaum 2016).

Debates regarding the inclusion of gender and sex-related factors in academic research remain salient, as seen
for example in a recent study of registered clinical trials aimed at developing new treatments and vaccines for

COVID-19: Brady et al. (2020) examined the inclusion of sex and/or gender in registered SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19

studies on ClinicalTrials.gov and found that less than 17 percent of 2,484 registered trials explicitly mentioned sex
or gender as a criterion considered in the recruitment of participants and that around just 4 percent mentioned

sex or gender in the description of their analysis. In addition, the authors found that none of the 11 clinical SARS-

CoV-2/COVID-19 trials published in scientific journals in June 2020 reported results disaggregated by sex, which
according to the authors indicates that a lack of mention of gender or sex in connection with the registration of
trials is not corrected during the execution or reporting of trials. Yet existing knowledge indicates that sex and

gender matter for both SARS-CoV-2 infection and COVID-19 mortality, as well as for efficacy and the incidence of
side effects associated with medical treatment of infections.

Day et al. (2017) argued that subjects’ sex should be integrated into research designs from the outset of the re-

search process, i.e. at the stage during which research proposals are developed, to ensuring meaningful integration of gender-related factors. Moreover, data should be analyzed and reported by sex, gender, or both, to avoid

the risk of overlooking differences in e.g. male and female subjects in clinical studies, and to facilitate e.g. replication and meta-studies (Clayton and Tannenbaum 2016).

Guidelines for researchers for considering and reporting sex and gender differences in studies have been put

forth (see e.g. Day et al. 2017). Moreover, some funders have underlined the importance of considering sex as a

factor in relevant studies. For instance, the US National Institutes of Health requires grant applicants to consider
and report relevant biological variables including sex as a variable in biomedical research (Clayton and Tannenbaum 2016; Legato, Johnson and Manson 2016).

While gender and sex analysis are increasingly considered in the life sciences and medical sciences, and to some
extent also in e.g. computer science, attention to the potential importance of sex and gender-related factors in

other disciplines e.g. engineering remains limited (Nielsen, Bloch, and Schiebinger 2018). However, Tannenbaum
et al. (2019) presented a compelling argument that incorporating gender and sex analysis into experimental de-

signs is likely to improve science and engineering across the board, by promoting more rigorous and responsible
research and ultimately greater social equity. As examples of gender and sex analysis that can strengthen the in-

terpretation, validation, reproducibility, and generalizability of research findings, they mention (among other examples): research into the genetic and hormone-mediated basis for sex differences in immunity (e.g. relevant for

novel cancer immunotherapies); gender bias in algorithms, including e.g. that facial recognition systems, are more
likely to misclassify gender for darker-skinned women than for lighter-skinned men; insight into sex-based re-

sponses to climate change enabling improved modeling of demographic change among marine organisms and

downstream effects for humans; and that seatbelts and airbags have been designed and evaluated with a focus

on the typical male occupant, with data indicating that belt-restrained female driver is more likely to sustain severe
injuries in a crash than male drivers.
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3.2 Gender differences in academic career trajectories
The ‘leaky pipeline’

Many policy reports and academic studies document a skewed gender distribution within academia.
The observation that the proportion of women decreases along the academic career path is often described using the metaphor of the ‘leaky pipeline’, which was first introduced by Berryman (1983). Studies,
particularly from the US, have shown that women are particularly likely to ‘leak’ out of the academic pipeline in connection with personal events such as marriage and childbirth (Goulden, Mason and Frasch
2011; Ahmad 2017; Cruz-Castro and Sanz-Menéndez 2019). For instance, female doctoral students with
children are less likely to complete their doctoral studies than students with no children (Wladkowski and
Mirick 2020).
Exit from academia may also occur after a major career event such as e.g. completion of the Ph.D. degree (Paksi, Nagy and Király 2016; Titone Tiv and Pexman, 2018; Lörz and Mühleck 2019). For example,
Evers and Sieverding (2015) examined academic career intentions among 380 postdocs who had recently completed their Ph.D. at a German university and found that women were less likely to report academic career intentions than men were. A follow-up study eight months later revealed no gender differences in the intention to continue in an academic career among the 129 postdocs who were still working
in academia, indicating that early events and decisions are crucial in understanding why women leak out
of the academic pipeline after their Ph.D.
Studies have also shown that women are more likely to leave academia in connection with the transition
to researcher independence (e.g. Ley and Hamilton 2008) or a tenure-track position (Caprile et al. 2012).
Moreover, women are less likely to apply for tenure-track positions than men (Ceci et al. 2014).
Several studies point to the importance of early-career decisions and events for understanding gender
differences in career trajectories. For instance, Danell and Hjerm (2013) found that women are significantly less likely than men to become professors in Sweden and that women’s prospects of becoming
professors have not improved over time. They also found that gender differences in promotion rates
could be attributed to early career events. In a related study, Danell and Hjerm (2013b) explored one such
event, the prestigious postdoctoral fellowship, and concluded that male and female researchers had the
same probability of achieving a fellowship and that men and women who had achieved this had equal opportunities to become professors. However, in the group of young researchers who were not awarded a
postdoctoral fellowship, women were substantially worse off than their male counterparts.
Other gender differences in career trajectories in academia

Based on longitudinal studies of researchers’ career trajectories, Ramos, Cortés, and Moreno (2015)
found that male and female researchers have rather different trajectories, with men’s careers described
as more ‘linear’, and women’s careers described as “non-linear”, i.e. marked by interruptions associated
with e.g. parenthood and caregiving duties.
Data also indicate that women researchers are more likely to be employed in part-time, time-limited, and
non-tenured positions. For instance, based on a review of prior studies, Misra, Lundquist, and Templer
(2012) concluded that women researchers with children have lower tenure rates and are more likely to be
employed part-time or in non-tenured positions than male researchers or female researchers with no
children, and they are also more likely to leave academia.
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Moreover, data indicate persistent a gender pay gap across countries, both in the labor market in general
and in scientific and research occupations in particular (Caprile et al. 2012). Research on gender differences in pay in academia is scarce (Caprile et al. 2012), and existing studies on this topic tend to focus on
selected countries (Renzulli et al. 2013; Javdani and McGee 2019) or even particular research disciplines
within a selected country (Kelly and Grant 2012; Mumford and Sechel 2020), providing limited generalizable insights. Nonetheless, Caprile et al. (2012) argued that observed gender differences in pay are partly
explained by the underrepresentation of women in leadership positions but also e.g. by differences in
working time for men and women, pointing to the complexities involved in understanding the causes of
gender differences in pay.
Several studies have found that women advance more slowly in their academic careers (e.g. Cruz-Castro
and Sanz-Menéndez 2019; Ryazanova and McNamara 2019; Waaijer et al. 2016; Heijstra, Bjarnason, and
Rafnsdóttir 2015; Pyke 2013; Kelly and Fetridge 2012; Barrett and Barrett 2011). Also, Carter and Tully
(2019) found that women researchers’ careers tend to plateau at the mid-rank level (e.g. associate professor) while men’s careers tend to accrue towards the highest rank (i.e. professor).
According to a review of the literature by Caprile et al. (2012), family and caregiving duties play an important role in explaining gender differences in academic career trajectories. They stress that family especially influences the early career stages stretching from the first university degree to the first tenuretrack position, during which important career events and demands of e.g. scientific productivity and mobility for many women coincide with childbearing years.
A report on career paths among scientists in Denmark echoed many of the findings in the international
literature within the context of Danish academia (DFiR, 2019). First, career progression has slowed for
both genders, as it generally takes researchers two years longer to be promoted to associate professor
(compared to ten years ago). Men (particularly if they have no children) are more likely to be hired as a full
professor than women (particularly women with children, who are the least likely to become full professors). Women were also more likely than men to be hired in time-limited professor appointments (the socalled ‘professor MSO’-position). The same report showed that researchers with children – and women
with children in particular – have become more likely to leave science: today, 54 percent of women with
children have left academia six years after completion of their Ph.D. degree, compared to 38 percent
twenty years ago; also, 44 percent of men with children haft left academia six years after their Ph.D., compared to 31 percent twenty years ago. The proportion of childless researchers leaving academia today
has remained relatively stable over the past two decades, for both women and men.
Some recent studies have suggested that gaps in career advancement between men and women in academia may be narrowing or disappearing among younger generations of researchers (Webber and González Canché 2018; Ceci et al. 2014; van Arensbergen, van der Weijden, and van den Besselaar 2012) or
emerge in later career stages (van den Besselaar and Sandström 2016). For instance, Webber and
González Canché (2018) did not find evidence of gender differences in the path toward tenure in the US
higher education labor market in the first decade after degree completion. However, they did find that
women academics had significantly lower salaries than men and that the gender gap in salaries grew
from approx. 12.000 to 21.000 USD over the decade.
Finally, women are also less likely to work in university management (e.g. Shepherd 2017). Moreover, in a
study of deans in US medical schools, Schor (2018) found that women were most prevalent in decanal
positions focusing on education and mentoring or institutional public image and least prevalent in those
focusing on corporate strategy and policy, finance, or government relations. The same study also found
that schools with female deans or interim deans had a higher percentage of women in decanal positions
than those with a male dean or interim dean.
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Differences across research fields

Women’s participation in science varies across disciplines (e.g. Silander, Haake and Lindberg 2013). The
underrepresentation of women is most apparent in mathematically intensive fields, such as geoscience,
engineering, economics, mathematics/computer science, and the physical sciences, while the proportion of women is much higher in other scientific fields such as psychology, the life sciences, and the social sciences (Burnett et al. 2012; Duch et al. 2012; Ceci et al. 2014; Su, Johnson and Bozeman 2015; Thelwall 2018).
Women also appear to specialize in different sub-fields than their male colleagues do. For instance, while
the proportion of women is higher in the humanities overall, it is lower in philosophy; similarly, while
women are more common in the social sciences, they are less common in economics and political science (Fine et al. 2014). Based on a study of more than 5.4 million research papers indexed in the Web of
Sciences databases, Larivière et al. (2013) found gender differences in the fields that researchers specialize in; female-dominated disciplines included nursing, midwifery, speech, language and hearing, education, social work, and librarianship. Male-dominated disciplines included military sciences, engineering,
robotics, aeronautics, and astronautics, high-energy physics, mathematics, computer science, philosophy, and economics. Like Eve et al. (2014), the authors also noted that while publications from social science disciplines revealed a larger proportion of women authors, publications in the humanities were predominantly authored by men.
On a related note, Dolado, Felgueroso, and Almunia (2012) analyzed gender distributions across research
fields in economics based on a dataset of almost 1,900 researchers affiliated with top-50 economics departments. They documented an uneven distribution of women across research fields and found that the
likelihood that women work in a given research field was positively related to the proportion of women already working in that field (though younger female researchers were more likely to spread out evenly
across research fields). Light (2013) demonstrated that women in sociology are represented in some
subfield specializations that are associated with a lower likelihood of achieving publication in prestigious
journals, and Zeng et al. (2016) found evidence for gender segregation in some sub-disciplines in molecular biology, in particular in genomics, where female faculty was clearly underrepresented.
Thelwall et al. (2019) also drew attention to gender differences in the choice of research fields and subfields, which they argued, with reference to prior research, may be explained by differences in male and
female interests or by gendered norms in some fields, which may be off-putting to researchers of the opposite gender. In a study of US male and female researchers between and within 285 narrow Scopus
fields inside 26 broad fields, Thelwall and colleagues concluded that differences in field specialization
cannot be explained fully by gendered differences in interests, although they noted the following exceptions: greater female interest in veterinary science and cell biology, and greater male interest in abstraction, patients, and power/control fields, such as politics and law. The authors noted that these differences
might be explained not just by gendered differences in interests, but also e.g. the availability of alternative
career options. They also found that women were more likely to use exploratory and qualitative methods,
and males were more likely to use quantitative methods.
Finally, Nielsen, Bloch, and Schiebinger (2018) emphasized the importance of ensuring adequate career
and funding opportunities and recognizing the value of non-mainstream perspectives for reducing the
risk of gendered “ghettoization” in both male and female-dominated sub-disciplines.
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3.3 Gender differences in research patterns and performance
Several studies have described gender differences in how men and women undertake research and in
their scientific performance; some key findings from this literature are outlined in the following.
Women tend, overall, to have fewer academic publications than men

Several studies have found that female researchers are less productive than their male counterparts,
meaning that they produce fewer publications. Though gender differences in productivity vary to some
extent across disciplines – and are reduced when studies control for factors such as career length, academic rank, and time devoted to research – findings regarding the lower productivity of women researchers remain largely consistent across a wide range of disciplines, geographical areas and measures of researchers’ productivity (Lerchenmueller and Sorenson 2018; van den Besselaar and Sandström 2017;
Beaudry and Larivière 2016; Mairesse and Pezzoni 2015; Larivière et al. 2013; Snell et al. 2009; Jagsi et al.
2006; Stack 2004; Xie and Shauman 1998; Long 1992; Cole and Zuckerman 1984).
Results are mixed, however, with some studies finding few or no productivity differences among women
and men – both in older studies from the 1990s (see references cited in Kretschmer and Kretschmer
2013) and in more recent studies. For instance, Sotudeh and Khoshian (2014) found no gender differences in productivity in nanotechnological research. Similarly, in a longitudinal bibliometric study of
health science researchers, Frandsen, Jacobsen, and Ousager (2020) examined researchers’ productivity and impact over a 16-year period, finding no or little difference in productivity or impact among the
group of health sciences researchers from the time of enrollment in the Ph.D. program and 10 years beyond. In some cases, examined in their study, women even outperformed men. In another study, Abramo,
D’Angelo, and Caprasecca (2009b) examined research productivity among the entire population of researchers in the scientific-technological disciplines of the Italian university system and confirmed the
presence of significant differences in productivity between men and women. These differences were
however smaller than often reported in the literature, which the authors explained by a tendency towards
declining gender differences in productivity. The authors also found significant variation in gender differences in productivity across research fields, including sectors where women did not exhibit lower performance. Duch et al. (2012) examined publications by more than 4,000 faculty members at top US research
universities and likewise found that gender differences in productivity are discipline-specific.
In a study of researchers in the social sciences in the Netherlands, van Arensbergen, van der Weijden,
and van den Besselaar (2012) concluded that gendered performance differences were disappearing in
the younger generations of researchers, echoing earlier findings by Xie and Shauman (2003). Similarly,
Bentley (2012) found that gender differences in productivity among Australian scientists had been reduced over time, with female publishing increasing from 57 percent of the male average in 1991-3 to 76
percent in 2005-7. On a related note, several studies described by e.g. van den Besselaar and Sandström (2016) have found that women researchers catch up with male peers later in their careers, though
their lower productivity early in the career can have a lasting negative effect on their academic career.
Moreover, Mairesse and Pezzoni (2015) found that scientific productivity declined with age more rapidly
for male than for female scientists, suggesting that the reason for women’s lower productivity in the early
stages of an academic career may be associated with factors that vary with age, including parenthood
and family responsibilities, or differences in the types and amount of work responsibilities (related to e.g.
teaching or administrative duties) that male and female research have. We return to these and other possible explanations for gender differences in scientific productivity in section 3.5.
On a related note, studies have found that women are less likely to be ‘star scientists’. In a study of Italian
scientists, for example, Abramo, D’Angelo, and Caprasecca (2009) found that men were twice as likely to
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be star scientists 1 than women, and that male star scientists exhibited higher performance than female
star scientists. The authors also found that while gender differences in productivity were found to diminish with career progression, male star scientists’ higher productivity was found to increase with career
progression. More recently, Chan and Torgler (2020) examined publications by more than 94,000 scientists in 21 fields across 43 countries. They found that that female representation among top (i.e. most frequently cited) scientists varied strongly across countries. Compared with the total share of women in science, they found that women were underrepresented among the top scientists by 28.52 percentage
points, but with variation across research fields, with the lowest proportion of female top scientists found
in mathematics and statistics, engineering, and physics and astronomy. Despite the low proportion of top
women researchers in these fields, the female top scientists (on average) published more impactful research than their male colleagues, which was not the case in most other research fields. The authors also
found that female scientific success was positively correlated with a nation’s higher score on gender equity indicators, lower discriminatory values, and less negative attitudes and preferences towards women.
The higher attrition rate of women researchers is key to understanding gendered performance differences; for instance, Huang et al. (2020) found that gender differences in scientific productivity and impact were largely explained by differences in publishing career lengths and dropout rates for men and
women. In a study of the complete publication history of over 1.5 million gender-identified authors whose
publishing career ended between 1955 and 2010, covering 83 countries and 13 disciplines, the authors
found that the increase of participation of women in science has been accompanied by an increase in
gender differences in both productivity and impact. However, these differences were, as stated, largely
explained by differences in publishing career lengths and dropout rates for men and women. Overall, the
authors found that men and women publish at a comparable annual rate and have an equivalent careerwise impact for comparably sized bodies of work.
In summary, it is important to keep in mind that the results of studies on gender differences in productivity are highly sensitive to the methodologies applied (Kretschmer and Kretschmer 2013). Nonetheless,
the overall takeaways are that there appears to be an overall gender gap in productivity (see e.g. Ceci et
al. 2014; Davies and Healey 2019), part of which cannot be explained by the factors controlled for in the
studies on this topic. However, this gender gap varies in magnitude across research fields, being nonexistent or even in favor of women researchers in some fields. Moreover, there are indications that gender
differences in productivity decline over the course of the academic career; possibly both because less
productive women leave academia at earlier career stages, or because women researchers have more
time and/or resources at later career stages than early in their career.
Moreover, early productivity differences may have lasting effects on women’s academic careers. Indeed,
performance at the start of an academic career can have long-term effects, as shown in a study by Lindahl, Colliander, and Danell (2020). They examined how performance during doctoral education affects
the probability of attaining research excellence in the early career, using data on Swedish doctoral students employed at the faculty of science and technology and the faculty of medicine at a Swedish university. They found that research performance during a doctoral education has a positive effect on attaining
excellence in the early career. Their results also suggested that publication volume and quality in doctoral
students’ performance could be indicative of future excellence, and that performance differences in the

1

'Star scientists' were here defined as individuals with a performance level within the top 10 percent within their research field, as
indicated by several measures for performance, including both total and fractional productivity, and the total and fractional
weighted sum of publications (with the weight for a publication being equal to the normalized Impact factor of the journal In
which It was published).
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early career (primarily during the doctoral education) indicated that male researchers had a higher probability of attaining excellence than females. On a related note, Xing et al. (2019) examined ‘dropouts’ from
academic careers among physicists in American Physical Society journals using publication data and
found that in the early career phase, the dropout rate was high and negatively correlated with researchers’ research performance (measured by both productivity and impact). In more mature stages of the career, the dropout rate became stable and independent of the early performance of the scientists, only to
increase in the late-career stage (here mainly determined by retirement and external factors).
Women are less likely to be listed in prestigious first or last author positions

Several studies have investigated the extent to which male and female researchers are listed as first or
last author on publications, i.e. in positions that often indicate the main or most senior author. Being listed
as first or last author has long been known to strengthen researchers’ visibility, regardless of whether or
not the position in the author list reflects their actual contribution to the study reported (Zuckerman 1968).
In a study based on more than eight million papers from the natural sciences, social sciences, and humanities, West et al. (2013) found that women are significantly underrepresented as authors of single-authored papers. Several studies have also found that women are less likely to be listed on publications as
the first or the last author (Jagsi et al. 2006; Larivière et al. 2013; Filardo et al. 2016; Lerchenmueller, Lerchenmueller and Sorenson 2018; González-Álvarez and Cervera-Crespo 2019; Odic and Wojcik 2019),
even in fields where men and women have similar productivity levels (West et al. 2013). For instance, Lerchenmüller, Lerchenmueller, and Sorenson (2018) found that women researchers in cardiovascular research and across the life sciences had over time become more likely to be listed as first author on publications, but not as last author.
Being listed in ‘in between’ author positions may lead to slower career advancement for female researchers (van den Besselaar and Sandström 2017). A study of Dutch researchers by van den Besselaar and
Sandström (2016) found that women researchers advance more slowly in their academic career than men
and that this could be only partly explained by gender differences in research productivity; even when
controlling for academic age, performance, mobility, and researchers’ discipline, gender differences in
career advancement remained, and the authors argued that the residual differences could be explained
by gender bias in e.g. career hiring and advancement decisions.
Women are less likely to publish in the most prestigious journals

Some studies have found that women researchers are more likely to publish or be listed as the first author in lower-impact or lower-prestige journals within their field (Jagsi et al., 2006; Brooks, Fenton and
Walker, 2014; Lerchenmueller and Sorenson, 2018; Lerchenmueller, Lerchenmueller and Sorenson, 2018;
Andersen et al., 2019; Odic and Wojcik, 2019).
As argued by e.g. Andersen et al. (2019), this may reflect a generation effect – as there are more men in
senior academic positions than women, and senior academics are more likely to be able to publish in
high-prestige journals. It may also reflect, they argued, that women researchers are less likely to submit
publications to high-impact journals, or that they may have lower success in achieving publication in highimpact journals due to gender bias or topic bias in peer review processes.
Nielsen, Bloch, and Schiebinger (2018) also drew attention to the fact that a disproportionate share of female researchers undertake research in topics with a lower likelihood of being published in what have
deemed the most prestigious journals (citing prior work by Nielsen 2017; Ryan 2013; Dolado, Felgueroso,
and Almunia 2012) and argued that realizing the potential benefits of gender diversity for the diversity of
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research questions and approaches requires adapting the use of performance metrics to recognize
novel, non-mainstream research areas, and approaches.
Are women’s publications cited less?

A number of studies have concluded that women researchers’ publications receive fewer citations than
those of their male counterparts (e.g. Lerchenmueller and Sorenson 2018; Beaudry and Larivière 2016;
Larivière et al. 2013). For instance, using data on more than 5.4 million research papers indexed in the
Web of Sciences databases, Larivière et al. (2013) found all articles that were sole-authored, first-authored, or last-authored by women received fewer citations than those with men in the same positions.
This finding was consistent for both national and international collaborations. Using a database on funding, scientific papers, and citations for academics in Quebec, Beaudry and Larivière (2016) found that
publications by women researchers are cited less even when they have similar numbers of co-authors or
target journals with similar impact factors; they also found that researchers in the health, natural and engineering sciences who co-authored publications with a larger proportion of female co-authors consistently received fewer citations than those who published with a predominantly male group of co-authors.
Meanwhile, other studies have found no evidence of gender differences in citations to publications, and
some have even found evidence of higher citation scores for women than for men, casting doubt on the
argument that differences in citation rates are a salient factor in the production of gender inequalities in
research. For instance, in a cross-sectional bibliometric study, Nielsen (2016) examined the relationship
between Danish researchers’ gender and their research performance, by comparing citation and selfcitation rates and collaborative patterns of more than 3.000 male and female researchers at a Danish
university. According to the author, the results of the study challenge the assumption that there is a persistent gender performance gap as far as citations are concerned. For a review of other contributions on
this topic, see e.g. van den Besselaar and Sandström (2017) and Andersen et al. (2019), the latter of which
also discusses several methodological issues in prior studies of gender differences in citations.
More recently, Nielsen (2017a) found a marginal difference in citation impact in favor of women management scholars, concluding that differences in citation rates appear to be a negligible factor in the reproduction of gender inequalities in management research. Also, based on a matched case-control study of
more than 1.2 million papers in selected areas of medicine published between 2008 and 2014, Andersen
et al. (2019) found that papers with female authors were, on average, cited less than papers with male authors. The authors stressed, however, that the standardized mean differences were very small, and there
was an extensive percentage overlap between distributions for male and female authors. Adjusting for
some relevant factors (including self-citations, the number of authors on publication, international collaborations, and journal prestige), the authors found almost identical citation impact per paper for male and
female researchers in first and last author positions. Most of the small average differences, the authors
explained, were accounted for by self-citations 2 and journal prestige. Overall, their results draw attention

2

Men are more likely to cite their own prior work, thus increasing the total amount of citations to their work. King et al. (2017) explored data on 1.5 million research papers in the JSTOR database published between 1779 and 2011 and found that male researchers were significantly more likely to cite their own work, particularly in the last two decades of publications covered in their
study. The authors pointed out that these citation patterns could be explained by differences in the number of papers that male
and female researchers publish rather than gender-specific patterns of self-citation behavior. Similarly, Andersen et al. (2019)
underlined that there may be generation effect at play here, in that senior male researchers have more of their own publications to
cite. Indeed, Mishra et al. (2018), In a replication of the study by King et al. (2017) found that gender differences in self-citations
rates were reduced when controlling for authors' publication records. Mishra and colleagues argued that self-citation is the ’hallmark of productive authors’ regardless of gender, who cite their own novel publications early, thus giving their publications a
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to the importance of careful methodological approaches in comparing citation impact of male and female researchers; they also indicate that marginal if any gender differences in citation impact exist, suggesting that gender differences in citations are not a key factor in understanding differences in male and
female researchers’ academic careers.
On a related note, Thelwall (2018) found little practical gender difference in citation impact to male and
female-authored publications in countries with mature science systems. Thelwall (2020) examined the
evolution of gender differences in citation impact 1996–2018 for six million articles from seven large English-speaking nations: Australia, Canada, Ireland, Jamaica, New Zealand, UK, and the US – and found a
small female citation advantage for all these countries except the US, where no practical difference was
found. Again, these findings indicated that any academic bias against citing female-authored research
cannot explain gender gaps in career advancement in academia.
Nielsen (2018) concluded that most existing research appears to find that women are as cited or in some
cases even more cited than men, despite the inconclusive and ambiguous nature of the evidence on
gender differences in citations. The author moreover argued that some of this ambiguity may be explained by variations in citation patterns across disciplines, geographic areas, and gender composition
across research fields.
Women collaborate less with domestic and international researchers

Collaboration among scientists, along with increasing specialization and the growth of team science, are
common in science – but gender differences in collaboration patterns may help to explain gender differences in scientific productivity (Mairesse and Pezzoni 2015) because collaboration has been linked to enhanced productivity (Fox and Mohapatra 2007; Collins and Steffen-Fluhr 2019), also for women researchers (Kyvik and Teigen 1996). Increased collaboration may also enhance a researchers’ chances of new
collaborations and career advancement by signaling the value of his or her work (Collins and SteffenFluhr 2019).
Studies have shown that women researchers’ collaboration patterns differ from those of their male peers.
For instance, Uhly, Visser, and Zippel (2017) found that women engage less in international research collaborations than men, in a study based on the 2007 Changing Academic Profession (CAP) International
Data Set, an international survey of faculty and academic researchers from 19 countries, from all continents. Similarly, according to a study by Larivière et al. (2013), women are less likely to publish papers with
international collaborators and thus miss out on the additional citations generally associated with international co-publication. However, as pointed out by Mairesse and Pezzoni (2015), the reason why women
researchers’ collaboration patterns differ from those of men is not well understood.
Zeng et al. (2016) investigated publication and collaboration patterns among almost 4,000 faculty members in STEM fields in the US and found that lower numbers of co-authors for female researchers could
be explained by women’s lower publication rate and shorter academic career length; women were also
less likely to engage in repeat coauthorship than men.
Using data on 5,600 Norwegian researchers’ publications during a three-year period, Aksnes, Piro, and
Rørstad (2019) found the main factor in explaining scientists’ propensity to engage in international collaboration to be the discipline in which they were active. Overall, they found that men were more likely to co-

boost in citations. The authors furthermore argued that the main driver of lower self-citations among women is attrition, as women
are more likely to abandon their academic career than men.
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author papers with international collaborators but pointed out that there were lower proportions of
women in fields with higher international collaboration rates, arguing that choice of discipline or field is a
key factor in understanding differences in women’s lower propensity to collaborate with international coauthors. Moreover, when controlling for the scientific field, academic position, and publication productivity, they found no significant gender differences in international collaboration, suggesting that this is not a
salient factor in understanding gender inequalities in the Norwegian research context. Instead, they identified the lower productivity level of female researchers as the likely main impediment to their academic
career development.
In a study of publications from 1948 to 2013 by industrial–organizational psychologists, Fell and König
(2016) found no evidence that a lack of collaboration could be linked to lower scientific success among
women researchers; instead, they found that female researchers were more likely to engage in scientific
collaborations.
On a related note, Abramo, D’Angelo, and Di Costa (2019) examined differences in collaboration behavior
among male and female Italian top researchers. They found no overall evidence of significant gender differences in the overall propensity to collaborate among top researchers, though their analysis revealed
some differences at the level of individual disciplines, with women researchers being less likely to engage
in international collaboration in mathematics and chemistry, and more likely to engage in extramural domestic collaborations in physics.
In conclusion, the findings on gender differences regarding collaboration are mixed. Several results point
to women engaging less in international collaboration. However, in many cases, differences may be explained by the lower publication rate and shorter academic career lengths of women.
Women are less likely to patent and/or start a company – and to collaborate with industry

Again, there is variation to be found across fields. For instance, the gender gap in academic entrepreneurship found to be smaller in nanotechnology than in the overall tech area (Meng 2016).
While gender is often included as a control variable in studies of academic entrepreneurship, it is rarely in
focus in such studies (Link and Strong 2016). The studies that have examined the role of gender in academic entrepreneurship, however, find rather consistently that women researchers are less likely to take
out patents (Meng 2016) or to start a company based on their research findings (Di Paola 2020; Iffländer,
Sinell, and Schraudner 2018; Best et al. 2016), which is in line with research on women and entrepreneurship in general, as reviewed by e.g. Iffländer, Sinell, and Schraudner (2018).
Abreu and Grinevich (2017) examined academic entrepreneurship in a wide range of disciplines using
survey data collected in 2008-2009 from more than 22,0000 UK-based academics and found that
women researchers were more likely to be involved in applied research, to have less prior experience of
running a business, and to feel more ambivalent about research commercialization. They were also more
likely to be employed in junior positions and the health sciences, social sciences, or humanities. All these
factors were moreover correlated to lower rates of spinout activity. The authors concluded that certain
combinations of characteristics of male academics, that were rare or nonexistent among women researchers, explained a large proportion of the gender gap in academic entrepreneurship.
Colyvas et al. (2012) questioned the assertion that female scientists are less involved in formal technology
transfer. Based on a study of US medical school data, Colyvas and colleagues found no significant gender differences in the likelihood of reporting inventions or successfully commercializing them, though
women in their study tended to disclose fewer inventions than male scientists. They argued that these
findings may indicate that female scientists are an untapped source of entrepreneurial talent.
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Nonetheless, drawing on survey data from a large public research organization, Goel, Göktepe-Hultén,
and Ram (2015) found significant gender differences affecting male and female researcher’s propensities
to start a business. For instance, prior patenting and institutional leadership was associated with entrepreneurial tendencies among male researchers, but not among female researchers.
Fernández-Pérez et al. (2014) examined the effect of social networks on academics' entrepreneurial intentions among a sample population of 500 Spanish academics engaged in commercially oriented fields
of research. Business (i.e. industrial and financial) networks played a key role in promoting entrepreneurship both directly and indirectly (by affecting both entrepreneurial attitudes and self-efficacy on opportunity recognition), but male and female academics differed in their perceptions of support from business
and financial networks and in their use of these resources to start a business. In another study based on
Spanish data – a survey of 1,178 academics at Spanish universities – Miranda et al. (2017), found female
academics have less of an entrepreneurial intention. The further analysis explained this not by the absence of any of the factors typically considered as determinants of entrepreneurial intention, but rather
attributed it to the existence of implicit barriers for women that influenced their entrepreneurial intention.
Iffländer, Sinell, and Schraudner (2018) examined the motivations and strategies of academic entrepreneurs, including gender differences therein, and found that female academic entrepreneurs were often
driven by their ideals of finding broader application for research results and thereby making a social difference, while male academic entrepreneurs often pursued more personal, practical goals such as financial success and recognition, and placed a strong focus on product value and technological advantages.
This indicates, the authors suggested, that increased female participation in academic entrepreneurship
may lead to both greater diversification of academic spin-offs, but also more spin-offs focusing on people’s benefits and needs.
On a related note, based on a sample of 6,000 life scientists, Ding, Murray and Stuart (2013) found that
male scientists were almost twice as likely as females to serve on the scientific advisory boards of biotechnology companies (after controlling for constant professional achievement, network ties, employer
characteristics, and research foci). They moreover found no evidence supporting a choice-based explanation for this gender gap, pointing instead to another possible explanation, i.e. gender-stereotyped perceptions and unequal opportunities embedded in social networks.
Finally, several studies indicate that male researchers are more likely than their female counterparts to
engage in commercialization activities and collaboration with industry, even when controlling for seniority
and scientific discipline (Calvo, Fernández-López and Rodeiro-Pazos 2019; Abreu and Grinevich 2017;
Tartari and Salter 2015; Link, Siegel and Bozeman 2007; Thursby and Thursby 2005).
However, based on a large-scale study of UK physical and engineering scientists, Tartari and Salter
(2015) argued that gender differences in collaboration activity can be tempered by the social context in
which female scientists work, notably by factors such as the presence of women in the local work setting
and/or the scientific discipline and institutional support for women scientists’ careers.
How gender differences in scientific performance may affect career trajectories

In summary, the evidence is mixed, but as a whole indicates some overall gender gap in productivity, a
slower start to the publication career for women, a greater likelihood that women will publish in low-prestige journals than men, and some gender differences in collaboration practices.
It should be noted that scientific productivity is neither an indicator of the quality of a researcher nor of
the researcher’s contribution to science or society. For instance, studies have shown that researchers
are likely to have fewer publications when they engage in interdisciplinary and/or highly novel (and thus
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typically more time-consuming and risky) research (as described in DEA and Independent Research Fund
Denmark, 2019). Nonetheless, scientific productivity often has implications for scientists or for the institutions that employ them. For example, several countries (including Denmark) allocate funding to e.g. universities using performance-based models that rely in various ways and to different degrees on publication counts. Thus, individual productivity may ultimately impact institutional funding. Moreover, scientific
productivity is one of several bibliometric indicators often used in the assessment of researchers’ performance, e.g. in connection with hiring, advancement, and funding decisions.
Webber and González Canché (2018) found that scientific publications were by far the most important
contributor to career advancement for both male and female academics in the decade following degree
completion. As such, scientific productivity matters. For example, Lerchenmueller and Sorenson (2018)
investigated early career transitions in the life sciences by following more than 6,000 scientists who received a postdoc grant from the National Institutes of Health in the US. They followed the scientists from
the postdoc stage to becoming a principal investigator, which, as the authors argued, marks a critical
transition in an academic career. They found that a large part of the gender gap in the life sciences could
be traced to this period of transition: women transitioned to principal investigators at a 20 percent lower
rate than their male counterparts. The authors moreover found that differences in scientific productivity
explained about 60 percent of this difference, and argued that the residual difference could likely be explained by gender differences in the returns to publications, i.e. how many citations researchers receive
to their publications.
Similarly, gender differences in citations to publication, where these exist, hold implications for researchers’ career opportunities. Citation indicators are commonly used to support decisions regarding recruitment, promotion, and funding of researchers; if there are gender differences in citation impact, such differences may exacerbate gender inequalities in research (Andersen et al. 2019). Thus, even though gender differences regarding citations in many studies are found to be explained by other factors (e.g.
productivity, male self-citation, etc.), the ‘raw’, remaining differences can still contribute to gender differences through e.g. hiring and funding decisions.

3.4 Gender differences in funding
While section 3.3 examined indications of gender differences in scientists’ performance, this section focuses on gender differences in research funding. Research funding is sometimes viewed as a performance parameter for researchers, and sometimes as a resource in enabling performance.
Gender disparities in funding

There are clear gender imbalances in the number of grants awarded to female and male researchers.
These differences however are to a large extent explained by differences in the number of women in a
given research field (Cruz-Castro and Sanz-Menéndez 2019).
Several studies have investigated imbalances in research funding. Some studies find that women have
both lower success rates and received smaller amounts of grant money (Urquhart-Cronish and Otto
2019). Yet most of the literature reviewed in connection with this mapping finds no clear evidence of differences in success rates for men and women (e.g. Leberman, Eames and Barnett 2016; Pohlhaus et al.
2011; Waisbren et al. 2008). For instance, in an analysis of sex differences in National Institutes of Health
(NIH) award programs, Pohlhaus et al. (2011) found that in programs where participation was lower for
women than men, the disparity was primarily related to a lower percentage of women applicants compared with men, rather than decreased success rates or funding rates. However, the longitudinal analysis
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showed that men with previous experience as NIH grantees had higher application and funding rates
than women at similar career points.
Women (overall) receive less funding – and are less likely to (re)apply

Studies have indicated that women apply for fewer grants (see e.g. Leberman, Eames, and Barnett 2016;
Cruz-Castro and Sanz-Menéndez 2019), even in fields with near-equal gender distribution e.g. medical
sciences in the US (Ley and Hamilton 2008). Some studies also indicate that women, overall, tend to receive less funding.
Hosek et al. (2005) looked at grants from three major public US research funding federal agencies: the
National Institutes of Health (NIH), the National Science Foundation (NSF), and the US Department of Agriculture. The authors found few gender differences in federal grant funding over the three-year-period
period examined when controlling e.g. applicants’ disciplines, institutional affiliation, and past research
output. The authors did however find that women applying as principal investigators to NIH received less
funding than men did (but this was largely explained by women being less likely to lead top 1 percent
grants) and that women were generally somewhat less likely to apply again to the same agency.
Waisbren et al. (2008) examined research grant support between male and female faculty at eight Harvard Medical School-affiliated institutions and found that women were awarded less money than men at
the ranks of instructor and associate professor. They however found no significant differences in grant
success rates for women and men after controlling for academic rank.
Oliveira et al. (2019) examined grant amounts to first-time female and male grant awardees from the US
National Institutes of Health (NIH) from 2006 to 2017. 43.6 percent of the first-time principal investigators
were female (similar to the proportion of women enrolled in US MD-PhD programs at the time, i.e. 38 percent). The authors found no statistically significant differences by gender for baseline performance
measures (i.e. median number of articles published, median number of citations per article, median number of research areas). The study also found gender differences in the size of NIH grants awarded to a
comparable first-time female and male PIs, even at top research institutions. For most grant types, men
were favored; however, women received larger R01 grants, the most frequent award for first-time awardees.
Biernat et al. (2020) examined responses to imagined negative grant reviews among National Institutes
of Health (NIH) K-Awardees—Principal Investigators of Mentored Career Development Awards; they found
that women were less motivated to reapply for funding after receiving a review highlighting inadequacy
rather than promise.
Larivière et al. (2011) examined the relationship between sex, age, research funding, publication rates, and
scientific impact for all professors at universities in Quebec, Canada, and found among other things that
women after the age of 38 on average received less funding. Put differently success rates for men and
women were comparable until women reached their late 30s, at which point men’s success rates remained unchanged while women’s success rates either plateaued or increased more slowly. After the
age of 38, women were also less productive (a finding which is in contrast to findings of other studies described in section 3.3, which found that gender differences in productivity lessened in later career
stages). They argued that possible explanations included women’s more limited (as in smaller and more
local/domestic) collaboration networks, parenthood and caregiving duties, women’s lower rank in academic communities (as men are, on average, older and employed in more senior positions), and possibly
also differences in genders’ choice of research topics. They also argued that lower levels of funding for
female researchers may play a key role in explaining their lower productivity, which in turn affects their
chances of obtaining funding; but the direction of causality here is not well understood. Moreover, the
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authors pointed out that men remained more productive than female researchers given equivalent levels
of funding, indicating that funding is not necessarily associated with higher levels of productivity.
Finally, looking at internal university funding, Sege, Nykiel-Bub, and Selk (2015) found that female junior
researchers in the basic biomedical sciences received less start-up support from their universities than
men.
Women take longer to receive key grants and advance more slowly in their careers

In the aforementioned study by Lerchenmueller and Sorenson (2018), which tracked 6,000 scientists in
the life sciences from the postdoc stage to becoming a principal investigator (i.e. receiving a R01 grant),
the authors found that a large part of the gender gap in the life sciences could be traced to this period of
transition: women transitioned to principal investigators at a 20 percent lower rate than their male counterparts, spending on average a year longer than men with a similar number of citations in transitioning to
the R01 grant. The authors moreover found that differences in scientific productivity explained about 60
percent of this difference, and argued that the residual difference could likely be explained by gender differences in the returns to publications, i.e. how many citations researchers receive to their publications.
In a Danish context, in a report on gender aspects of grants from the Danish Independent Research
Council, Bloch and Henriksen (2013) found that female postdocs recruited to work on larger grants from
the council had almost twice the Ph.D. age compared to the male postdocs recruited. They also found
that the proportion of men recruited by their Ph.D. advisor was almost twice as high as for women. In addition, while women in their data were more likely to leave academia, the likelihood of opting out of academic research was significantly lower for both male and female researchers who had received an independent research grant, compared to rejected applicants. Finally, the report showed that male grant recipients were more likely to advance in their career within the first four years after receiving a grant, during which time female grant recipients showed the same level of career advancement as rejected male
applicants.
On a somewhat related note, Sheltzer and Smith (2014) examined recruitment practices at leading laboratories in the US biomedical research community and found that male faculty members tended to employ
fewer female graduate students and postdocs than female faculty members did, and that elite male faculty trained significantly fewer women than other male faculty members. Meanwhile, elite female faculty
did not exhibit gender inequality in employment patterns. The authors also found that new assistant professor hires were largely comprised of postdocs from within these prominent laboratories. Finally, the authors pointed out that the disproportionately low number of women employed in leading biomedical research labs could be the result of either some exclusion of women or their self-selected absence.

3.5 What explains gender differences in career trajectories, research performance,
and funding?

In the previous three sections, we have painted an overview of key findings with regards to the existence
of gender differences in academic employment, scientific performance, and research funding. In this
section, we present possible explanations for gender differences in academic career trajectories, research performance, and acquisition of research funding, as they are presented in the literature.
Some of the explanations presented focus on specific types of gender differences, while others have
broader relevance for understanding gender issues in science. However, they are presented here in the
same section because many of the factors explored in the literature are closely interrelated.
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Two recurring themes in the literature are, first, whether the oft observed performance differences are a
result of or an antecedent to gender inequality in academia (Besselaar and Sandström 2017) and, second,
whether women researchers’ higher attrition rates are the results of structural and cultural barriers in academia or individual factors, including e.g. personal priorities and preferences and performance (Nielsen
2016).
Gender differences in ability

Several studies have since the 1980s explored whether evidence could be found for significant differences in men and women’s biological or psychological abilities, but the emerging consensus in the literature appears to be that no convincing evidence has been found of differences that could explain gender
differences in researchers’ performance or career trajectories (van den Besselaar and Sandström 2016;
Abramo, D’Angelo, and Caprasecca 2009a; Hyde and Linn 2006).
In a review of prior work, Cruz-Castro and Sanz-Menéndez (2019) concluded that capacity-based explanations for gender differences in e.g. STEM participation have lost power, as gender gaps have narrowed.
Instead, they drew attention to the role of social-psychological and socio-cultural perspectives, referring
to the importance of stereotypes, preferences, and expectations among e.g. teachers, family, and peers
in shaping actions directly or indirectly via bias. Such bias, the authors pointed out, may play a small role
in any given single decision, but can have cumulative effects over the course of individuals' lives, contributing to substantially different outcomes for women and men.
For instance, Cruz-Castro and Sanz-Menéndez (2019) refer to work by Correll (2004; 2001), who argued
that cultural beliefs about gender can have different effects on the early career decisions of men and
women, by biasing individuals’ perceptions of their competencies, e.g. in mathematics. When such beliefs influence career decisions, they may for instance deter women from pursuing a career in STEM
fields. On a related note, Leslie et al. (2015) and Meyer, Cimpian and Leslie (2015) argued that women are
underrepresented in academic fields where ‘raw, innate talent’ or ‘brilliance’ 3 is seen as key to success,
as such qualities are stereotypically associated with men rather than women. Similarly, van den Besselaar
and Sandström (2016) hypothesized that men and women of similar academic ability may end up on divergent career paths – due to e.g. bias and gender stereotyping – with men more likely to pursue research-oriented trajectories and women more likely to pursue lower-prestige e.g. teaching-oriented trajectories, leading to higher gender differences in performance.
In another study, Epstein and Fischer (2017) investigated academic career intentions within a sample of
approximately 1,100 recent doctoral graduates from medicine and basic life sciences in the US. They
found a strong and significant association between research self-efficacy and academic career intentions, with lower research self-efficacy among women explaining gender differences in career intentions
among women in medicine. However, they found no gender differences within the basic life sciences
concerning academic career intentions or research self-efficacy.

3

Storage et al. (2020) found that people associate brilliance with men more than women; this finding was consistent for both
men and women, children and adults, and across both different US regions and different countries, and argued that this may
help explain why women are underrepresented in careers where success is perceived to depend on high levels of intellectual
ability (e.g. brilliance or genius), e.g. in STEM disciplines.
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Differences in degrees of research specialization

Research specialization here is understood as the extent to which researchers focus their research on
one or a few subfields or engage in research across multiple subfields. Leahey (2006) argued that women
researchers tend to specialize less than their male counterparts. The author further argued that women,
as a result, miss out on an important means of increasing their scientific productivity – as specialization
carries benefits such as e.g. making it easier to master debates and methods within a subfield and build
relationships with other researchers in the field, which in turn may strengthen opportunities for publication, career advancement and the like.
On a related note, Rhoten and Pfirman (2007)) found that women researchers were more likely than male
researchers to engage in interdisciplinary research, i.e. apply tools, concepts, data, methods, and results
from other fields and disciplines; engage in research at the intersections between disciplines; work in
teams or networks across fields and disciplines, and to work on problem-oriented questions that involve
not just multiple disciplines but also stakeholders inside or outside of academia. However, as the authors
pointed out, they could not ascertain to which extent these patterns were the result of individual attributes, group characteristics, socio-structural conditions, or some combination thereof – or of other possible intervening factors e.g. cohort, institutional context, disciplinary field, etc. As such, they cautioned
against claiming with certainty that gender is a key factor in understanding scientists’ propensity to work
across disciplinary boundaries.
However, Abramo and D’Angelo (2017, cited in Abramo, D’Angelo, and Di Costa 2018) documented gender differences in the extent of research diversification, both overall and in most disciplines – with male
researchers being more likely to diversify their research – but this finding was primarily explained by
males’ higher publication productivity. Once controlling for productivity, gender differences disappeared
in all but two disciplines: mathematics, where women had a higher degree of research diversification, and
biology, where men had more diversified research.
A large-scale study by Mishra et al. (2018) found that male and female researchers, on average, showed
similar levels of age-normalized expertise, thus casting further doubt on the role of research specialization in understanding gender differences in scientific productivity. On a related note, Abramo, D’Angelo,
and Di Costa (2018) examined the role of gender, age, and academic rank on research diversification
based on all publications from 2004 to 2008 by all Italian professors in the sciences 4 and concluded that
were no gender differences in scientists’ propensity to focus or diversify in their research. Moreover, they
found that women researchers’ propensity to diversify their research varied based on the type of diversification examined as well as the researcher’s discipline. The authors, therefore, cautioned against viewing
the degree of research diversification as a factor in the gender gap in scientific productivity.
Differences in numbers and career paths – and in researchers’ visibility

Larivière et al. (2013) pointed out that differences in how often male vs. female researchers are listed as
first or last author may at least be partially explained simply by the fact that there are more male than female researchers in academia, particularly in the senior positions that often assume lead author positions
on publications. Female researchers are, on average, younger than male researchers; they are overrepresented in lower academic positions and positions with a temporary contract – positions often associated
with a higher teaching load and lower levels of funding (Besselaar and Sandström 2017). All of these

4

Here defined as: Mathematics and computer sciences, Physics, Chemistry, Earth sciences, Biology, Medicine, Agricultural and
veterinary sciences, Civil engineering, Industrial and information engineering.
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factors may help explain productivity differences. However, as mentioned earlier, studies (e.g. Lerchenmueller and Sorenson 2018; van den Besselaar and Sandström 2016) have found that productivity
differences explain only a part of the gender gap, with the residual presumably explained at least in part
by bias.
Some have argued that gender differences in science will disappear over time. However, Cruz-Castro
and Sanz-Menéndez (2019) challenged the “time will solve gender disparities”-argument, arguing that it
cannot be considered valid, if gender differences remain when researchers’ seniority and other salient
factors are held constant – for instance as gender gaps of researchers in senior positions remain substantial, despite narrowing gender gaps in earlier phases of the ‘pipeline’ e.g. doctorate production. Similarly, Gaiaschi and Musumeci (2020) concluded that the path to gender equality is “extremely slow and
non-linear”.
Studies have also found that women are less likely than men to apply for promotions (Bosquet, Combes
and García-Peñalosa, 2019). Some studies have also investigated factors that may affect women’s visibility and thereby their possibilities for career advancement. For instance, Nittrouer et al. (2018) examined
gender differences in speakers at an academic colloquium at 50 prestigious US colleges and universities, arguing that colloquium talks may enhance researchers’ reputation, networks, and collaborations
(and thus, ultimately, their employment options). They found that women were underrepresented relative
to men as colloquium speakers across six disciplines, as men were more likely than women to be colloquium speakers even after controlling for the gender and rank of the available speakers. They found no
indication that women were more likely to decline an invitation to give a talk or to question the importance
of giving such talks. However, having female colloquium chairs (and potentially committee members) increased the likelihood of having female colloquium speakers, pointing to the role of such ‘gatekeepers’ in
addressing gender inequalities in colloquium speakers. Sardelis and Drew (2016) also examined the representation of women as symposia speakers in two professional societies in biological research and
found that for each additional female conference organizer, there was a marked increase in the number
of female speakers.
Another aspect of the visibility or presentation of female researchers’ work concerns how they present
their research. Lerchenmueller, Sorenson, and Jena (2019) men and women differ in how they frame their
research findings. Based on titles and abstracts from more than 6 million articles in clinical research and
life sciences published between 2002 and 2017, the authors found that articles with a male first or last
author were more likely to describe their findings using 25 positive words including e.g. “novel” or “excellent” (compared to articles in which both first and last author were women), particularly in the highest impact journals. The authors also found that presenting an article positively was associated with higher
numbers of citations.
Differences in how male and female researchers spend their time at work

Although researchers engage in many different types of activities, research is widely recognized as the
most prestigious and as the one most important for employment and advancement opportunities (e.g.
Kretschmer and Kretschmer 2013). Studies have found that women researchers are likely to spend a
larger amount of time teaching, which influences the amount of time they have available for research (see
e.g. Marchant and Wallace 2016).
For example, based on a survey among US faculty, Winslow (2010) found that women faculty preferred to
spend a larger proportion of their work time on teaching, while men preferred to spend more time on research. The same study showed, not surprisingly given of these stated preferences, that women faculty
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spent a larger part of their workweek teaching and a smaller part doing research than men. However, actual time allocation diverged more from preferences for women than for men.
Such differences may help explain productivity differences. For instance, Taylor, Fender, and Burke
(2006) found that both teaching and service commitments (including e.g. serving as a department chair
or on committees) significantly reduced economics researchers’ productivity.
Such differences may also help explain gender differences in career paths. For instance, based on a survey among academics employed at the 24 Russell Group universities in the UK, Santos and Van Phu
(2019) found that the percentage of time spent on teaching and teaching-related activities had a negative
and statistically significant association with academic rank, which was more pronounced for women, who
spent a higher percentage of their working time on teaching and teaching-related activities than men did,
as did those in lower academic ranks. The authors pointed out that the percentage of time spent on
teaching and teaching-related activities may be considered both a cause and a consequence of the gender gap in career progression.
Even in Sweden, which is generally considered to be characterized by a high degree of gender equity, interviews echo patterns described in other studies, with women faculty likely to take on more teaching and
service duties, even to the detriment of their research performance, drawing comparisons to ‘worker
bees’ of academia (Angervall and Beach 2020). Interviewees also revealed that research and teaching
activities are increasingly associated with separate career paths (Angervall and Beach 2018; 2020). The
development of increasingly distinct research and teaching career paths may be associated with the different degrees of prestige attached to research and teaching (ibid.), but also to increasing competition
for positions and the growing dependence on external research funding (Angervall, Beach and Gustafsson 2015).
Several studies have also drawn attention to the amount of time women researchers spend on so-called
‘faculty service’, ‘academic service’, or the more derogatory ‘academic housekeeping’ (e.g. Pyke 2011;
Miller and Roksa 2020; Rauhaus and Carr 2020). For instance, Guarino and Borden (2017) found that,
among American faculty, women spent significantly more time on academic service than their male
counterparts, after controlling for academic rank, race/ethnicity, and research field or department. They
moreover found that this academic service was primarily in the form of internal service, e.g. to the department or university. On a related note, in a study of political science faculty in the US, Mitchell and Hesli
(2013) found that female faculty were not only asked to provide faculty service more often than men but
also that they more frequently said ‘yes’ to such requests. However, women in their study were most likely
to be asked to provide low-prestige or ‘token’ service, and less likely to be asked to e.g. serve as department chair, chair committees, or lead academic programs.
While some faculty service, e.g. editing a journal, may heighten a researcher’s prestige, other forms of
professional service often do not, including contributing to teaching and service in the researcher’s home
institution (O’Meara et al. 2017). In addition to being low-prestige, faculty service work may be time-consuming, as in the case of mentoring faculty members (Bird, Litt and Wang, 2004; O’Meara et al. 2017).
The question is why women engage in more teaching and faculty service. O’Meara et al. (2017) presented
three possible explanations. First, women may choose to spend more time on these activities than men,
as several studies indicate that many women faculty express a desire to improve academic programs at
their institution, support colleagues, and contributing to their department. Second, women may get asked
to do these types of activities more often than men, for instance, to add diversity to search committees
and the like (especially if the proportion of women in a given department is low), because they have expressed an interest in similar activities at some point in time because they are expected to be more likely
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to say yes, or because they are ‘typecast’ into caretaking and academic housekeeping tasks. Third,
women may be more likely to say yes when asked than men, particularly if criteria for career advancement
are ambiguous, and/or rewards or penalties associated with a yes or no answer are unclear. Based on a
survey among 111 associate and full professors from US research universities, O’Meara et al. (2017) found
that women faculty spent more time on faculty service, student advising, and teaching-related activities,
while male faculty spent more time on research-related activities and in an editor and associate editor
roles. They also found that male faculty spent almost twice as much time as women in professional conversations with colleagues in their field. The survey also indicated that women were more likely to receive
work activity requests, particularly for service work, while men were more likely to receive research-related requests. The authors found no significant differences between women and men’s likelihood to say
yes to tasks, or to delay their answer.
Finally, some studies indicate that female researchers have a stronger inclination to engage with society
than their male counterparts (Bührer and Wroblewski 2019), or that women and men differ in the types of
impacts they seek. Chubb and Derrick (2020) found, based on data from Australian and UK academics,
that men were more likely to pursue ‘hard’ impacts, while women attached greater weight to ‘soft’, difficult-to-measure impacts. To the extent that such differences are common, they may also contribute to
gender differences in career paths.
It is worth noting that in a study of former recipients of National Institutes of Health career development
awards, which can be considered an elite group of researchers, Jones et al. (2016) found limited differences in initial aspirations (related to e.g. research, teaching, other work tasks, salary, etc.) among men
and women researches.
Differences in how male and female researchers spend their time at home

Several studies have found that women faculty are more likely to experience stress due to heavy workloads and from balancing work ambitions with family duties than their male counterparts are (Angervall
and Beach 2020).
Women researchers may also be more affected in their research productivity than men are by starting a
family, as women often shoulder the majority of domestic and childcare duties (Sallee, Ward, and WolfWendel 2016; Baker 2010b; Long 1992; McCutcheon and Morrison 2016), which is associated with higher
levels of stress and conflict for women (McCutcheon and Morrison 2018; Sallee and Pascale 2012), and
which may at least partly explain lower productivity levels among female researchers, particularly in the
early stages of their careers (Mirick and Wladkowski 2020).
For instance, in a study of more than 11,000 PhDs covered by the US National Research Council's 1995
Survey of Doctoral Recipients, Stack (2004) found that productivity was relatively low for women researchers who had young children. This finding also held for the social sciences, the field with the highest
proportion of female PhDs, and where gender was otherwise unrelated to productivity.
Hunter and Leahey (2010) found – in a study of researchers in linguistics and sociology – that productivity
growth declined for all researchers after the birth of a child, but more so for women than men. On a related note, in a survey by Mirick and Wladkowski (2020), 70 percent of woman doctoral students and
graduates reported that motherhood decreased their productivity.
Misra, Lundquist, and Templer (2012) investigated how faculty members at a US research university
spend their time on work-related activities such as research, teaching, mentoring and faculty service, and
activities in their private lives including housework, childcare, and care for elderly family members. Their
study indicated that faculty (despite many working more than 60 hours a week) found it as difficult to
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strike a balance between different activities at work as to strike a balance between work and their private
lives. The authors also found that male and female researchers spend different amounts of time on
housework and caregiving, and those female researchers with young children spent less time on research, which in turn affects their opportunities for academic career advancement.
Even though the Nordic countries are generally recognized for a high level of gender equality and their
family-oriented work policies, parenthood may still influence men and women differently. For instance,
Rafnsdóttir and Heijstra (2013) examined how academics structured their time in Iceland. They found
clear gender differences in time use, and that despite flexible working hours, female researchers still appeared to shoulder more domestic and caregiving responsibility. Among other things, the authors found
that the flexibility offered was associated with greater difficulties in leaving work early or not being ‘on call’
outside of regular working hours for women than it was for men. On a related note, Nikunen (2014) investigated the effects of parenthood on work and careers as perceived by Finnish academics employed on
short fixed-term contracts; despite recognition of considerable freedom and flexibility in achieving
work/life balance, having children or taking long parental leave was still associated with anxiety and risk of
a negative impact on career prospects.
Based on in-depth interviews with 47 doctoral students, Hill (2020) found that women were more likely
than men to perceive starting a family and pursuing an academic career as incompatible, and they were
more likely to report opting for singlehood and intentionally delay romantic relationships, marriage, and
parenthood while pursuing career goals.
However, as briefly reviewed by van den Besselaar and Sandström (2016), the evidence on the question
on how parenthood affects researchers’ performance is mixed, as several studies (mostly dating back to
the 1970s-1990s) have found no evidence that female researchers’ academic careers are negatively impacted by parenthood.
For instance, Krapf, Ursprung, and Zimmermann (2017) – in a study of the effect of parenthood on the research productivity of academic economists – found no significant, overall relationship between motherhood or the birth of a first child and low research productivity, although becoming a mother before the
age of 30 appeared to have a detrimental effect on research productivity. They also found indications that
the effect of parenthood on research productivity was negative for unmarried women and positive for untenured men.
Joecks, Pull, and Backes-Gellner (2014) found that female researchers with children in business and economics were more productive than female researchers without children. They proposed two possible explanations: that female researchers with children either manage to overcompensate the negative resource effect associated with childbearing by working harder or that only the most productive female researchers decide to pursue both an academic career and parenthood. A descriptive analysis of female
researchers in business and economics in Austria, Germany, and the German-speaking part of Switzerland provides indications that the latter may be the case, as only the most productive female researchers
with children self-select or are selected into an academic career.
Finally, it is unclear how parenthood affects the total number of working hours for academics. For instance, academic mothers in the US did not appear to work fewer hours compared to male researchers
with children or compared to female researchers without children; meanwhile, their German counterparts
worked around 8 hours less per week compared to male researchers with children and compared to female researchers without children (Sieverding et al. 2018).
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Women are less geographically mobile and may be more likely to work in less prestigious institutions

Several studies have found woman researchers to be less geographically mobile than male counterparts,
as reviewed e.g. by Kulis and Sicotte (2002), who argued that lower degrees of geographical mobility may
have negative effects on women researchers’ recruitment, career advancement, and salary. Using data
from the National Survey of Doctoral Recipients in the US, the authors found that women researchers are
disproportionately drawn to large cities, areas that have many local colleges, and regional centers of doctoral production. The authors presented several possible explanations for this, including that women researchers settle in the geographical area where they earned their doctoral degree or in large cities that
offer a broad range of employment opportunities for dual-career couples. The authors moreover suggested that women researchers’ mobility patterns are affected by family and gender role dynamics; they
found that women’s geographical mobility was affected more by having children than by marriage. Finally,
they found that women employed in doctoral production centers were less likely to hold a tenured position and more likely to be employed part-time, and women in larger cities were less likely to be on the tenure track.
Other studies have shown e.g. that women researchers are less likely to be internationally mobile than
their male counterparts Jöns (2011). Caregiving responsibilities may affect researchers’ international mobility and research collaboration (Lubitow and Zippel, 2014), both with regards to longer research stays
and the like, and with regards to short-term travel e.g. participating in academic conferences (Henderson
and Moreau, 2020) but also other research-related travel e.g. traveling to give an invited talk (Tower and
Latimer, 2016). Reconciling mobility with family/caregiving duties was found to be an issue even for highly
successful Austrian female researchers even highly successful female researchers’ decisions about mobility (Fritsch, 2015).
Studies from North America in particular moreover indicate that women researchers are more likely to
work in less prestigious institutions (Cruz-Castro and Sanz-Menéndez 2019). There are also studies suggesting that women prefer or thrive more in certain institutions. For instance, based on a study of life scientists in the US, Smith-Doerr (2004) found that women perform better in flat hierarchies in private firms
than in academia. Corley and Gaughan (2005) found that women researchers performed better in research centers than in traditional university departments; although women in centers were younger, employed at lower academic ranks and less likely to be tenured than their male colleagues, they did spend
as much time as men undertaking research, writing grant proposals and administering grants.
Gender bias and discrimination

Selection of talent in academia is often driven by panels and committees that are e.g. responsible for
identifying interesting candidates for recruitment and for reviewing grant and job applications; such panels and committees may be affected by various forms of bias but also by group dynamics and social interaction within a group of panel or committee members ( van Arensbergen, van der Weijden, and van
den Besselaar 2014). Many studies have examined possible bias or discrimination as factors in explaining
gender differences in science.
Where discrimination refers to the different (typically less favorable) treatment of individuals or groups
with similar characteristics or circumstances, bias (which can be conscious or unconscious) refers to
characteristics of evaluators' cognitive or attitudinal mindset (e.g. preferences, prejudices, or incomplete
information) that can impact the objectivity of their evaluation (Cruz-Castro and Sanz-Menéndez 2019). It
is widely recognized that reviewers are often positively inclined towards work similar to their own, possibly
because of bias, possibly because it is more difficult for them with confidence to assess work more dissimilar to their own (Bloch and Henriksen 2013).
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Gender bias can be shaped by stereotypes (e.g. Teelken, Taminiau, and Rosenmöller 2019) and may take
different forms. For instance, Heilman (2001) distinguished between descriptive gender stereotypes (associated with expectations about what women or men are like, for instance as women are attributed with
social and service oriented, or ‘communal’ traits and men with e.g. ‘agency’ and decisiveness), and prescriptive gender stereotypes (associated with expectations of how people of a certain sex should behave). The author moreover argued that both of these types of stereotypes can lead to biased evaluations, including e.g. devaluation of women’s performance (with reference to prior work indicating that
women can be viewed as less skilled than a man even when equally successful at a male sex-typed task),
a denial of credit to women (e.g. drawing on research showing that women but not men are judged to be
less competent when group feedback is given instead of individual feedback), or even penalization of
competence (if for instance, women exhibit behavior normally ascribed to men).
Bias has also been argued to affect researchers’ salaries. In a study of Canadian faculty in accounting,
Wiedman (2019) found that women received a significantly lower salary for coauthored articles they published with men than those they published with other women; no similar variations in reward was evident
for men. According to the author, this was indicative of a bias in the attribution of credit for coauthored
research in the determination of salary and may help explain why salaries for female academics vary systematically from those of men even after considering productivity.
Drawing on prior work in economics, Cruz-Castro and Sanz-Menéndez (2019) distinguish between two
forms of bias. The first is discrimination based on preferences, in which an evaluator has a personal preference for certain characteristics associated with certain groups of individuals, and these preferences
affect his/her assessment of effort, achievement, and/or future potential positively or negatively. The second is statistical discrimination, where evaluators – e.g. because of incomplete information about candidates under assessment – rely on e.g. information on the average performance of certain groups of candidates (e.g. candidates of the same gender, or who received their Ph.D. from the same institution, or the
same research subfield, etc.) to provide additional information for use in their assessment; such information may moreover be accurate or inaccurate.
As pointed out by e.g. O’Meara et al. (2017), it is worth noting that prior research has shown that women,
as well as men, hold implicit biases towards women, including e.g. perceptions that women are likely to
be helpful and communally-oriented and to contribute to academic service.
In the following, we examine studies that investigate the role of gender bias and discrimination. Because
the literature on this topic is rather extensive, we will first consider studies examining bias and discrimination in academic search, recruitment and advancement processes, second, in the allocation of research funding, and third, in research assessment generally speaking. However, as pointed out by (CruzCastro and Sanz-Menéndez, 2019), the evidence on these topics is highly mixed. Several studies find evidence of bias or point to bias as the possible explanation for residual gender differences. Meanwhile,
other studies refute these arguments. For instance, Ceci and Williams (2011) argued that evidence does
not support arguments of discrimination against women in journals, grant assessments and hiring, and
that differences in outcomes for men and women can be explained by different choices (free or constrained) i.e. by men/women’s individual choices and constraints imposed not by academia but by society
at large (Williams and Ceci 2015).
Cruz-Castro and Sanz-Menéndez (2019) pointed out that these contributions have been highly controversial, particularly for attributing gender inequalities in science to factors beyond the reach of the academic
system itself. They also pointed out that “the higher we go in the academic hierarchy, the more difficult
[sic] is to disentangle performance and career differences from other factors that impede women’s entry
into the most elitist ranks” (Cruz-Castro and Sanz-Menéndez, 2019), and that the volume of literature that
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claims that gender bias exists and persists is far greater than the body of work that claims that it is diminishing or disappearing. At the same time, Cruz-Castro and Sanz-Menéndez cautioned against attributing
all non-explained gender gaps/variation to discrimination and bias. Finally, they pointed out that a likely
explanation for much of the heterogeneity found in the evidence on the existence of gender bias are variations and limitations in the methods and data applied in studies of gender bias.
Gender bias and discrimination – in academic search, recruitment, and advancement

Gender bias in decisions about e.g. recruitment, advancement, and funding in academia has been advanced as a possible explanation for gender differences in academic career trajectories and scientific
performance (Zuckerman 2001), fueled in part by an oft-cited study by Moss-Racusin et al. (2012). MossRacusin and colleagues investigated whether science faculty showed bias against female students. In a
randomized double-blind study, science faculty from research-intensive universities were asked to rate
the application materials of a student – who was randomly assigned either a male or female name – for a
laboratory manager position. Male applicants were rated as significantly more competent and ‘hireable’
than (identical) female applicants; they were also offered a higher starting salary and more career mentoring. Moreover, female and male faculty were equally likely to exhibit bias against the female students, who
were generally viewed as less competent.
Scouting and recruitment processes in academia are characterized by limited transparency and accountability (van den Brink, Benschop and Jansen 2010); indeed, it has been pointed out that much of the selection process takes place even before a position is announced, underlining the importance of researchers’ informal networks and visibility for their chances of obtaining a position (Nielsen, 2017c). IGiven the
importance of ‘scouting’ for suitable candidates in academic recruitment practices (Van den Brink 2011;
Munar and Villesèche 2016), understanding how such candidates are identified and encouraged is relevant to consider. For example, in a study of appointment practices for medical professors in the Netherlands, Van den Brink (2011) found that the pool of potential candidates was restricted when candidates
were identified through homogenous male networks and that gendered preconceptions of what constituted a suitable candidate could influence the recruitment processes. On a related note, Neale and White
(2014) found based on interviews with women researchers in an Australian and a New Zealand University
that female researchers perceived that informal processes around promotion discriminated against senior academic women.
Clauset, Arbesman and Larremore (2015) examined placement data on nearly 19,000 regular faculty in
three disciplines in the US Across disciplines. They found that faculty hiring followed a hierarchical structure that reflected social inequality; among other things, doctoral prestige was a key factor in explaining
placements, women generally placed worse than men, and increased institutional prestige was associated with increased faculty production, better faculty placement, and a more influential position within the
discipline. On a related note, Sheltzer and Smith (2014) found that high-achieving male faculty members
in the biological sciences trained 10-40 percent fewer women in their laboratories relative to the number
of women trained by other investigators. They pointed out that these findings might be the result of selfselection among female scientists or conscious or unconscious bias on the part of some faculty members.
Reuben, Sapienza and Zingales (2014) found in an experiment that without the provision of information
about candidates other than their appearance, men were twice more likely to be hired for a mathematical
task than women. If the ability was self-reported, women still were discriminated against, because employers did not fully account for men’s tendency to boast about performance. Providing full information
about candidates’ past performance reduced discrimination but did not eliminate it.
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Abramo, D’Angelo, and Rosati (2016) examined academic recruitment processes in Italy and found that
certain factors appeared to give male applicants an advantage, e.g. having worked for several years in the
same university as a committee member, or if the chairman of the committee was also male. For female
applicants, having the same family name as a full professor in the same university was associated with a
higher likelihood of employment. However, they found that female candidates were less likely to be affected by negative bias than male candidates, which the authors argued could be explained by a concentration of male top scientists might lead to discrimination against male candidates.
Rivera (2017) examined junior faculty search procedures at a large US research university, focusing on the
role of search committees, and found indications of discrimination related to candidates’ relationship
status. The qualitative study showed that search committees considered the relationship status of female
candidates in heterosexual relationships, but not of male candidates, based on an assumption that female partners were ‘movable’, while male partners with academic or high-status jobs were not. The author concluded that this type of practice could disadvantage women in academic hiring procedures.
However, it is worth noting that a study of faculty members at 7 US universities by Zhang, Kmec and Byington (2019) found that women who perceived their career as primary compared to that of their partner
were more likely than men to have considered refusing their job offer had their partner not found suitable
employment. Women were also more likely than men to have considered leaving their current job had
their partner not found suitable employment (regardless of the importance of their career relative to that
of their partner’s).
Treviño et al. (2015) examined the professorial appointments of 511 management professors at top American research universities. After controlling for research performance and other factors, they found that
women were less likely to be awarded named professorships, particularly when the endowed chair was
awarded to an internal candidate. They also concluded that women derive lower returns from their scholarly achievements when it comes to appointments to endowed chairs.
In contrast, Williams and Ceci (2015) reported a 2:1 preference for hiring female faculty over equally qualified male candidates with matching lifestyles (e.g. single, married, divorced) through hiring experiments
where 873 faculty members from 371 colleges and universities evaluated hypothetical female and male
applicants for assistant professorships in biology, engineering, economics, and psychology. The only exception to their findings was found among male economists, who exhibited no gender preference in the
experiments.
Moratti (2020) pointed to several issues in academic recruitment shown in prior work to put women at a
systematic disadvantage including positions awarded by direct invitation (rather than via open job postings), the use of nominally open job calls which routinely get only one applicant, and procedural rules that
allow the filtering out of qualified applicants without sharing the grounds of the decision with the candidates. The author examined associate professor recruitment procedures at the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology (NTNU) over a ten-year period and concluded that the gender-equal characteristic of the university (with the share of female associate professors stable at 40 percent for over a decade) acted as an antidote to the potential biasing effect of low-openness and low-transparency hiring
procedures. The author also found no indication that low-openness and low-transparency procedures
systematically advantage women.
Looking beyond hiring decisions, some studies have examined how parenthood and different nationallevel policies may affect academic job search. For instance, Ollilainen (2019) interviewed 67 women academics in Finland and the US and found that – despite substantial differences in work-family policies in
the two countries – women in both countries felt a need to maintain a visible presence at work, even while
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they were on parental leave. Despite generous work-family policies in Finland, the prevalence of fixedterm contracts shaped decisions about when to start a family and how to manage periods of parental
leave.
Parenthood – or the possibility of parenthood – may also influence decisions regarding recruitment. Gloor
et al. (2018) found that childless women in the early stages of an academic career were likely to be associated with greater uncertainty and inconvenience – and experience more incivility – than childless earlystage male academics.
Finally, Martell, Emrich, and Robison-Cox (2012) argued that institutional or field level gender differences
in e.g. performance or career advancement can be seen as consequences of the collective behavior of
individuals who express only slight bias in favor of e.g. mean and that the unintentional processes by
which this occurs are difficult to observe. This suggests that even small biases may contribute to wider,
aggregate effects.
Gender bias and discrimination – in research funding and peer review

Is grant allocation affected by gender bias or discrimination? Evidence on this topic is highly mixed. For
instance, taking a recent example, Steinþórsdóttir et al. 2020) argued that the Icelandic research funding
system is biased not only in favor of men but also more generally towards male-dominated and culturally
masculine positions and fields., indicating that bias may be found not just in grant allocation decisions but
also in the wider norms and decisions that shape the funding system and overall allocation of funding. In
contrast, Urquhart-Cronish and Otto (2019) found no evidence that funding outcomes were affected by
gendered differences in language used in applications, based on a study of approximately 2,000 public
research summaries from the 2016 Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council individual Discovery Grant (DG) program.
Cruz-Castro and Sanz-Menéndez (2019) reviewed the literature on gender disparities with regards to
funding and concluded that arguments that gender differences can be explained by bias or discrimination are often supported using normative principles rather than robust empirical evidence. However, as
pointed out by Cruz-Castro and Sanz-Menéndez (2019), there are significant methodological and measurement challenges that make it difficult to produce convincing evidence of discrimination, particularly
because many of the gender disparities examined in academia are partly influenced by self-selection,
increasing methodological challenges. The authors go on to discuss major methodological issues in the
literature, including attempts to estimate discrimination based on multivariate or regression analysis
based on data, on grant allocation outcomes, or career advancement as the dependent variable and a
series of independent variables that include individual factors (including gender) and, in some studies,
contextual factors also. The authors point to the limitations of such studies, notably that it is extremely
difficult to include all factors likely to affect such an outcome, particularly as some of these factors are
unobservable or at least difficult to measure. E.g. a researchers’ potential, degree of originality etc. The
authors also argued that the gender differences that studies have tried to explain may be the result of
previous gender differences (e.g. in productivity, scientific reputation, etc.), which may themselves be the
result of discrimination; in that case, such studies are at best likely to underestimate the extent of discrimination. The authors argue in favor of more experimental approaches, which they argued have higher
levels of internal validity, but which pose challenges for researchers to meet sampling and generalizability
requirements. Cruz-Castro and Sanz-Menéndez (2019) also pointed out that many studies seek to examine possible bias or discrimination in static, single-event settings, e.g. a single grant allocation decision,
and including no information on e.g. prior assessments of the candidate which might affect the event under study, or interventions/learnings in policies and approaches, effects of interactions between groups,
etc. .
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Many contributions to the literature discuss whether peer review disadvantages women researchers, but
again we see conflicting evidence, as apparent from various reviews of this literature (see e.g. Guthrie,
Ghiga, and Wooding 2018; Marsh et al. 2009).
An oft-cited study by Wennerås and Wold (1997) of the grant peer-review system of the Swedish Medical
Research Council suggested that reviewers were gender-biased in their assessment of scientific merit. It
should be noted that replication of this study by Sandström and Hällsten (2007) found that ten years later,
the gender bias was actually in favor of women, with female principal investigators receiving a 10 percent
bonus on their scores when compared to male applicants.
Arguments that a gender bias in grant peer-review exists were however echoed by a meta-analysis of 21
studies undertaken by Bornmann, Mutz, and Daniel (2007), which concluded that grant applications by
men were 7 percent more likely to be approved than those submitted by women. Similarly, a review by
Kaatz, Gutierrez, and Carnes (2014) concluded that women generally have lower rates of publication and
success rates for high-status research awards than men.
Meanwhile, Brouns (2000) examined outcomes of peer review processes in two research funding bodies
in the Netherlands, the Dutch Organization for Scientific Research (NWO) and the Royal Dutch Academy
for the Sciences. The study concluded that women applicants were evaluated differently from male applicants – but the impact of this different treatment differed across disciplines: in some disciplines, women
appeared to have been discriminated against, while in others, they appeared to have been favored.
Kaatz et al. (2016) examined peer review assessments of both funded and unfunded R01 applications to
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) from a midwestern university and found indications of subtle gender bias. Meanwhile, van der Lee and Ellemers (2015a) examined grant funding rates for a national full
population of early-career scientists in the Netherlands. Their data was based on application and review
materials for 2,823 proposals under three calls from the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research
(NWO). They found a gender bias in favor of male applicants in how the ‘quality of the researcher’ was assessed (but not in how the ‘quality of the proposal’ or ‘knowledge utilization’ was assessed, where no gender differences were observed). More precisely, they found that male applications received significantly
more positive assessments on the criterion ‘quality of the researcher’ and also had significantly higher
application success rates – with these patterns being most prevalent in disciplines with the highest number of applications and equal gender distribution among the applicants (i.e. life sciences and social sciences). They also used content analyses of the instructional and evaluation materials from the NWO and
concluded that there was a use of gendered language favoring male applicants. Overall, the authors reported a 4 percent ‘loss’ of women during the grant review process for awards to early-career scientists.
The study received criticism, however, from Albers (2015) and Volker and Steenbeek (2015) who criticized
the statistical procedure applied in the study and questioned whether the gender effect was statistically
significant. The critics argued for instance that if a higher proportion of women applied for grants in competitive disciplines with low success rates for both genders (e.g. life sciences and social sciences), then
an analysis of success rates across all disciplines might incorrectly indicate gender inequality in the allocation of grants. Among other things, they also criticized the lack of inclusion of control variables that
could have explained the gender differences found. van der Lee and Ellemers (2015b; 2015c) replied to
these criticisms, reiterating that lower success rates for women were primarily observed in the disciplines
with a high proportion of female applicants (51 percent) and low success rates; they also emphasized that
their data indicated that women were less likely than men to be prioritized in every step of the review procedure. They argued that prior research has shown that in disciplines with low success rates, assessors
are more likely to rely on stereotypes in their evaluation of applicants. They also argued that their conclusions were based on several findings from their study and not just the contested statistical finding
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highlighted in criticisms. Finally, van der Lee and Ellemers stressed the finding that gender differences in
application success rates could only be traced to gender differences in ‘quality of researcher’ ratings, as
there were no observable gender differences ratings of proposal quality or expected knowledge utilization, warranting greater focus on the existence of possible gender bias in grant assessment procedures
and the wording of instructional and evaluation materials.
Witteman et al. (2018) examined a natural experiment from the Canadian Institutes of Health Research
(CIHR) which in 2014 divided all investigator-initiated funding into two new grant programs: one with and
one without an explicit review focus on the caliber of the principal investigator. Based on an analysis of
almost 24,000 grant applications from more than 7,000 unique principal investigators over a fiveyearperiod from 2011 to 2016, the authors found that the predicted probability of funding success in traditional programs was 0.9 percentage points higher for males than for female principal investigators.
Meanwhile, in the new programs established in 2014, the gap was 0.9 percentage points in favor of male
principal investigators in the program focused on the proposed science, but 4.0 percentage points in the
program with an explicit focus on the caliber of the principal investigator. According to the authors, this
indicated that gender differences in grant application success are explained not by differences in assessments of the quality of science led by women as much as by less favorable assessments of women
as principal investigators.
Hechtman et al. (2018) examined funding trajectories for more than 34,000 biomedical research grant
holders from the US National Institutes of Health (NIH). They found that women had comparable funding
longevity to men (meaning that they are funded at the same rate as men after receiving their first major
research grant). There were indications of a slight gender difference in funding longevity in favor of men.
But the authors also found that women held fewer grants, submitted fewer applications, and were less
successful in renewing grants; all factors which according to the authors could help explain any gender
differences in funding longevity. Overall, the authors argued that their study showed that women were
comparable to men in their ability to sustain research funding, and that focus should therefore be on (i)
increasing women’s representation among initial NIH grantees (where they accounted for just 31 percent)
and (ii) increasing women’s rates of new and renewal application submissions to address funding imbalances.
In contrast, Ceci and Williams (2011) argued based on a review of two decades of studies that claims of
gender discrimination in grant and manuscript reviewing and academic recruitment are no longer valid,
and that studies indicate that peer review, overall, is fair regardless of applicants’ gender. The authors
concluded that gendered differences in outcomes must be explained by other factors, notable differences in resources, which they argued are attributable to individuals’ choices (which in turn may be free
or constrained). They reiterated this conclusion in Ceci et al. (2014), where they argued that male and female researchers were equally likely to have their publications accepted and their grants funded.
Reinhart (2009) examined peer review procedures at the Swiss National Science Foundation, based on
applications covering research in biology and medicine from the year 1998. The study concluded that only
scientific performance indicators were significant predictors of the funding decision, finding no evidence
of gender bias, age bias, nationality bias, or bias related to the academic rank of the applicant, the requested amount of funding, or institutional affiliation.
Mutz, Bornmann, and Daniel (2012) investigated the grant peer-review process at the Austrian Science
Fund based on more than 8,400 research proposals across all disciplines from 1999 to 2009. They found
no evidence that the final grant decision was affected by the applicant’s gender or by any correspondence between the applicant’s and reviewer’s gender. However, they found that women were 10 percent
more likely to obtain a grant when there was parity or majority of women in the group of reviewers.
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Additional arguments against the existence of gender bias in peer review have been put forth by several
studies, as reviewed e.g. by Ismail, Farrands, and Wooding (2009). Marsh et al. (2009) evaluated gender
differences in peer reviews of grant applications, extending prior work including the aforementioned
study by Bornmann, Mutz, and Daniel (2007) that reported small gender differences in favor of men, but
found no evidence of gender bias in the assessment of grant proposal, with non-effects consistent
across country, discipline, and publication year. They argued that results reporting evidence of gender
bias in prior work could be explained by the fact that many of these studies pursue a null hypothesis-testing approach, and that if the sample size is sufficiently large, statistically significant gender differences
will almost always be present, even if the effect of such differences is so small as to have no substantive
importance or implications. The authors stressed that reported gender differences in prior work tend to
be small and warned against overinflating small gender differences.
Moreover, a large-scale study across disciplines by Marsh, Jayasinghe, and Bond (2011) found no evidence of gender bias in peer-review of grant proposals. The non-effects of gender identified in their
study were consistent across disciplines, whether assessors were chosen by the researchers themselves
or by the funding agency, and by the country of the assessor.
Gender bias and discrimination in research assessment and bibliometric approaches

Whether with the aim of assessing grant applications or recruiting talent, peer-review and performance
assessment play a key role in talent selection in academia. There is extensive research on the limitations
and possible bias in peer-review processes, as reviewed e.g. by Guthrie, Ghiga, and Wooding (2018), and
concerns have been raised that research assessment practices may contribute to gender inequalities in
research (e.g. Brooks, Fenton, and Walker 2014). In the following, we briefly review some of the work that
has focused on possible gender bias and discrimination in research assessment.
Nielsen (2018) has argued that the use of bibliometric methods to assess scientific performance, when
used to assess the performance of individual researchers, may sustain or increase gender inequalities in
research by applying easily measurable and seemingly impartial and objective indicators that disproportionately reward research practices and achievements more commonly associated with successful male
scholars than with female researchers, e.g. high scientific productivity or wider and more international
research networks. In other words, the use of bibliometric indicators is shaped, he argued, by implicit cultural assumptions about how scientists should be and perform, and thus may create obstacles for talented researchers who diverge from this norm, with the risk of decreasing diversity in academic goals
and approaches pursued in a given department. More specifically, Nielsen (2018) raised concerns about
specific bibliometric indicators, including e.g. the popular h-index, which favors researchers who publish
in subfields with high citation frequencies and with many co-authors, and which is highly correlated with
scientific productivity and thus scientific age.
Nielsen (2017b) examined the extent to which national performance funding allocation mechanisms reflect the research performance of female and male researchers differently, focusing on one such mechanism: the Danish ‘Bibliometric Research Indicator’ (BRI). The BRI is based on a counting of publications in
peer-reviewed outlets, assigning a higher number of points to publications in outlets that have been
deemed well-regarded and selective, and a lower number of points to publications in more standard outlets. The author found that male researchers on average received more BRI points for their publications
than women. Two likely explanations for this finding are presented by the author. First, that women account for approximately a quarter of the members of the committees that determine, which publication
outlets are categorized as well-regarded, and which are listed as standard outlets, and that this may result in biases in the process of assigning BRI points to outlets. Second, the author argues that the BRI
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model rewards collaborative research, which disadvantages women due to the aforementioned gender
differences observed in male and female researchers’ collaborative patterns.
Offering a perspective from Italy, Jappelli, Nappi, and Torrini (2017) examined data on the assessment of
180,000 research papers evaluated during the Italian national research assessment 2004–2010. The authors found a significant gender gap in research evaluation, with women being less likely to receive a high
evaluation. This gap was reduced when controlling for researchers’ academic rank but could not be explained by differences in co-authorships or international collaborations nor by periods of maternity leave.
Moreover, they found no evidence that women received more favorable evaluations than men if the reviewer was a woman.
Jappelli, Nappi, and Torrini (2017) also found that bibliometric evaluations were more favorable to women
than assessment through peer review, as women were significantly less likely to receive high evaluations,
relative to men when their work was assessed through peer review; meanwhile, assessment via bibliometric methods had no significant effect on the likelihood of women receiving high evaluations. However,
the authors noted that this finding was based on a specific subset of papers, namely the three best papers in the period 2004-2010 selected by authors themselves and that the findings might therefore not
apply to an assessment of researchers’ full scientific production.
Overall, Jappelli, Nappi, and Torrini (2017) did not find that the national research assessment was ‘unfair’
to women researchers, but could not explain the small but persistent gender gap in research assessment. They proposed that the residual gap might be the result not of an ‘evaluation effect’ but a ‘selection
effect’, i.e. the result of gender differences that emerge in other stages of the academic career.
Picking up on one of the factors addressed by Jappelli, Nappi, and Torrini (2017), other studies have also
examined the relationship between the performance assessment of women researchers and the gender
of evaluators. As briefly reviewed by Jappelli, Nappi, and Torrini (2017), the literature on this issue is relatively limited and inconclusive, with some studies find benefit from same-gender evaluators (van den
Brink, Brouns, and Waslander 2006; Zinovyeva and Bagues 2011; De Paola and Scoppa 2015), some finding evidence of benefit from having an evaluator of the opposite gender (e.g. Bagues, Sylos-Labini and
Zinovyeva 2014), and some finding no significant impact of evaluators’ gender (e.g. Zinovyeva and
Bagues 2011).
Leahey (2006) argued that while several of the gender differences observed in academia – e.g. in salaries, in career advancement, and funding success – can be explained to a large extent by differences in
scientific productivity, the cause of these productivity differences have been harder to explain. Indeed,
questions regarding the existence of gender bias in academia have been driven in part by efforts to explain gender differences in academic careers which could not fully be explained by gender differences in
scientific productivity. For example, Filandri and Pasqua (2019) examined the effect of gender in professors’ career advancement using data on the entire population of professors in the Italian university system. In Italy, qualifying for an associate or full professorship requires researchers to obtain the National
Scientific Qualification (NSQ) accreditation, which establishes a minimum level of research productivity,
which differs across disciplines and sub-disciplines. The authors set out to investigate whether gender
differences in research productivity could explain the gender gap in career advancement; this was not
the case. Using four different indicators of research performance, the authors consistently found a gender gap in the probability of career advancement. More specifically, the authors found that female assistant professors’ probability of advancing to associate professorship was 8 percentage points lower than
their male colleagues; their probability of advancing from associate to full professor was 17 percentage
points lower. The authors interpreted these findings as evidence of structural gender bias. Looking at the
proportion of female full professors across academic sectors, they moreover found that the gender gap
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was not statistically significant in sectors with more female full professors, indicating that higher proportions of women among the professorial staff may be associated with less pronounced structural gender
bias.
On a similar note, based on a panel data econometric analysis of individual publication productivity differences for two large samples of French physicists, Mairesse and Pezzoni (2015) found that women were
less likely than men to advance to higher academic positions, even when controlling for past publication
productivity. They also found that women researchers more frequently had periods of no or very low-quality publications, which according to the authors might be explained by periods spent to a higher degree
on duties related to motherhood or childcare, and other family and household duties. When considering
the probability of promotion and the probability of having periods with no or very low-quality publications,
the authors found that female physicists were as productive as their male colleagues at the French National Centre for Research (CNRS), and more productive in French universities, despite the authors controlling for coauthorship and initial conditions that proxy for unobserved factors of productivity.
Finally, student evaluations of teachers are often used in the assessment of researchers in connection
with e.g. tenure, promotion, and compensation decisions. However, it has been argued that this may be
discriminatory against women, with one study suggesting this is because male professors are overvalued
as teachers by students, rather than that female professors are undervalued (Hoorens, Dekkers and
Deschrijver 2020). For instance, Mitchell and Martin (2018) showed that a male instructor administering
an identical online course as a female instructor received higher ordinal scores in teaching evaluations,
even when questions were not instructor-specific.
Gendered perceptions of ’excellence’?

Excellence is often invoked in academia, for instance as a criterion for recruitment or funding decisions.
Concerns have however been raised about the implications of the reliance on excellence in such justifications. For instance, Moore et al. (2017) argued that the concept of ‘excellence’ is a flexible term that can
be used for many purposes (including organizing, funding, assessing, and rewarding science) but which
has no intrinsic meaning in academia, i.e. no clear definition or objective and transparent assessment criteria. Although the rhetoric of ‘excellence’ is presented as a suitable method for identifying quality in research and allocating resources, the authors stressed that it is neither as efficient nor accurate as it is
presented to be. They moreover argued that the overemphasis on excellence may impede rather than
promote good research, by discouraging both intellectual risk-taking and incremental ‘steady-state’ science. Instead, the authors argued, it rewards a steady stream of publications in high-prestige journals,
increases existing competition for scarce resources and positions in science, and may encourage if at
least not dissuade researchers from engaging in questionable research practices.
The notion of ‘excellent’ research is also discussed from a gender perspective (e.g. by Thornton 2013;
Harford 2018; Lipton 2020). Nordic reports on gender issues in science have concluded that excellence
based initiatives tend to favor male scientists and tend to overlook the uneven distribution of male and
female researchers across research topics and traditions, with ‘excellence’-based criteria tending to favor fields traditionally dominated by men (Faber, Nielsen, and Gemzøe 2019), and similar criticisms have
been put forth of the Professorships Programme at the Swiss National Research Foundation (Fassa and
Kradolfer 2013).
On a related note, van den Brink and Benschop (2011) argued that excellence in academia, while cloaked
in a “myth of meritocratic impartiality” is, in fact, an evasive and gendered social construct that produces
gender inequality by rewarding behavior more prominent among male than female scholars. Citing prior
work casting doubt on the neutrality and objectivity of merit-based systems in academia, the authors
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examined processes surrounding the evaluation of Dutch professorial candidates and identified three
problematic practices. First, a focus on lengthy publication track records, which can disadvantage candidates with non-standard career trajectories, parental leaves, and larger amounts of other academic work
(e.g. teaching or management). Second, evaluations were influenced by perceived personality and leadership potential, where for example search committees were likely to view men as likable, which could
yield additional ‘excellence points’, while women being viewed as modest could result in a loss of such
points. Finally, network connections were observed to be associated with the assessment of higher status and influence, thus favoring candidates with strong male networks that could encourage them to apply, recommend them for positions and recommend them to committee members. These three qualities,
the authors argued, are not gender-neutral.
Research has indicated that men are more likely to be seen as excellent even when male and female researchers have comparable achievements (Coate and Howson 2016). Healey and Davies (2019) argued
that a narrow conception of ‘research’ may prevent some individuals from identifying as ‘research-active’
and therefore engaging with research, underlining the potential implications of different conceptions of
research. On a related note, Reynolds et al., (2018) – in a study of what constitutes academic success for
nine successful female early career researchers at an Australian university – found that women pointed to
multiple themes in defining academic success, including objectives measures related to e.g. publications, grants, and citations, but also more subjective views of success including making a contribution to
society through their research, undertaking research they are passionate about, having autonomy in their
role and achieving work-life balance. These findings may indicate that women define success in broader
terms, which in turn may affect their career progress and decisions about their career.
Working conditions in academia

The academic work environment has been described as a ‘chilly’ or even hostile climate for women (Carr
et al. 2000, 2003; Misra, Lundquist and Templer 2012; Fotaki 2013; Pololi et al. 2013; Settles et al. 2013;
Jenner et al. 2019; Miner et al. 2019). The perception of a chilly or even hostile climate has been associated not only with early career and non-tenured researchers but also with mid to late-career researchers
(Carter and Tully 2019). Some of these studies documented experiences with sexual harassment or gender discrimination (see also e.g. Taylor et al. 2018; Fernando and Prasad 2019). Others described how
norms prevalent in male-dominated academic environments may cause women researchers to feel marginalized and to report a lower sense of belonging within the workplace (Chapman et al. 2011). However,
while some women faculty feel marginalized, many may be thriving, as was e.g. the case in a study of academic chemists in the US (Chapman et al. 2011).
Other work focuses on how women perceive specific aspects of the academic work environment e.g. in
connection with fieldwork (e.g. Benz 2014; Soyer 2014; Chiswell and Wheeler 2016; Kloß 2017; Lynn, Howells and Stein 2018; O’Brien 2019; Vogels 2019; Jenkins 2020) or academic conferences. For instance, a
survey among female presenters at US conferences indicated that women were more likely to perceive a
conference as having a ‘chilly climate’ when there was a lower representation of women relative to men at
the conference (Biggs, Hawley and Biernat 2018). Also, Settles and O’Connor (2014) found in a survey
among US male and female researchers that women reported more incivility and perceived the climate to
be more sexist at academic conferences they had attended than men did.
Mairesse and Pezzoni (2015) cited earlier work giving examples of difficulties encountered by women researchers who enter into traditionally men-centered disciplines. They argued that such experiences may
lead women researchers to alter their behavior and select into other disciplines. Moreover, Casad, Petzel,
and Ingalls (2019) drew attention to the role perceptions of the working environment among women in
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STEM fields in the US in influencing e.g. their sense of perceived control and risk of disengagement from
STEM fields.
There may also be differences in the degree of support offered by different institutions and departments.
In a study of grants applications to the UK Research Councils and the Wellcome Trust, Blake and LaValle
(2000, cited in Cruz-Castro and Sanz-Menéndez 2019) found that women were equally successful as
compared with men in obtaining the grants they applied for, but were less likely to apply for grants due to
their lower status in their home institutions and because they received less support in doing so.
Some of the literature also points to the importance of a critical mass of women for addressing gender
imbalances. Cain and Leahey (2014) systematically reviewed hundreds of autobiographical accounts of
scientific success in fields with a large proportion of women researchers (psychology and the life sciences) and fields with a low proportion (engineering and physics) and concluded that female researchers
active in fields where women are not a numerical minority experienced higher levels of involvement in decision-making and academic collaborations. They also experienced less stereotyping and had a more
positive view of informal relationships in the workplace. According to Nielsen et al. (2017), these findings
point to the importance of a certain ‘critical mass’ of women (or other underrepresented minorities, for
that matter) in the academic workplace, which they estimated to be at 15 to 30 percent of team members.
In this regard, it is worth noting that Joshi (2014) found, in a survey-based study of scientific collaborations at a US university, that gender-integrated teams with a higher proportion of highly educated women
were more productive in disciplines, where there was a larger proportion of female faculty.
Studies have also indicated that a certain critical mass of women is crucial for retaining women faculty
(Verbos and Dykstra 2014) and for how women faculty perceive their academic working environment. For
instance, Maranto and Griffin (2011) found that faculty women were more likely to perceive exclusion from
academic departments that had a low representation of women. Similarly, Hillard et al. (2014) found that a
higher proportion of women in a department was related to increased perceptions that the department
advances women.
Lee and Won (2014) found that that the proportion of female full professors was positively associated with
improved gender equity in assistant professors' salaries, while the proportion of female associate and
assistant professors was not found to be significantly associated with improved gender equity.
Carrigan, Quinn and Riskin (2011) found that a critical mass of women faculty in a discipline mitigated gendered divisions of labor and thus lead to more equitable distribution of resources and allocation of time
for male and female faculty.
On a related note, Stack (2004) found, based on a review of prior literature, that the measured negative
effect of having children on scientific productivity is weaker in disciplines with a higher proportion of
women (e.g. social science) than in the so-called ‘hard’ disciplines. This, according to Stack (2004) and
Mairesse and Pezzoni (2015), suggests that disciplines with a higher proportion of women have qualities
that lead to lower ‘penalties’ on productivity from parenthood, e.g. more developed women-researcher
networks or more flexible academic career paths.
As previously mentioned, Leahey (2006) found, looking at the proportion of female full professors across
academic sectors, that the gender gap was not statistically significant in sectors with more female full
professors, indicating that higher proportions of women among the professorial staff may be associated
with less pronounced structural gender bias.
Moreover, Angervall, Gustafsson, and Silfver (2018) argued that there are significant differences between
academic work environments, using a study within two areas of education sciences in Sweden to
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illustrate departments characterized by collaboration and joint production among faculty and close integration of teaching and research activities. Their work indicates that there may be a variety of ways in
which to organize academic departments and that some of these ways may be more attractive to e.g. female researchers than others.
Women are more likely to ‘opt out’ of academic research

The higher attrition rate of women researchers is key to understanding gendered performance differences; for instance, Huang et al. (2020) found that gender differences in scientific productivity and impact were largely explained by differences in publishing career lengths and dropout rates for men and
women. In a study of the complete publication history of over 1.5 million gender-identified authors whose
publishing career ended between 1955 and 2010, covering 83 countries and 13 disciplines, the authors
found that the increase of participation of women in science has been accompanied by an increase in
gender differences in both productivity and impact. However, these differences were, as stated above,
largely explained by differences in publishing career lengths and dropout rates for men and women.
Overall, the authors found that men and women publish at a comparable annual rate and have an equivalent career-wise impact for comparably sized bodies of work.
According to Preston (2004, cited in Cruz-Castro and Sanz-Menéndez 2019), both men and women are
likely to cite the following as reasons for leaving academia: inadequate salary and career opportunities,
difficulties in balancing work and private life, lack of mentoring, and inadequate match between individual
interests and perceived opportunities in an academic career, but women were more likely to be influenced in their choice by structural factors.
It is worth noting that a study of faculty members in two universities found that women faculty were more
likely to report ‘role overload’ than men were; they also reported higher levels of ‘career development
stress’ (Russell and Weigold 2020).
Dorenkamp and Süß (2017) surveyed German academics and found that career uncertainties and a lack
of mentor support were associated with higher degrees of conflict both at work and at home. Excessive
working hours were associated with increased conflict at work while having children was associated with
increased conflict at home. Moreover, young women researchers experienced strong conflict-intensifying effects from excessive working hours and from the lack of mentor support than men did. Watanabe
and Falci (2016) used data on tenure-track faculty at a US research university to investigate which factors
can predict faculty job turnover intentions with to achieve a better work-family balance. They found that
work-related demands and resources were much stronger predictors of turnover intentions than familyrelated demands or resources, particularly work-to-family negative spillover. Job satisfaction and a supportive work-family culture was negatively associated with turnover intentions.
Based on US data, Webber and Rogers (2018) found that perceptions of department fit, recognition, work
role balance, and mentoring were more important to women faculty’s satisfaction than male peers. On a
related note, Ahmad (2017) noted that the lack of family-friendly work conditions is one of the main reasons why women opt out of tenure-track careers. Crabb and Ekberg (2014) found, in a study among Australian postgraduate research students, that women were significantly less likely than men to wish to pursue an academic career, particularly if they did not have dependent children.
Moreover, men and women may differentiate in the expectations of their academic career; Baker (2010)
interviewed academics in New Zealand and found that most women did not expect to make professors
before retiring, while the majority of male respondents planned for and expected this. The author argued
that perceptions as well as actual experiences of career support, collegiality, and family circumstances
can be gendered, influencing ambition and career paths differently for male and female researchers.
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There has been a tendency to explain the leaky pipeline as the result of individual decisions to “opt-out”
of academia and gender-related differences in preferences associated with working conditions in academia (van den Besselaar and Sandström 2016); put differently, the argument presented here is that
women are less satisfied with the working and career advancement conditions offered by academia (Faber, Nielsen and Gemzøe 2019), notably the widespread use of time-limited employment contracts and
ensuing uncertainty (Stringer et al. 2018; Faber, Nielsen and Gemzøe 2019; O’Keefe and Courtois 2019)
Nielsen (2017a) examined the decision to opt-out of academia among early-career female researchers in
Denmark and emphasized the importance of the postdoc phase for success in academic careers, while it
is simultaneously a critical time in the personal life of academics, particularly those starting a family. The
study drew attention to the role of work-life tensions affecting women researchers, including the effects
of job insecurity and precarious employment conditions, increasing demands for international mobility
which can clash with family obligations and priorities in dual-career couples, a lack of female role models,
and mentors, a poor work-life balance, and blurry performance thresholds and criteria for advancement.
Moreover, the study pointed to the existence of self-reinforcing feedback mechanisms whereby e.g. female researchers working in environments characterized by masculine norms may feel a lower sense of
belonging, which in turn leads to lower visibility (e.g. for positions, awards, collaboration, etc.); this lowers
female researchers’ chance of retention or advancement and reinforces their researchers’ lower sense
of belonging.
Fernandez-Mateo and Kaplan (2018) argued that what may appear to be a ‘supply problem’ (i.e. that
women choose not to aspire to or take top jobs) may be a ‘demand problem’ (i.e. that jobs or organizations are not appealing to women because of the work conditions and career advancement opportunities
that they offer), and stressed that attempts to explain gendered outcomes to the inherent characteristics
or choices of women are likely to be too simplistic or inaccurate. As such, they call for further research
that examines the interactions between supply and demand side mechanisms.
It has been argued that there has been a shift in the literature in recent years, from a “fix the women”-approach, which focuses on the individual women, to a ‘fix the organizations’-approach, which focuses instead on institutional structures and cultures (see references in Faber, Nielsen, and Gemzøe 2019).
How family matters for (women) researchers (they matter but in complex ways)

Parenthood and family care duties may affect researchers in several ways, including their research
productivity. Parenthood has been examined in many studies of research productivity and academic career paths, partly because it appears to play a significant role (see e.g. Ramos, Cortés and Moreno 2015),
and partly because it (unlike some of the other potentially relevant) is an easily identifiable event (Mairesse and Pezzoni 2015).
Andersen et al. (2020) examined the gender distribution of authors on 1.893 medical papers related to
the COVID-19 pandemic and on papers published in the same journals in 2019 and found that the proportion of COVID-19 papers with a woman first author was 19 percent lower than that for papers published in
the same journals in 2019 (which is in line with findings by Minello, Martucci and Manzo (2020) that mothers during the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic in early 2020, female researchers devoted more time to
teaching, leaving less time for research. Female first authors of COVID-19-related papers were especially
low for papers published in March and April 2020. Results regarding the frequency of women as last authors and the overall proportion of women authors per paper were inconclusive. Nonetheless, these findings suggest that the research productivity of women was affected more than that of male researchers by
the changes to academic work-life (including e.g. the need to tend to families at home, with the closure of
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the schools and daycare institutions, and possibly changes to teaching duties given the sudden shift to
online teaching).
On a related note, Yildirim and Eslen-Ziya (2020) found in a survey that having children disproportionately
affected women in terms of the amount of housework during the lockdown. However, as pointed out by
Utoft (2020), many female researchers do not have children, and researchers – regardless of gender –
have been affected in their work by circumstances associated with the COVID-19-pandemic.
Many studies have examined how parenthood and other care duties may affect women’s academic research careers, and vice versa, under normal (i.e. non-pandemic) circumstances. As previously mentioned, Misra, Lundquist, and Templer (2012) investigated how faculty members at a US research university spent their time on work-related activities such as research, teaching, mentoring and faculty service,
and activities in their private lives including housework, childcare, and care for elderly family members
and found that faculty (despite many working more than 60 hours a week) found it as difficult to strike a
balance between different activities at work as to strike a balance between work and their private lives.
The authors also found that male and female researchers spent different amounts of time on housework
and caregiving, and those female researchers with young children spent less time on research, which in
turn affects their opportunities for academic career advancement.
Working in academia is often presented as a ‘calling’ or ‘lifestyle’, associated with expectations regarding
e.g. faculty members’ working hours that are better aligned with the lifestyle of employees who do not
have caregiving duties to tend to in their private life (Ward and Wolf-Wendel 2004; Misra, Lundquist and
Templer 2012; Cervia and Biancheri 2017; Faber, Nielsen and Gemzøe 2019; Lynch et al. 2020). Academic
institutions – like many other workplaces – rely on voluntary commitments from their staff and can play a
core role in their social identity, but also compete with employees’ personal life and family for time and
attention (Brandth and Kvande 2001). Even if they offer a high degree of autonomy and possibilities for
flexibility (e.g. the ability to plan one’s working hours or to work part-time), academic positions especially
for younger researchers also come with limitations including high workloads and ambiguous criteria for
career advancement (Ward and Wolf-Wendel 2004). Moreover, although universities often try to provide
family-friendly work conditions, they also place increasing importance on e.g. international mobility, high
and consistent levels of research productivity, and external funding (Faber, Nielsen, and Gemzøe 2019).
These conditions may help explain why women researchers are less likely to marry and to have children
than their male peers; why they often tend to delay having children; why studies have found that women
researchers with (especially young) children have lower tenure rates and are more likely to be employed
part-time or in non-tenured positions than male researchers or female researchers with no children; and
why women researchers with children are more likely to leave academia (for references to studies on
these issues, see Misra, Lundquist, and Templer 2012).
However, Ward and Wolf-Wendel (2004) amongst others have also pointed out that motherhood may
have beneficial impacts on scientists’ productivity, including e.g. increased motivation and self-esteem or
more efficient use of time at work.
Indeed, several studies find no impact on productivity from parenthood, or even that women with small
children can be more productive than women with no children or with school-age children (see review by
Mairesse and Pezzoni 2015 for more information on these studies). On the other hand, a study of French
physicists, (Mairesse, Pezzoni and Visentin, 2019) found that female scientists suffered an average
productivity loss of about one article when they had a young child, while male scientists suffered an insignificant loss. However, they also found that female scientists benefit from having large families, with a
productivity gain of 0.63 articles per year per child. Thus, overall, the evidence of the effects of
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parenthood on scientists’ productivity are mixed; also, these effects are not particularly strong in empirical studies, and often disappear when other characteristics are considered e.g. personal characteristics,
discipline, and work environment (Mairesse and Pezzoni 2015).
In a qualitative study of the impact of parenting on academic careers in Australia, Hardy et al. (2018) found
that parenthood can have a significant impact on senior academics, who are less able to ‘park’ their careers and whose increased visibility on e.g. boards and committees can make absences problematic;
they also found that caregiving duties associated with parenthood are not limited to parenting small children in that older children also have e.g. emotional needs that require parental support (which may not be
compatible with e.g. extended periods of international travel). Hardy et al. (2018) also drew attention to
differences across disciplines. For instance, they found that in disciplines such as the arts and humanities and social sciences, where the degree of collaboration is lower, parental leaves were likely to lead to
periods of no or low productivity. Meanwhile, in the sciences, the authors found that researchers could
maintain a certain level of publication productivity during leaves, although their field and lab work was unsurprisingly influenced. Moreover, the authors found that researchers keen to maintain their productivity
were driven less by career advancement goals and more by a wish to maintain or gain employment, particularly for early career researchers and researchers in the sciences, where short-term contracts were
more common. Other studies have focused on the importance of researchers’ marital status for their performance or career advancement, rather than whether or not they have children. Some studies found no
effect on scientists’ productivity of being married, while others found a positive effect, and more studies
yet indicate that the type of marriage and spouses’ occupation is associated with different types of impacts from marriage (for a review of older studies on this topic, see Mairesse and Pezzoni 2015). For instance, in a study based on the 2007 Changing Academic Profession (CAP) International Data Set, an international survey of faculty and academic researchers from 19 countries, from all continents, Uhly,
Visser, and Zippel (2017) found that researchers’ family status – indicated here by their partner's employment status and whether or not they have children – affects researchers’ likelihood of engaging in international research collaboration, but it affects men and women in different ways. For instance, the authors
find that both men and women benefit from having a partner, who is employed in academia (compared to
having a partner with other or no employment), though men were found to benefit more. Uhly, Visser, and
Zippel (2017) also found that male and female researchers’ collaboration patterns were most similar when
they were single or had an academic partner, while they were most dissimilar when researchers partnered with someone employed full-time outside of academia. Moreover, the authors found indications
that the presence of children had a lesser impact on international research collaboration activity for some
researchers than the status of their partner (for instance having an academic or part-time employed partner). Their study draws attention to the complexity of the ways in which family status may affect researchers – positively or negatively.
Accumulative (dis)advantages

Among others, Ward and Wolf-Wendel (2004) argued that academic career advancement is most furthered by a steady stream of publications and can therefore be hampered by periods of no or low productivity, e.g. as a result of childbirth and parental leave. When such periods occur in the early stages of an
academic (where childbirth is most common), this can have long-term effects on researchers’ career opportunities, thus e.g. potentially explaining differences in performance and career paths for male and female researchers (Mairesse and Pezzoni 2015).
Indeed, researchers have pointed out that many of the factors described above may overlap and directions of causality between them are complex and difficult to discern (e.g. van Arensbergen, van der
Weijden, and van den Besselaar 2012). For instance, a researcher’s scientific collaborations are likely to
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influence their citation impact, while citation impact may also influence their opportunities to enter into
research collaborations. And lower productivity levels or a slow career progression may lead to increased
teaching duties, leaving less time for research, which in turn reduces productivity levels and opportunities
for progression further.
The cumulative effect of events and decisions that place women researchers at a disadvantage has been
referred to as “cumulative disadvantage” (Zuckerman 2001). Mairesse and Pezzoni (2015) cited several
prior studies indicating that women researchers have lower wages and take longer to advance in their careers than men with comparable levels of scientific productivity. They further argued that slower career
advancement is likely to impact women researchers’ productivity negatively – as promotion is associated
with additional resources for research and increased prestige and influence – which in turn again is likely
to hinder further advancement. The authors argued that this raises an endogeneity issue and that there is
a need for more studies based on longitudinal data that allow for consideration of unobserved variables
(including e.g. scientists’ intrinsic abilities, capacity, and effort) and a better understanding of the bidirectional causal relation between scientific productivity and academic career advancement.
On a related note, with reference to the well-known “Matthew Effect” in Science, Rossiter (1993) introduced the notion of a “Matilda Effect” 5 to describe the situation in which women’s research may be
viewed as less important than that of their male counterparts and/or their ideas attributed to male peers.
Other researchers have argued that this may help explain cases where female researchers’ publications
are less central in scholarly networks (Dion, Sumner and Mitchell 2018).

3.6 How is gender diversity supported?
Research institutions

Many of the proposed explanations for gender skewness described in section 3.5 are rooted in the institutions that employ researchers. For instance, in their working environments and their search, recruitment, and hiring practices, in the degree of support offered to faculty in connection with e.g. grant applications, in decisions about who gets asked to provide low-prestige faculty service, in the degree of support provided to researchers with families or other caregiving duties. Some of these factors are rooted in
the institution, some of them at the faculty, department, or even group level. In the following, we briefly
examine some of the measures research institutions can take to support gender diversity.

Increase support for gender diversity within the organization
Research institutions can take several steps to make their organizations more supportive of gender diversity, including practicing dual-career hiring and ensuring family-friendly policies (Mirick and Wladkowski 2020; Nielsen, Bloch, and Schiebinger 2018; Wladkowski and Mirick 2020; Ahmad 2017).
For instance, in a study of the impact of parenthood on academic careers, Hardy et al. (2018) drew attention to the importance of supportive manners and peers, who could for example provide flexible work arrangements. They also recommended focusing not just on needs in connection with the return to work
after childbirth, but rather on ensuring attention to needs that arise before a period of parental leave,

5

The effect is named for the American suffragist Matilda J. Gage (Rossiter 1993).
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during parental leave (if for instance researchers are committed to field or lab work that is impacted by
their absence), and in the years following the return from leave.
Juraqulova, McCluskey and Mittelhammer (2019) examined work-life policies at 125 doctoral-granting
economics departments in the US and found that dual-career policies had a positive effect on female
representation at the assistant and associate professor levels but no statistically significant impact at the
full professor level.
Su and Gaughan (2014) drew attention to the importance of stable, effective formal institutional structures
that focus on the particular needs of women academics – arguing that these were more important than
“the presence of policy entrepreneurs or programme support such as the NSF ADVANCE initiative.” On a
similar note, Eversole and Crowder (2020), the notion of the ‘ideal worker’ in academia leaves little time
for family, which in turn leads to work–life conflict (which, according to the authors, however, may be mitigated by human resource development interventions e.g., training development, performance management, and career development initiatives aimed at reducing work-life conflict, improving well-being, and
creating a more family-friendly environment.
Su, Johnson, and Bozeman (2015) found that US academic departments’ commitment to gender diversity
strategies was related to the degree of administrative power held by their chairs’ as well as by their assessment of current gender diversity status. They also found that women chairs were less likely to pursue
a gender diversity strategy and that higher numbers of female faculty members did not substantially increase the likelihood of adopting such a strategy. However, as the authors pointed out, it is likely that female-chaired departments and departments with a higher number of women faculty were less likely to
have gender diversity strategies because the perceived need for such a strategy may be lower in such
departments.
Finally, it is worth noting that departments, universities, and even countries differ in their approach to addressing gender inequality in science, which may influence the types of instruments they chose in their
efforts to do so. For instance, Nielsen (2014) found Danish universities to be more reluctant to apply
rights-based arguments for addressing gender equality, preferring instead to justify gender equality-related activities based on aims to increase competitiveness, utility, and innovation.

Do mentors matter?
Several contributions have argued in support of providing mentors for women academics (e.g. Thomas,
Bystydzienski and Desai 2015; Misra et al. 2017; Conway et al. 2018; Cross et al. 2019) – when mentormentee relationships are successful, which is not a given (Straus et al. 2013). Mentor programs may be
either formal (e.g. organized within a mentoring programme) or informal (Dunham et al. 2012).
Blau et al. (2010) examined the effects of a randomized trial based on three cohorts of a mentoring program for female assistant professors in economics in the US and concluded that the program increased
the total number of publications, the number of top-tier publications, and the total number of successful
federal grant applications compared to a control group. Mentoring was provided by a senior female economist.
Schmidt and Faber (2016) identified several benefits of a pilot mentoring program for early-career female
researchers including e.g. guidance with regards to career planning, greater competence awareness, the
establishment of networks, support in navigating in the research environment, and moral support. Moreover, the authors found that the mentor-mentee relationship was also beneficial to mentors, who benefited
in terms of professional development, institutional recognition, and personal satisfaction.
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Transparency and clarity with regards to criteria for performance assessment and career advancement
When processes for assessment of candidates and decisions are unstructured, there is a greater risk
than cognitive distortion will occur (Heilman 2001). Similarly, when there is a lack of clarity regarding the
criteria by which quality of performance is assessed, there is a greater risk that information can be distorted to confirm gendered stereotypes or be dismissed e.g. if it does not fit preconceived notions of
what an ‘ideal’ candidate looks like (Heilman 2001). It also leaves more room for interpretation for assessment committees etc. – this is problematic in view of the aforementioned risk of hiring with homogenous
networks and gendering of excellence.
Also, several studies pointed to vague assessment criteria as a factor that may contribute to women taking on e.g. low prestige service tasks or opting out of academia (O’Meara, Templeton and Nyunt 2018;
Kulp, Wolf-Wendel and Smith 2019).

Increase the proportion of qualified female applicants in connection with recruitment and advancement
decisions
Given the aforementioned role that informal personal networks play in academic recruitment and promotion processes, it can be relevant for research institutions to ensure a higher number of qualified female
applicants before the assessment process is initiated (Faber, Nielsen, and Gemzøe 2019).
Palmén and Kalpazidou Schmidt (2019) found that the implementation of gender equality interventions
can be aided (or hindered) by severalfactors, including e.g. the level of commitment from senior management, bottom-up involvement of staff members, transparency, and whether there are strategies for tackling resistance. Van Miegroet et al. (2019) found that increasing transparency in expectations and criteria
for career advancement and standardizing and codifying the promotion process can help mitigate subjectivity and inconsistencies in promotion outcomes across departments.

Gender composition of assessment and search committees: does having women on board matter?
Checchi, Cicognani, and Kulic (2019) examined the role of the gender composition of selection committees and the role of connections in academic recruitment for entry-level research positions in an Italian
research center operating mainly in the hard sciences. They found evidence of bias against women, but
that such bias was reduced by the presence of a woman on the selection committee (though prior connections with the center were found to be the most important factor in predicting which candidates were
hired – a factor which, generally speaking, worked to the disadvantage of women, who tended to have
fewer network links with the institute).
In contrast, Bagues, Sylos-Labini, and Zinovyeva (2017) looked at how the presence of female evaluators
affected committees’ decisions based on information from 100,000 applications for associate and full
professorships in Italy and Spain and the assessments thereof of by 8,000 randomly selected evaluators.
More women on evaluation committees, they found, did not increase either the quantity, or the quality of
female candidates who were deemed qualified for a position. Moreover, female evaluators were not significantly more favorable toward female candidates; however, male evaluators became less favorable toward female candidates when a female evaluator joined the committee.
Ehrenberg et al. (2012) found that gender composition at the leadership level in American colleges and
universities – i.e. among trustees, presidents, and provosts – can also influence hiring practices. More
precisely, they found that institutions with female presidents and provosts, as well as those with a greater
share of female trustees, increased their share of female faculty at a more rapid rate (with effects being
larger at smaller institutions).
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The role of e.g. department chairs and their personal beliefs about the role of gender and gender inequality in their departments has also been stressed in the literature (e.g. Wharton and Estevez 2014). In a
study of recruitment to tenure-track STEM faculty positions at a large public university, Glass and Minnotte (2010) found that placing greater emphasis on increasing the number of women applicants and
placing advertisements in venues that specifically target women could increase women's representation
in tenure-track positions.

On the usefulness of bias training and diversity workshops
Some studies find that bias training through e.g. workshops (Eve et al. 2014) or online training can be effective in changing attitudes and behavior towards women in the workplace. However, in a field experiment at a global organization, Chang et al. (2019) found that one-off online diversity training produced behavioral change only among groups whose average untreated attitudes were already strongly supportive
of women before training; among groups whose average untreated attitudes were relatively less supportive of women, the diversity training resulted in attitude change but not behavior change. This indicated,
according to the authors, that diversity training cannot be a stand-alone solution for promoting gender
equality,because of such indications of its limited efficacy among those groups whose behaviors decision-makers are most eager to influence.
Other studies indicate that interventions may improve diversity outcomes (e.g. Munar and Villesèche
2016) e.g. raising awareness of bias and gender stereotypes and developed codes of practice to ensure
equal opportunities for all applicants, regardless of gender (Faber, Nielsen, and Gemzøe 2019). For instance, Carnes et al. (2015) examined the effects of a gender bias habit-breaking intervention (in the form
of a 2.5-hour workshop) in STEMM focused schools and colleges at a US university and found that it leads
to increases in gender bias awareness and self-efficacy to promote gender equity in academic science
departments, as well as perceptions of a more positive departmental climate.
In a similar study, Devine et al. (2017) compared hiring rates of new female faculty pre- and post-manipulation. The proportion of women hired by control departments remained stable over time, but the proportion of women hired by intervention departments increased by an estimated 18 percentage points, though
the effect was not statistically significant.
Régner et al. (2019) found that scientific evaluation committees with strong implicit gender biases promoted fewer women if they did not explicitly believe that external barriers hold women back. When committees believed that women face external barriers, implicit biases did not predict selecting more men
over women.
Journals and research funders

In the following section, we describe diversity-oriented measures pursued by peer-reviewed academic
journals and by research funders. While recognizing that journals and funders are very different types of
organizations, they both rely heavily on peer review and other forms of assessment of candidates; some
of the same possible measures, therefore, apply to both journals and funders.

Considering the wording of calls
Alvarez et al. (2019) described how the wording of calls for the Doris Duke Clinical Scientist Development
Award (CSDA) for biomedical research was changed in response to data indicating that male applicants
had higher success rates than female applicants did. More specifically, the use of words thought to be
implicitly associated with traditionally masculine traits was minimized, describing ideal candidates in non-
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gendered terms, e.g. replacing “leadership potential” with “promise to make significant contributions”,
“importance” with “influence”, “innovation” with “originality”, and “creativity” with “inventiveness.” Attempts were also made to encourage institutions to consider gender equity in applicant’s salaries, as department chairs were asked to provide applicants' salary quartile range relative to those at the same faculty rank in the department. Finally, guidelines were changed to encourage recommenders to focus on
objective research achievements and to avoid references to personal circumstances e.g. gender, age,
work-life balance, or the like.

Increasing the number of female grant applicants
Some funders have taken steps to increase the volume of female applicants to their grants. For instance,
the Science Foundation Ireland (SFI) has a stated goal to ensure that research teams and PIs are comprised of at least 40 percent of each gender; in a grant program, research institutions can nominate a
maximum of 6 (out of 12) male candidates; over a two-year period from 2013 to 2015, the percentage of
female awardees increased from 27 to 54 percent, according to reports from SFI, as cited in Faber, Nielsen, and Gemzøe (2019).
In other examples mentioned by Faber, Nielsen, and Gemzøe (2019), the Swedish Research Council has a
stated aim that women and men should have comparable success rates and receive the same average
grant amount, taking into account the nature of the research and the type of grant, while The Research
Council of Norway has applied “moderate gender quotas” to increase the share of female grant recipients.
On the subject of quotas, Vernos (2013) pointed out that they offer no “magic wand” for addressing gender inequality. Though the European Commission committed itself to reach 40 percent female representation in Horizon 2020 advisory structures, data from the European Research Council showed no correlation between the proportion of women on its evaluation panels and the success rates of female applicants (Vernos 2013). Vernos (2013) further argued that introducing quotas may place greater demand on
the often relatively small pool of women researchers who can serve on such panels, possibly even to the
point of hindering their career progress. Instead of pursuing quotas, she recommended looking to expand “pockets of good practice” including e.g. in the form of mentorship programs, family-friendly policies, and transparency in recruitment.

Addressing possible bias in review and grant decisions
Many funders have taken steps to address possible bias in peer-review, including e.g. the US National
Institutes of Health that have among other things anonymized grant applications before review, used
text-mining software to examine applications and reviewer critiques for evidence of potential bias, and
pursued the Early-Career Reviewer program to support early-stage researchers (a third of which were individuals from underrepresented groups in biomedical research) in their career development by allowing
them the opportunity to serve on a review panel (Valantine and Collins 2015).
Research funders are increasingly gathering and often publishing data on e.g. gender distributions
among grant recipients and applicants to assess the degree of bias in assessment. This also promotes
transparency and accountability (Faber, Nielsen, and Gemzøe 2019).
Another mechanism sometimes used is observation. For instance, observers in committee meetings in
the Swedish Research Council have noted that informal and non-verifiable information about for e.g. an
applicant’s marital status or family relationships was more likely to come up for female than male applicants; moreover, the issue of independence, or perceived lack of independence, was more often
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problematized in evaluations of women’s applications (Swedish Research Council reports cited in Faber,
Nielsen, and Gemzøe 2019).

Blinded reviews
With regards to the ‘blinding’ or anonymization of grant applications before review, this can reduce ‘obvious abuses’ e.g. when proposals are rejected due to the authors’ gender or other personal characteristics (Guthrie, Ghiga and Wooding 2018). However, it has been questioned to which extent anonymization
is truly possible, as it is often possible to identify authors to some extent e.g. due to the topic of their research (Bhattacharjee 2012), particularly in research communities where researchers are familiar with
each other’s work.
Moreover, as pointed out by Jefferson et al. (2002) and Cruz-Castro and Sanz-Menéndez (2019), the evidence of the outcomes of blinded peer review is mixed. Some studies have found that blinding reduces
bias with regards to personal characteristics of the author, e.g. geographical location and the prestige of
their home institution (Ross et al. 2006), while others have found that it makes little or no difference to the
outcomes of grant review processes (Tricco et al. 2017).
In addition, blinded reviews may still be affected by differences in how men and women communicate.
Kolev, Fuentes-Medel, and Murray (2019) examined a review of innovative grant research proposals submitted to the Gates Foundation from 2008 to 2016. They found that even with a blinded review, women
still received lower scores, which could not be explained by characteristics of the reviewer, proposal topics, or ex-ante measures of applicant quality. However, when the authors controlled for text-based
measures of proposals’ titles and descriptions, the gender gap in scores was no longer significant. This
indicated that male and female researchers use different types of language, which in turn affected reviewers’ ratings of their proposal. More specifically, Kolev et al. found that women were more likely to use
‘narrow’ words, while men used ‘broad’ words. It is worth noting that the text-based measures that predict
higher reviewer scores did not predict higher ex-post innovative performance. However, female applicants exhibited a greater response in follow-on scientific output after an accepted proposal, relative to
male applicants.

Does the gender of reviewers or assessors matter?
The evidence on the effects of having women on peer review panels is mixed. For instance, Bowman and
Ulm (2009) found a correlation between the gender of grant recipients from Australian academic archaeology and the ratio of women to men on a review panel from the Australian Research Council.
However, Broder (1993) found (in a study of reviews of grant applications to the National Science Foundation) that female reviewers gave female applicants lower ratings than male reviewers did, while no gender
differences were found in reviewers’ rating of male applicants. Moreover, a report from the European
Commission 2009 did not find that more women on panels lead to higher success rates for female applicants.
In a more recent study, Murray et al. (2019) found that mixed-gender reviewer teams lead to more equitable review outcomes in the review of bioscience publications. The study by Murray and colleagues was
based on an analysis of peer review outcomes of 23,876 initial submissions and 7,192 full submissions to
the biosciences journal eLife between 2012 and 2017. Murray and colleagues found that acceptance
rates were generally higher for men and authors from Europe and North America – these groups were
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also overrepresented both in ‘gatekeeper’ roles i.e. as editors and peer reviewers. 6 They generally found
a higher rate of acceptance when there was gender and country homophily – i.e. reviewers were more
likely to accept submissions from (last) authors of their own gender and (corresponding) authors from
their own country – and gender inequity was at its highest with all-male reviewer teams.

Encouraging or requiring applicants and funding recipients to consider sex and gender variables, where
relevant
Funders can have policies in place to encourage gender and sex analysis; indeed, such policies are not
uncommon among funding agencies in Europe and North America – e.g. in the form of online training and
interactive workshops in gender and sex analysis – and a growing number of peer-reviewed journals have
included requirements regarding gender and sex analysis in their guidelines for authors, though the actual effects of such training and requirements have not been much studied (Nielsen, Bloch, and
Schiebinger 2018). For instance, Johnson et al. (2014) examined the effects of a requirement introduced
in 2010 by the Canadian Institutes of Health Research that applicants had to indicate whether their research designs accounted for sex or gender. They found that the proportion of applicants responding affirmatively to this question increased significantly after this requirement was introduced.
As pointed out by Nielsen, Bloch, and Schiebinger (2018), peer-reviewed publications can also be analyzed for gender and sex analysis, and new methods to estimate the value of gender and sex analysis to
society (including e.g. savings from earlier and more accurate diagnoses of illnesses in women and more
effective treatments). These are examples of projects that funders (or, for that matter, policymakers)
could fund to increase the inclusion of sex and gender variables in scientific research.
Tannenbaum et al. (2019) called on researchers, funding agencies, peer-reviewed journals, and universities to coordinate to support the incorporation of sex and gender analysis across disciplines, where relevant – following the example of e.g. the Canadian Institutes of Health Research, European Commission,
US National Institutes of Health, and the German Research Foundation, or efforts by journals to implement editorial guidelines to evaluate the rigor of sex and gender analysis as one criterion among many
when selecting manuscripts for publication.

Supporting grant recipients with families
Family matters not just for women. For instance, increasing the window of grant eligibility for applicants
with children to ERC grants was associated with an increase in applications from both men and women,
with the gender gap in applicants remaining essentially unchanged (Cruz-Castro and Sanz-Menéndez
2019).
Science Europe published a report that recommended funders to pay more attention to family obligations
of researchers in the conditions for grants. For example, they recommended supplementary funding during maternity/paternity leave, change from full-time to part-time and other measures to secure a better
work-life balance (Faber, Nielsen, and Gemzøe 2019).

6

In a study of another field, Pan and Zhang (2014) found that women's participation in editorial boards of general marketing of
journals generally corresponded to their presence in the profession.
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Earmarked funds
Earmarking funding for certain academic ranks can affect women and men in different ways. For instance, a US survey by Blake and LaValle (2000, cited in Cruz-Castro and Sanz-Menéndez 2019) found
that women were less likely to be eligible for grants because they were more likely to be employed in
fixed-term contracts, in part-time positions, or at a lower academic rank. They also found that men were
more likely to be listed as principal investigators on applications (presumably because there are more
men in senior positions), and women more likely to apply for funding to cover their position (presumably
because they are more likely to be employed in fixed-term positions)
An argument in favor of earmarked programs for women is that they can quickly increase the number of
female researchers (Faber, Nielsen, and Gemzøe 2019).
Bührer and Frietsch (2020) and Bührer et al. (2020) examined two German flagship programs to increase
the participation of female researchers in the science system, the ‘Women Professorship Program’ and
the ‘Pact for Research and Innovation’. They concluded that these programs have increased the number
of women researchers. They also found an increase in the number of women who are (co)authors of scientific publications, and that women’s publications were cited at an increased and high level.
In Denmark, examples of earmarked funding include the FREJA program (1998), YDUN (2014), and the
more recent Inge Lehmann program (2019). A consultancy report evaluating the YDUN program found
that success rates were low (3 percent) and that the program motivated an increased number of women,
relative to other calls for grants, to seek research funding as independent research leaders. Applicants to
the YDUN program were more likely to be first-time applicants and were on average 4.6 years younger
compared to female applicants to five comparable instruments in the 5-year period up to the program
(DAMVAD 2015, cited in Faber, Nielsen, and Gemzøe 2019). However, as described by Faber, Nielsen, and
Gemzøe (2019), both the FREJA and YDUN programs were controversial and met with considerable criticism, for being perceived as discriminatory towards male scientists.

Affirmative action may actually place women at a disadvantage.
Criticisms of earmarked funding for women in Denmark was linked to a backlash for grant recipients, who
risked being regarded as less competent or less accomplished academics, as confirmed by various evaluation and policy reports (Faber, Nielsen, and Gemzøe 2019).
On a related note, Heilman (2001) argued, citing prior work, that affirmative action is associated with preferential treatment and that persons who have been the beneficiaries of affirmative action can be “tainted
with a stigma of incompetence” and not viewed as being deserving of the positions or rewards they have
received. Citing prior work that showed that association with diversity initiatives had a negative effect on
reactions to female peers, Heilman (2001) argued that affirmative action initiatives may therefore actually
backfire, by providing a plausible explanation for the success of women who have been beneficiaries of
some form of affirmative action e.g. in the form of mentoring.
On a more general note, Dover, Kaiser and Major (2020) argued that organizational diversity initiatives (i.e.
programs and policies intended to e.g. promote the inclusion, hiring, retention, and promotion of underrepresented groups) can have unintended effects, including, first, that they lead to a “presumption of
fairness” for underrepresented groups, making discrimination harder to identify and deal with. Second,
they may lead to a “presumption of unfairness” for members of overrepresented groups, making it more
likely that other groups will perceive themselves as excluded or as victims of discrimination, particularly if
they have traditionally held an advantage over other groups. Third, in line with the abovementioned
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arguments, diversity initiatives may be taken as a signal that underrepresented groups are not sufficiently
competent or capable to succeed without help and thus less qualified.
On a somewhat related note, Teelken and Deem (2013) argued based on qualitative interviews in the
Netherlands, Sweden, and the UK that formal management approaches to stimulate equality of opportunities may create a ‘veneer of equality’ yet not address various, often subtle, forms of discrimination that
continue to affect e.g. selection and promotion practices.

There is no ‘magic bullet’ – and there are no ‘quick fixes’
Several researchers have argued that gender inequality challenges in academia should be seen as the
result of a complex combination of factors – including e.g. structural, cultural, and institutional factors –
requiring holistic, integrated approaches (e.g. Schmidt and Cacace 2017; Westring et al. 2012; Timmers,
Willemsen, and Tijdens 2010).
For instance, Westring et al. (2012) examined factors influencing women researchers’ careers in academic medicine, based on among other things inputs from 133 female assistant professors at a US university, and identified four important and interrelated but distinct factors: equal access, work-life balance,
freedom from gender biases, and supportive leadership. This suggests that many factors need to be in
place to maintain or increase gender diversity in academia.
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4 The literature on diversity with regards to age, career stage,
and nationality
This chapter describes key insights from the recent literature on diversity with regards to age, career
stage, and nationality. In contrast to the vast amount of research on gender diversity, the literature on
these aspects of diversity is limited and scattered.
With regards to the literature on the role of age and career stage, most of the identified contributions
center on issues related to early career researchers. With regards to nationality, the literature mostly addresses issues related to working conditions for foreign-born academics as well as the advantages and
disadvantages of being internationally mobile.
Researchers’ age, career stage, and nationality are rarely addressed explicitly in the literature as aspects
of diversity in science. Yet research indicates that academics’ approach and contributions to science differ according to age and career stage; as such, participation of (and adequate opportunities for) researchers of different age groups or at different stages of the academic career is likely to contribute to
heterogeneity within e.g. a research team, a department, or a discipline. Similarly, researchers of different
national origins are likely to bring different cultural backgrounds and perspectives to bear on a research
project or discipline.
Because the literature on this topic is scarce, the conclusions that can be drawn on the research on diversity with regards to age, career stage, and nationality should be viewed as tentative and as a starting
point for further discussion and research.
The chapter examines several issues which may influence who progress in an academic career, and who
doesn’t, and thus ultimately the level and nature of diversity in science. We first review the literature on
the changing nature of the academic career (section 3.1) and on what distinguishes those early career researchers to stay in academic from those who don’t (3.2). We then turn to increased demands for international mobility in an academic career (3.3) before focusing on the conditions and experiences of academics working outside their country of origin (3.4). Finally, we examine the literature on mid-career and latecareer researchers (3.5) and on the possible existence of bias in peer review processes, which can be
related to researchers’ age, career stage, or nationality (3.6).

4.1 The precariousness nature of academic careers
Numerous scholars have drawn attention to the increasingly precarious nature of an academic career, as
indicated by the increased number of researchers employed on a series of temporary contracts, often
characterized by poor working conditions and uncertainty about the likelihood of continued employment
(e.g. Waaijer et al. 2017; Huisman, de Weert, and Bartelse 2002).
In particular, an increasing number of (especially early-career) researchers have employed in externally
funded positions, which may offer an opportunity to enter an academic career and be easier to obtain, but
which are also less attractive due to their fixed-term nature and the uncertain future academic career
prospects offered by such positions (Brechelmacher et al. 2015). Indeed, Franssen and de Rijcke (2019)
argued that the rise of project funding has contributed to the increase in temporary academic positions
and to extending the phase of temporary employment in academic careers. Fixed-term contracts, they
further argued, have fueled increased job and grant market participation of early career researchers,
which, in turn, has led to competition as the process by which ‘winners’ are selected, contributing to
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anxiety and career uncertainty among academics. Franssen and de Rijcke moreover argued that these
developments impact the social fabric of research groups and departments.
Using data from a large-scale representative survey of researchers in all European countries, Castellacci
and Viñas-Bardolet (2020) found that academics with a permanent contract were on average more satisfied with their job than those that were employed temporarily. In a study of academics in non-tenure-track
appointments in the US, Reevy and Deason (2014) found that these academics perceived significant
stressors at work related to their contingent positions. Several studies have documented work overload,
poor work-life balance, high levels of stress, and low levels of well-being among academic researchers
(as reviewed e.g. by Urbina-Garcia 2020; see also Azevedo et al. 2020 and Johnson, Willis, and Evans
2019), and career uncertainties have been associated with higher degrees of conflict both at work and at
home (Dorenkamp and Süß 2017).
Indeed, attaining full-time, permanent academic positions has become increasingly difficult in many
countries (Ates and Brechelmacher 2013). Similar tendencies have been documented in studies from
both North America and Europe (Huisman, de Weert and Bartelse 2002), describing how universities
have responded to growing constraints on public funding, rising numbers of students, and a growing reliance on external research funding by increasing the proportion of temporary staff and keeping the number of core, permanent staff low to increase their ability to adapt to ongoing changes in their external circumstances (Huisman, de Weert, and Bartelse 2002; Åkerlind 2005; Stage 2020). These developments
affect how attractive an academic career is, increasing the risk of talented young researchers opting out
of academia.
These changes are also reflected in the career trajectories of individual academics. Academia is generally seen as having become more competitive, and the chances of making the journey from Ph.D. to full
professor have decreased (see e.g. Moore et al. 2017). Moreover, Milojevic, Radicchi, and Walsh (2018)
found that not only do more researchers leave academia today, but there has also been a dramatic rise in
the proportion of scientists who spend their entire career only as supporting authors without having been
listed as lead author on a publication (according to their data, from three scientific disciplines, from 25 to
60 percent since the 1960s till today). This should be seen in the light of the importance of early-career
researchers’ ability to become intellectually independent for their academic career prospects (Laudel
and Bielick 2018).
The worldwide growth in the number of postdoctoral researchers represents a substantial shift in how
academic research is produced (Cantwell 2011). Concerns have been raised regarding the growth in the
numbers of postdoctoral researchers, e.g. due to the lack of any systematic definition of postdoctoral research positions, the lack of policies on postdoctoral researchers, and growing dissatisfaction among
postdocs with both the conditions of their current position and their future employment prospects
(Åkerlind 2005). And yet, despite a general perception among both postdoctoral researchers and their
supervisors that academic employment opportunities are limited, both parties have a tendency to view
and treat the postdoc period as a period of preparation for an academic position (Åkerlind 2005), and
many Ph.D. students maintain an intention to pursue an academic career (Wood et al. 2020), even though
– internationally – more than half of all postdocs leave academia (McAlpine and Emmioğlu 2015).
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4.2 What distinguishes those who stay in academia from those who leave?
Crucial phases in the advancement (or abandon) of an academic career

In light of the increasing number of Ph.D. students and postdoctoral researchers, and increased competition for academic positions (Stage 2020), it is unsurprising that many researchers leave academia, either
by choice or due to lack of opportunity to obtain an academic position. The literature points to several career stages at which researchers are most likely to leave academia (see e.g. Brechelmacher et al. 2015),
the first of which is the period just after completion of the doctorate, or in the first years after the Ph.D.
(Browning, Thompson and Dawson 2017). This early phase of an academic career is a challenging period,
where early-career researchers must find a balance between the three aspects of their academic role –
teaching, research, and service – while trying to build and demonstrate their academic worth in terms of
both explicit and tacit (and often ambiguous) expectations (McKay and Monk 2017).
Other research highlights the transition from postdoc to principal investigator (PI), typically defined by the
attainment of the first PI grant (e.g. Hallonsten and Hugander 2014) as another stage at which many
young researchers leave academia. The transition to PI can be preceded by a lengthy period of postdoctoral work, often involving international mobility, and making a successful transition has been described
as being partly the result of luck (McAlpine 2016). In other words, with increasing pressure on research
grants and academic positions, obtaining these requires more than merit - a certain level of randomness
in who takes the prize is introduced.
Career-defining funding grants are often addressed as key factors in determining young researchers’ career trajectories, as grant allocation mechanisms are seen as a way in which to identify the best and most
promising young researchers and reward them with resources.
In a Danish study of grant recipients from the Danish Council for Independent Research (today the Independent Research Fund Denmark), Bloch, Graversen, and Pedersen (2014) found that research grants
had a positive impact on the research performed under the grant itself but also important secondary effects on research performance through positive effects on academic career advancement. For instance,
they found that the probability of obtaining a full professorship for grant recipients was almost double that
for rejected applicants, and that grant recipients had a significantly higher probability for career advancement.
On a related note, van den Besselaar and Sandström (2015) examined whether career grant competition
results in the selection of the best young talents, using a sample of 260 early career grant applications in
three social science fields. They examined the output and impact of the applicants about ten years after
the application to find out whether the selected researchers performed ex-post better than the unsuccessful ones. They found that the predictive validity of career grants was low and even – when comparing
grantees with the best-performing unsuccessful applicants – absent. These findings hold important implications, as the authors also found that recipients of career grants did have better careers than the unsuccessful applicants.
Research grants can also influence the career prospects of mid-career researchers. Azoulay, Stuart, and
Wang (2013) examined the impact of receiving a major status-conferring prize – i.e. becoming a Howard
Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI) Investigator – on citations to articles the scientist published before the
prize was awarded. The authors found evidence of a post-appointment citation boost, but the effect was
small and limited to a short window of time. However, the effect of the prize was significantly larger when
there was uncertainty about article quality (e.g. because articles were published in low-impact journals,
written in a novel area of science, or combined ideas from multiple scientific fields), and when prize
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winners were of (relatively) low status at the time of election to the HHMI Investigator Program. As such,
conferring a prize on already recognized researchers working in established fields of research and publishing in high-impact journals may reflect rather than cause changes in their performance, whereas the
same type of prize can have a significant impact on researchers that are not well-recognized or publishing in novel fields or low-impact journals at the time where they received the prize. The authors moreover
propose two possible explanations for the positive effect of receiving the prize on recipients’ citation impact: first, it may cause researchers already aware of the prize recipients’ work to reassess the quality of
this work; second, the publicity associated with becoming an HHMI Investigator can attract new readers
to a researchers’ work. This research indicates that prestigious grants can reinforce the careers and visibility of already established researchers engaged in mainstream research fields, but have a substantial,
beneficial impact on the visibility and career prospects of researchers who are less established or engaged in highly novel or discipline spanning research.
What makes the difference in pursuing and building an academic career?

Understanding what causes Ph.D. graduates to leave academia is not a simple matter. For instance,
Roach and Sauermann (2017) examined whether and when science & engineering Ph.D. students lose
interest in an academic career. Using a longitudinal survey that followed a cohort of Ph.D. students from
39 US research universities over the course of their graduate training, they found that the declining interest in an academic career was not a general phenomenon across all Ph.D. students; instead, 55 pct. of all
students remained interested in pursuing an academic career, while 25 pct. lost interest. 15 pct. never
had an interest in an academic career. The observed decline in interest among some Ph.D. students,
moreover, was driven not by expectations of academic job availability, postdoctoral requirements, or the
availability of research funding, but rather by a misalignment between students’ changing preferences for
specific job attributes on the one hand, and the nature of the academic research career itself on the
other; changes in students’ perceptions of their research ability also played a role.
Other contributions in the literature have focused on the role of changing conditions and demands in the
academic sector on researchers’ decisions to leave academia, including e.g. demands to produce a constant stream of publications, to publish in highly-ranked journals, to attract external funding, etc. – arguing
for instance that these tendencies contribute to unproductive ‘hyper competition’ for resources and positions and that these tendencies exert excessive pressure on researchers (Alberts et al. 2014; Tijdink,
Verbeke, and Smulders 2014; Tijdink, Vergouwen, and Smulders 2013; Fang and Casadevall 2012; van Dalen and Henkens 2012; Miller, Taylor, and Bedeian 2011).
However, Waaijer et al. (2018) argued, based on a survey among recent Ph.D.'s and postdocs at selected
Dutch universities, that the effects of publication and grant-seeking pressures as externally imposed
pressures, by themselves, are limited; instead, their importance is inflated by early-career researchers’
concerns about their chances in the competition for academic employment and resources.
Nonetheless, researchers’ scientific productivity is often a focal point in the assessment of candidates
for academic positions or funding. Publication records have been linked to researchers’ chances of obtaining academic positions and advancing in their academic careers (e.g. Dobele and Rundle-Theile
2015), creating pressure on early career researchers to produce a steady stream of publications in wellrespected journals as soon as possible. Productivity has also been associated with faster career advancement (Sanz-Menéndez, Cruz-Castro and Alva 2013). Indeed, Lee (2019) found that early career-related factors can predict the future research performance of computer and information scientists with the
most important predictor of future research productivity and citation impact being the number of publications produced in the early career years. On a similar note, Kaiser and Pratt (2016) found that publication
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productivity in graduate school was a good predictor of future career publishing success, based on a
study of publication records from 407 US-based faculty in criminology and criminal justice.
Moreover, Horta and Santos (2016b) found, based on a study of a representative sample of Ph.D.’s from
all fields of science working in Portugal, that researchers who published during their Ph.D. had greater
research productivity, were more cited (both on a yearly basis and throughout their career), and more
likely to engage in international collaboration, when compared to those who did not publish during their
Ph.D.
Li et al. (2019) found that junior researchers who coauthored work with top scientists enjoyed a persistent
competitive advantage throughout the rest of their careers, compared to peers with similar early career
profiles but without top coauthors. They argued that these findings underline the role that a small scientific elite can play in shaping the academic landscape (see e.g. Kwiek 2016).
Yet productivity alone cannot predict academics’ career trajectories. Abramo, D’Angelo, and Rosati
(2014) examined recruitment procedures for associate professors in the Italian university system and
found that new associate professors within the hard sciences were on average more productive than the
incumbents. However, they also found cases of ‘non-winner’ candidates that were more productive than
the ‘winners’ over the subsequent three years, as well as cases of ‘winners’ that were wholly unproductive. Also, Milojevic, Radicchi, and Walsh (2018) found that neither researchers’ early productivity, the citation impact of their early work, or their level of scientific collaboration were reliable predictors of whether
or not the scientists would ultimately remain in academia.
While individual merit certainly matters greatly for advancement in an academic career, researchers have
indeed questioned the general portrayal of chances for academic career advancement as being a question of merit alone, with some scholars drawing attention to the unpredictability of an academic career
and emphasizing the role of coincidences and luck in shaping pathways in or out of research
(Brechelmacher et al. 2015). For instance, Kindsiko and Baruch (2019) examined career trajectories for
three cohorts of Estonian PhDs and concluded based on insights from surveys and interviews that
chance played a substantial role in the pathways ultimately taken by the young researchers. Van Balen et
al. (2012) compared the careers of pairs of similar researchers that were considered very talented in their
early careers, all from the Dutch research system. Of every pair, one had continued in academia, and one
had not. Though based on a relatively small number of observations, the study yielded interesting insights
into the complex set of factors that influence the outcomes of embarking on an academic career. Indeed,
the study did not reveal any key factors in determining who stays in academia, and who leaves. However,
their results suggested that academic careers of talented researchers were either stimulated (for those
that stayed) or inhibited (for those that left) by an accumulation of advantages or disadvantages, some of
which were attributed by the interviewees to sheer coincidence.
The environment in which academic researchers are trained may also influence their subsequent career
paths. For instance, Broström (2019) investigated how characteristics of a research group are related to
the early career success of Ph.D. candidates trained in the group. Based on a study of a cohort of Swedish doctoral graduates in science, engineering, mathematics, and medicine, the author found that students trained in groups with a lower number of Ph.D. students performed better in terms of academic
productivity. The author also found that Ph.D. students trained in groups with funding for Ph.D. research
that was conditioned by funder influence over the topic of thesis research were more likely to stay in academia, although PhDs from such groups had lower than average scientific productivity and citation impact. In contrast, Waaijer, Heyer, and Kuli (2016) found that Dutch Ph.D. candidates that were externally
funded as opposed to employed and funded by a university were disadvantaged in that they had less
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funding for research, significantly lower personal income, less access to office facilities, and more frequently experienced stress.
On a related note, Hottenrott and Lawson (2017) examined a sample of research groups in the fields of
science and engineering at universities in Germany and found that groups that attracted more public
funding and were led by professors with high research performance were more likely to produce researchers who take jobs in public research, while industry links predicted researchers finding employment in the private sector.
In a study of life scientists in Japanese universities, Yoshioka-Kobayashi and Shibayama (2020) found
that supervisors apply different approaches to early-career research training and that these approaches
can exert different influences on the degree of trainees’ independence in their later careers. More specifically, they found that scientists that were allowed higher autonomy in upstream research functions in
early-career training tended to attain greater organizational independence with higher organizational
ranks later in their careers. They also found that scientists encouraged to deviate from conventional research topics during early-career training tended to later achieve greater cognitive independence by producing original research output. Finally, differences in the training approaches applied by supervisors
were influenced by the training that they had received in their early-career training, pointing to the importance of socialization in local training contests, where training approaches are passed down from one
generation of researchers to the next.
How academics spend time at work, especially how much time is devoted to teaching, can also influence
chances of staying in academia. Tagliaventi, Carli, and Cutolo (2020) argued that the growing focus on
assessment of researchers based on scientific publications can jeopardize benefits derived from other
forms of activities, including teaching but also ‘academic citizenship’ or ‘faculty service’, i.e. various forms
of academic services (as also discussed in section 3.4), which they describe as ‘cornerstones of universities functioning’. Based on a study of the effects of an evaluation system focused on research performance and records of the publications and service activities of 353 Italian scholars in the accounting
discipline, they found that academics exhibit different orientations towards research and academic citizenship – ranging from those who focus on a single type of academic citizenship or research orientation
to a significant proportion of researchers who appear unable to achieving a satisfying performance in any
domain. Based on a qualitative study of research careers in education, Angervall and Gustafsson (2014)
argued that researchers with a background in teaching appeared to find it harder to develop research careers, as they seemed to be bound to forms of career capital that are seen as more needed in teaching.
Finally, in chapter 3, we examined the literature on how motherhood can influence women researchers’
academic careers. However, as pointed out by e.g. Reddick et al. (2012) and Ecklund and Lincoln (2011),
parenthood is also an important factor in the career experiences and decisions of male academics. Having children and other caregiving duties can challenge the ‘ideal academic worker norm’ (Ollilainen and
Solomon 2014) (which was also addressed in e.g. section 3.5). For example, Cech and Blair-Loy (2014) describe a phenomenon that they refer to as ‘flexibility stigma’, that is, the tendency to devalue workers who
seek or are presumed to need flexible work arrangements, and found that staff working at a top research
university who reported this stigma had lower intentions to persist in academia and reported worse worklife balance and lower job satisfaction. Hunter and Leahey (2010) found – in a study of researchers in linguistics and sociology – that productivity growth declined for all researchers after the birth of a child,
though more so for women than men.
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Ensuring fair assessments for early career researchers

The literature on science evaluation in general stresses that metric-based evaluation cannot stand alone
and has built-in biases. Since quantitative science indicators are often used in connection with e.g. funding decisions, career advancement decisions, and hiring processes, it is important that they be used in
responsible ways, and that possible biases are addressed. For example, Katz and Matter (2019) argued
that metrics-based evaluation can both reproduce and amplify inequalities in research. Similarly, Li et al.
(2019) called for the use of more nuanced bibliometric indicators that ensure improved assessment of
individuals working e.g. in larger research teams or with co-authors in the ‘scientific elite’, to allow for a
fairer assessment of the impact achieved by individual scientists across different conditions for producing research. Waaijer et al. (2018) argued that the emphasis on measurable outputs and indicators (e.g.
on publications, citations, and grants) leads to assessment practices that fail to grasp the entirety of scientists’ impact; they also recommended incorporating age as a factor in research assessments, to ensure fair comparisons of researchers at different stages of their career.
Fair evaluation is, however, not just about responsible use of metrics, but also about the assessment criteria applied in the selection of talent and proposals. Wöhrer (2014) argued that part of the reason for the
high level of insecurity among early career researchers was to be found in contradictory policies in academic institutions and unclear assessment criteria. However, as pointed out by Helgesson and Sjögren
(2019), formalizing assessment criteria is not free from neither challenge nor unintended effects. In a
study of the formalization of promotion criteria and procedures in connection with a new tenure track system in a Swedish higher education institution, they concluded that formalized criteria reproduced gender
inequality through the choice of explicitly gendered metrics across all areas of assessment (research,
teaching, and service). They also found that the formalization of a ‘good enough’ standard, in addition to a
standard of ‘excellence’, strengthened the scope for interpretational flexibility among assessors. Ultimately, according to the authors, the combination of gendered metrics and dual standards of performance meant that the discretion and power held by crucial gatekeepers were increased rather than restricted by formalization.
The question of how to ensure fair assessments for researchers across all career stages has also been
addressed in e.g. DORA (The Declaration on Research Assessment), signed by 19,000 individuals and
organizations worldwide. DORA presents recommendations for, among others, research funders. A general recommendation is that the Journal Impact Factor should not be used as a surrogate measure of the
quality of individual articles. In addition, the declaration recommends that funders are “…explicit about
the criteria used in evaluating the scientific productivity of grant applicants and highlight, especially for
early-stage investigators, that the scientific content of a paper is much more important than publication
metrics or the identity of the journal in which it was published.” Furthermore, the declaration recommends
that the value of not just research publications, but also e.g. datasets, are considered and that a broad
range of impact measures are included. 7 The Leiden Manifesto for research metrics (Hicks et al. 2015)
goes even further, recommending that quantitative assessment methods should only be used as a supplement to qualitative, expert-based assessment. Also, since bibliometric indicators such as the h-index
generally increase with researchers’ age, the manifesto points out that assessments should be based on
a qualitative judgment of their entire research portfolio rather than simplistic bibliometric indicators.
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Offering support for professional development

Several contributions from the literature stress the importance of supporting professional development.
Thus, Browning, Thompson, and Dawson (2017) called for greater focus on the importance of professional
development for young researchers, urging research institutions to nurture researchers from the start of
their career by providing resources, professional development, and mentoring rather than leaving researchers to the ‘survival of the fittest’, which they argued was still the case in some organizations.
Heffernan and Heffernan (2019) drew on a survey of over 100 working academics in Australia, North
America, and the United Kingdom to conclude that the professional development and career support
available to academics played major roles in their career satisfaction and thus willingness to remain in an
academic career.
Several contributions in the literature underline the potential of effective mentoring programs (e.g. Steele,
Fisman and Davidson 2013; Decastro et al. 2014; Muschallik and Pull 2016; Morton and Gil 2019; Stuckey

et al. 2019), as reviewed by Fountain and Newcomer (2016), who based on a subsequent US-based survey
also pointed to the importance of visible support for mentoring for its success, and to the prevalence of
both formal mentoring programs and informal mentoring.
Indeed, research suggests that formal mentoring arrangements for early career researchers are often
challenged by competing demands for the time of the mentors; as such, peer support and informal mentoring may serve as important complementary forms of professional learning (McKay and Monk 2017). In a
study among research group leaders in the biomedical and health sciences in the Netherlands, van der
Weijden et al. (2015) found that mentoring can benefit not only early career researchers but also young
tenured professors, with mentoring being associated with having a more positive view on the work environment, more active management of research activities, and better average performance in terms of
acquired grants.
Supporting early-career researchers with family obligations

Some authors have emphasized the importance of supporting (especially early career) researchers in
taking and returning from parental leave. For instance, in a study among early career researchers in selected departments in the UK, Akram and Pflaeger Young (2020) found that though some departments
had informal policies for supporting permanent members of staff who return from parental leave, these
policies did not always extend to early career researchers on fixed-term or hourly contracts. In addition,
they found that informal and ad hoc forms of support often replaced formal and systematic support
mechanisms for all parents, including e.g. inter alia research leave, reduced teaching commitments, access to mentoring, and access to wider institutional support such as sabbaticals and funding. However,
the approach taken was generally decided on a case-by-case basis, tailored to the individual researcher,
and thus also up for negotiation by the individual. The authors argued in favor of consistent, transparent,
and widely accessible policies to offer equal opportunities to all staff members, and to avoid judging individual cases based on a subjective assessment of the staff member’s merit. Moreover, they proposed a
series of principles to ensure adequate and comprehensive support for researchers taking parental
leave, including offering a dedicated research leave following maternity/parental leave; providing dedicated funding to support post-maternity/parental research leave to ensure the burden (e.g. from other
duties) does not fall on existing staff; ensuring access to parental pay schemes from the start of all employment periods; offering mentoring (from academic staff who are parents) to help parents manage their
return to work; ensuring a supportive environment; early confirmation of timetabling and teaching allocation, etc.
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Chesser (2015) also proposed a series of actions that can be taken to improve working conditions for
young researchers with family obligations, including providing work schedule flexibility and increased institutional support policies. However, flexible work arrangements may also have unintended negative effects for those who make use of them. Cech and Blair-Loy (2014) described a phenomenon referred to as
‘flexibility stigma’, that is, the tendency to devalue workers who seek or are presumed to need flexible
work arrangements; they found that staff working at a top research university who reported this stigma
had lower intentions to persist in academia and reported worse work-life balance and lower job satisfaction.

4.3 Demands and expectations of international mobility
It has also been pointed out that researchers, and particularly early-stage researchers, face growing
pressure for international mobility, which may conflict with family priorities, as many researchers are
building their academic careers at the same time as starting a family or having small children or even lead
researchers to postpone the decision to have children (Brechelmacher et al. 2015).
Several contributions in the literature highlight that demands or expectations of international mobility
have increased (e.g. in connection with doctoral training or as part of the criteria for recruitment or advancement), becoming a central feature in the training and early careers of academics (particularly in the
natural sciences) and can pose challenges to early-stage researchers (e.g. Tzanakou 2020; Herschberg,
Benschop, and van den Brink 2018; Brechelmacher et al. 2015; Fontes, Videira, and Calapez 2013). International mobility is seen as a means of reducing the risk of ‘academic in-breeding’ and building researchers’ international networks but may also have an important signaling effect to future potential employers,
with international mobility seen as a key component of many ‘excellent’ early-career researchers’ professional development (Fontes, Videira and Calapez 2013).
Indeed, international mobility is most prominent among early-career researchers, where mobility can play
a crucial role in the ability to enter into and advance in an academic career; this may also have to do with
the fact that individuals may become less inclined to engage in international mobility over time, as family
and community commitments increase (Tzanakou 2020).
Mobility can also be seen as a response by researchers to structural issues in their countries of origin,
e.g. the lack of research funds, limited opportunities to pursue attractive academic careers, lack of transparency in recruitment processes, poor working conditions, or institutions with lower academic prestige
(Tzanakou 2020; Fahey and Kenway 2010; Morano-Foadi 2005; Millard 2005). As such, Morano-Foadi
(2005) argued that international mobility decisions can be driven by necessity more than by choice and
that it may be complicated for researchers to return to academic careers in less attractive research systems, particularly after long periods of international mobility. This contributes to ‘uneven flows’ whereby
researchers flow from less attractive research systems to research systems offering better-perceived
opportunities for an academic career either within the European research area (Morano-Foadi 2005) or
globally speaking (Fahey and Kenway 2010). Yang and Welch (2010) also drew attention to the flow of academic researchers from the global South to the powerful research systems of the North but pointed out
that academic researchers from some countries are sought after; as such, international mobility can also
be seen as a response to attractive opportunities abroad (and not just as a response to a lack of opportunities in the country of origin).
On a related note, Grogger and Hanson (2015) analyzed the location choices of foreign-born science and
engineering students receiving PhDs from US universities and found that foreign students tend to stay in
the US during periods of strong US economic growth and during periods of weak home country economic
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growth, while foreign students from higher-income countries and recently democratized countries tend
not to remain in the US.
As pointed out by Tzanakou (2020), some contributions in the literature have put forth critical perspectives on international academic mobility, questioning e.g. the espoused benefits of mobility, pointing to
the emergence of an overly simplistic binary distinction between ‘mobility’ (often associated with longer
periods of relocation and employment abroad) and ‘immobility’, but also addressing possible inequalities
e.g. that women tend to be less geographically mobile, as described in chapter 3. For instance, Netz and
Kaksztat (2017) found that parenthood decreases the likelihood of plans for international mobility among
female scientists.
Yet international mobility may have different types of impact on academic careers, depending on the nature of that mobility. Ryazanova and McNamara (2019) examined the impact of mobility on academic careers using a sample of 376 tenured faculty members from 20 research-intensive European business
schools in ten countries. They found that while mobility had a positive impact on research-career capital,
multiple moves delayed academic promotion. They also found that moving internationally for the first
post-Ph.D. position undermined research productivity while moving internationally between year 2 and
year 7 post-Ph.D. was more beneficial than moving later in the career.
Nonetheless, international mobility is increasingly used as a criterion in academic recruitment. For instance, Herschberg, Benschop, and van den Brink (2018) found, based on two case studies of a natural
science department and a social science department at a university in the Netherlands, that selection
committees tend to limit the pool of candidates for consideration for a position to those who fit the narrow definition of the internationally mobile and ‘excellent’ early-career researcher, at the risk of excluding
talented scholars who do not readily fit into this definition.
Finally, one study has investigated the effects of funding on international mobility. Buruffaldi, Marino, and
Visentin (2020) examined the impact of a grant program promoting international mobility on researchers’
scientific outcomes and careers using data from the Swiss National Foundation. They found that the
grant effectively supported periods of research abroad that often extended beyond the duration of the
grant, yet without increasing the probability of permanent migration. Researchers who were awarded a
mobility grant increased their output quality, but no significant effects on output quantity or careers were
found. The authors moreover argued that international mobility grants likely affected output quality by reducing the cost of exploring new collaboration opportunities and research topics. Finally, the grants
mainly benefitted researchers receiving a mobility grant for the first time.

4.4 Research on foreign-born academics
On the performance and experiences of foreign-born academics

In this section, we turn our attention away from factors that matter for the retention and career opportunities of scientists of different age groups and academic ranks and focus instead on conditions for foreignborn academics.
The growing internationalization of academic staff has been underlined by e.g. Lawson et al. (2019),
Lepori, Seeber, and Bonaccorsi (2015) and Franzoni, Scellato, and Stephan (2014). It has been argued in
the literature that foreign-born academics make important contributions to the research systems in
which they work. For instance, Stephan and Levin (2001) found that foreign-born researchers (particularly
from Great Britain and Germany) were disproportionately represented among individuals making
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exceptional contributions to science and engineering in the US. They also found that individuals making
exceptional contributions were, in many instances, disproportionately foreign-educated, both at the undergraduate and at the graduate level (though it’s likely that the best researchers are most likely to find
academic employment abroad, particularly at prestigious institutions).
A large proportion of postdocs in the US and UK are temporary visa holders, while most adjunct faculty
are citizens, which influences the project and laboratory-level organization of research in such countries
(Cantwell 2011). International postdocs are often funded by external grants rather than institutional funding, and the conditions of their work are typically determined by the characteristics and demands of the
specific projects and laboratories to which they are associated and only loosely associated with work and
priorities in the departments in which they are embedded (ibid.).
A stream of research has focused on investigating the scientific performance of foreign-born academics.
For instance, Lee (2004) examined survey data collected from approximately 1,000 National Science
Foundation and Department of Energy scientists in the US and found that foreign-born academic researchers produced significantly more peer-reviewed articles per year than native-born researchers.
However, Lee found few substantial differences in research collaborations or receipt of grants among
foreign-born and native-born faculty.
Libaers (2007) found that foreign-born scientists among public sector researchers in nanoscience and
technology were consistently more productive than their native-born counterparts. On a similar note,
Corley and Sabharwal (2007) used the 2001 Survey of Doctorate Recipients data from the National Science Foundation in the US to compare productivity levels, work satisfaction levels, and career trajectories
of foreign-born scientists and US-born scientists. Like Libaers, they found that foreign-born academic
scientists and engineers were consistently more productive than their US-born peers, though their average salaries and work satisfaction levels were lower. In line with Corley and Sabharwal (2007), Sabharwal
(2011) found that foreign-born faculty members across all citizenship categories expressed lower job satisfaction than native-born faculty members.
Mamiseishvili and Rosser (2009) used data from the 2004 National Study of Postsecondary Faculty in the
US to find that international faculty members were significantly more productive in research, but less productive in teaching and service than their US citizen-colleagues. Similarly, using data from the US National Study of Postsecondary Faculty, both Webber (2012) and Webber and Yang (2014) found that foreign-born faculty members were more productive and spent more time on research and less time on
teaching than their US-born counterparts, suggesting that this difference in the use of time at least partially explain their higher levels of productivity (Webber 2012).
Franzoni, Scellato, and Stephan (2014) confirmed prior findings that foreign-born academics are more
scientifically productive than domestic scientists. However, as pointed out by Kim, Wolf-Wendel, and
Twombly (2011), studies such as the ones mentioned above are highly sensitive to the approach used to
identify international faculty as foreign-born or non-citizens. For instance, using citizenship as the definition will include faculty who were born and educated abroad but who have become citizens (leading to
underreporting of the number of international faculty); Kim and colleagues pointed out that two-thirds of
the foreign-born faculty in the 2003 US Survey of Doctoral Recipients were US citizens. Similarly, the authors pointed out, using country of birth provides no information on whether an individual immigrated to
another country as e.g. a child or as a graduate student. Kim and colleagues argued that data indicate
that a sizeable proportion of foreign-born faculty in the US came to the country at an early age and may
thus be expected to differ (e.g. educationally, culturally, linguistically, or socially speaking) from foreignborn faculty who completed their undergraduate studies in their home country; yet such differences may
have important implications for studies and policies aimed at foreign-born researchers. Indeed, like prior
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studies, Kim et al. (2011) found that foreign-born faculty who earned undergraduate degrees in their country of birth were significantly more productive than their US counterparts. They also found that foreignborn faculty who earned undergraduate degrees in their country of birth were significantly more productive than their foreign-born counterparts who received their undergraduate education in the US. However,
foreign-born faculty who earned undergraduate degrees in their country of birth were also less satisfied
than foreign-born researchers who completed their undergraduate education in the US.
On a similar note, Maximova-Mentzoni and Egeland (2019) argued that the way in which ‘nationality diversity’ is defined in the Nordic countries potentially leaves some groups of researchers overlooked: the typical distinction between ‘local’ and ‘international’ hires is relatively clear-cut but does not fully capture the
situation experienced by researchers who migrated to the country for reasons other than to pursue an
academic career, who have lived in their country of residence since an early age, or researchers who
have a non-dominant ethnicity or race in their country of employment. These researchers may experience both some of the advantages of ‘native’ staff and some of the challenges or barriers experienced by
international hires – and the extent to which they encounter difficulties related to e.g. language barriers,
access to local networks, insights into local norms and culture will differ depending on their situation.
These distinctions, therefore, have implications for employers and research funders looking to support
nationality diversity.
As mentioned above, several studies have found that foreign-born academics were likely to experience
lower levels of job satisfaction than their native counterparts. Reporting on a symposium on foreign-born
geographers pursuing academic careers in the US, Foote et al. (2008) noted that the needs and concerns of foreign-born scholars often differ from those of their native-born counterparts, even if some or
all of their college and graduate education occurred in the US. The authors reviewed studies indicating
that foreign-born scientists were likely to experience a sense of isolation and lack of support from their
institution in dealing with e.g. academic, teaching, cultural and legal obstacles – experiences which were
argued can contribute to a marginalization of international researchers. The authors also pointed out that
foreign-born scholars may experience difficulty in acquiring explicit and tacit knowledge in the academic
environment in which they work. Similar concerns regarding the work conditions and job satisfaction levels experienced by foreign-born academics have been described in more detail by e.g. Collins (2008) and
Alberts (2008).
Foreign-born academics may also differ in their interactions with the wider community. Libaers (2014) examined how foreign‐born tenured and tenure‐track academic scientists in 150 research‐intensive US universities interacted with the private sector. They found that foreign‐born academic scientists – relative to
their US‐born counterparts – had lower odds of having been approached by private firms regarding their
research activities, of having provided paid consulting to firms, and of having been engaged in transfer
and commercialization of technologies with private firms. However, foreign‐born scientists had significantly higher odds of having coauthored scientific articles with private firms than their US‐born counterparts. As also reviewed by Libaers, prior research has overall yielded mixed evidence on the existence of
differences in e.g. industry engagement and patenting between foreign-born and native scientists, but
the literature does suggest that foreign‐born academic scientists are likely to have smaller nonacademic
networks and to be less familiar with cultural and business norms in their country of employment, and that
they may be more likely to pursue a traditional academic career focused on publishing scientific publishing – all factors which could help to explain some of the differences observed in the study by Libaers. It is
worth noting that both Libaers (2014) and Franzoni, Scellato, and Stephan (2014) have argued that foreign-born academics are likely to be have a strong focus on maintaining their scientific productivity in order to preserve their ability to remain employed in their host country.
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More recently, Lawson et al. (2019) examined survey data on non-academic engagement activities of over
14,000 UK academics and found that foreign-born academics were relatively more engaged internationally but less engaged within the UK than UK-born academics. However, differences in UK-based engagement diminished with years spent in the UK (although foreign-born researchers remained more likely to
engage internationally), indicating that the longer foreign-born researchers reside in a given country, the
less dissimilar from native-born academics they become in terms of their interactions with domestic nonacademic stakeholders. Lawson and colleagues also found that foreign-born scientists’ ethnicity and language skills were associated with their engagement with non-academic actors in the UK. Adding to arguments put forth in some of the abovementioned papers that foreign-born academics are likely to have
smaller nonacademic networks in their country of residence and to lack institutional knowledge about local cultural and business norms, Lawson et al. pointed out, drawing on prior work by Jonkers and CruzCastro (2013), that foreign-born and native scientists may differ in their research orientation, as foreignborn researchers are likely to have non-local research orientations, whereas their native-born counterparts may have greater incentive to frame their research within the context of domestic needs and priorities.
Finally, a stream of research focuses on the impact of the widespread use of English as the dominant language of scientific research writing (e.g. Corcoran 2019). This research indicates that researchers who
have published extensively in a language other than English may be placed at a disadvantage in connection with applications for positions or funding outside their home country, as assessment panels may be
unable to read the research and unfamiliar with the profile and quality of the outlets in which the research
was published.
Nationality diversity at Nordic institutions of higher education and research

Maximova-Mentzoni and Egeland (2019) examined how nationality diversity is presented as an issue at
higher education and research institutions in Nordic countries. The authors define ‘nationality diversity’ as
referring “to different nationalities among academic staff that increases language, value and information
diversity in organizations.” They argued that nationality diversity among staff in higher education and research institutions is increasingly being formulated as an ambition or value in the Nordic countries, similar to how gender diversity is approached. However, as the authors pointed out, research on nationality
diversity and the experiences of foreign-born researchers constitutes a relatively recent and small field of
research. Based on a review (of mostly Nordic studies), they stressed several insights, including, first, that
the proportion of foreign-born academics in the Nordic countries varies across subject areas, indicating
that efforts to support nationality diversity should take differences in the proportion of foreign-born staff
across disciplines and sub-disciplines into account, as this is likely to affect the extent and nature of possible challenges encountered by foreign-born researchers. Second, Maximova-Mentzoni and Egeland
highlighted prior work indicating that foreign-born researchers can be a disadvantage in connection with
recruitment to academic positions within some disciplines – not due to discrimination, but rather due to
the existence of exclusionary institutional mechanisms, including e.g. a tendency to recruit internally, hire
candidates who share characteristics of existing faculty members, to hire through informal and personal
networks, and candidates’ knowledge of tacit rules in higher education institutions in the country, etc.
Third, foreign-born academics may experience challenges related to workplace inclusion, for instance,
associated with the impact of an inability to master the local language on the likelihood of accessing influential networks or gaining recognition for written work; they may also experience difficulties in teaching
students due to cultural and/or language barriers. The authors also pointed to prior studies that have
documented foreign-born academics’ experiences with ‘invisibility’ or a sense of isolation. In conclusion,
the authors called for greater attention to issues and possible diversity-supporting actions related not
just to recruitment but also to the inclusion of foreign-born staff.
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Can mobility be a disadvantage?

As shown above, research points to advantages for nations of having foreign-born academics in terms of
research productivity and overall performance. However, studies also point to advantages and disadvantages to the individual mobile academic. Canibano et al. (2020) found, using data from a large-scale
survey among researchers based in European universities, that for researchers in the established midcareer phase who are working internationally, there are career advancement benefits associated with return mobility to their home country – although these benefits may be reduced if the timing of return is too
delayed. However, there are also many studies pointing to a range of disadvantages with being mobile,
especially in terms of being able to return to the home country.
Bauder (2020) examined the relationship between the international mobility of academic researchers and
social capital through 42 interviews with academics in Canada and Germany. The author found that social
capital facilitated international mobility, and that mobility sometimes created social capital, but also noted
that mobility could lead to the loss of national social capital which could negatively affect early-career researchers in particular.
Examining academic mobility within the European Union, Morano-Foadi (2005) found that the longer scientists were abroad, the more complicated it was for them to return to their country of origin. On a related
note, Matanle and Mcintosh (2020) found that early career British-trained scholars in Japanese studies
experienced significant challenges in navigating their imagined career paths, including the potential to
become marooned abroad. Finally, Sanz-Menéndez, Cruz-Castro, and Alva (2013) found that mobility increased the time to tenure for Spanish faculty.

4.5 Mid and late-career perspectives on an academic career
A handful of studies focus on the role of late-career researchers. George and Maguire (2020) examined
academics at the very late stages of their career, namely those who remain in academic positions past
the normal retirement age. They argued that when academic positions are in short supply, this may limit
employment and advancement opportunities for younger academics. However, the authors also pointed
to potential benefits of senior academics ‘staying on’, including the positive contribution they can make to
their institution through their expertise and experience. On a related note, Ghaffarzadegan and Xu (2018)
argued, based on a simulation model, that late retirement in academia is a significant factor in explaining
the growth in the average age of academics and a decline in hiring.
The literature search yielded few publications focusing on later career stages; by far most of the publications identified focused on challenges and issues related to early career stages. Indeed, some researchers call for greater attention to factors that can improve the work climate and career opportunities for
mid-career researchers (Awando et al. 2014).
Despite the focus in the literature on early career performance, research indicates that performance remains high over the span of a lifetime in academia. For instance, Sugimoto et al. (2016) pointed out that
aging can have an important effect on scientists’ propensity to innovate, produce and collaborate, and
they lamented the lack of insight into the relationship between aging and researchers’ scientific performance. In a study of the complete publication profiles of more than 1,000 authors from sociology, economics, and political science, they found that scholars remain highly productive across the lifespan of
their career (i.e. approx. 40 years). Their scientific productivity increases steeply until they are promoted
to a mid-rank position (associate professor) after which it remains stable for the remainder of their career.
Moreover, their involvement in collaborative work increases with age and has increased over time. Finally,
they found that scientists’ work obtains its highest impact directly around the time of their promotion and
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then decreases over time. Meanwhile, other studies have found that researchers’ productivity is highest
in the early and mid-career stages, while older scientists see a decline in their productivity or shift to
more publications in the form of books or contributions to books (as opposed to journal publications).
Stroebe (2010) examined the impact of increasing average age of university faculty members in the
United States and in Europe by reviewing prior work from the preceding four decades on the relationship
between age and scientific productivity in North America and Europe. The author first reviewed arguments for why a decrease in productivity might be seen over the course of an academic’s life span, including: a change in the cognitive ability required to undertake high-level research; changes in the motivation to invest time in research rather than in alternative activities; changes in the availability of resources such as funding or working conditions needed for research; and, finally, in some countries, compulsory retirement forcing academics to curtail their research activities. The author however found no evidence in prior work of a universal age-related decline in cognitive ability and argued that any age-related
decline in scientific productivity that might exist was more likely to be explained by changes in motivation
or the availability of resources. Based on a review of prior empirical studies, the author moreover concluded that early research typically showed a decline in productivity after the ages of 40 to 45 years, but
that evidence of such a decline has been absent in recent studies. Past performance was found to be a
much more reliable predictor of scientific productivity than age, as researchers who have been highly
productive early in their careers were found to be much more likely to also be more productive in their
later career stages. Finally, the author argued that the lack of evidence of an age-related decline in
productivity in older researchers could be explained by factors such as the abolition of compulsory retirement in parts of North America, changes in publication norms (with a growing, widespread focus on continuous publication in peer-reviewed scientific journals at all stages of the academic career), and a general increase in life expectancy, but called for longitudinal studies to confirm this hypothesis.
On a related note, in a study of publications from Norwegian research universities, Kyvik and Aksnes
(2015) documented a large individual increase in scientific and scholarly publishing over the last 30 years.
The authors attributed this increase to better qualified new generations of academic staff, an increase in
research collaboration, improved funding and research conditions, and the introduction of incentive systems for scientific publishing. These factors, the authors argued, could help contribute to explaining the
continued productivity of older researchers.
As a supplement to studies on the relationship between age and academics’ research productivity, Goel
and Göktepe-Hultén (2020) examined the innovation productivity of academic researchers (as indicated
by patents and invention disclosures) across the span of their careers. Using data on researchers from a
large German public research organization, the authors found that an early leadership position consistently enhanced innovation productivity during the life cycle.

4.6 Is there bias in peer review related to age, career stage, or nationality?
Guthrie, Ghiga, and Wooding (2018) reviewed prior literature on the existence of bias in peer review. Overall, they concluded that the evidence base with regards to bias related to age, career stage, or nationality
was small. More specifically, Guthrie, Ghiga, and Wooding (2018) concluded that there is conflicting evidence on whether peer review is biased by age. On the one hand, they argued, some prior research has
indicated that review and assessment processes that take into consideration applicants’ publication record or funding history may be biased against early career researchers who have yet to demonstrate convincing results and lack a substantial portfolio of work. On the other hand, prior work cited in their review
found little or no evidence of bias in peer review related to age, career stage, or nationality; rather, only
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scientific performance indicators (i.e. prior scientific productivity and impact) were significant predictors
of funding decisions. Moreover, two studies based on data from the US National Institutes of Health indicated decreases in early career success rates or an increasing average age of first-time grant recipients,
though these findings could be explained by other factors than age bias. However, Guthrie, Ghiga, and
Wooding (2018) concluded that there was evidence that peer review suffers from ‘cronyism’, i.e. that
chances of obtaining a grant increase when applicants e.g. have prior affiliation with a reviewer or stem
from the same institution as a reviewer.
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5 The literature on diversity with regards to research field
While the previous two chapters focused on diversity with regards to characteristics of the individual researcher – including demographic attributes such as gender, age and nationality, and job-related attributes i.e. career stage – this chapter focuses on diversity with regards to insights, methods, or approaches
across research fields.
Overall, the literature on diversity with regards to field is much less coherent than the literature on diversity with regards to e.g. gender. Given the relatively small amount of studies identified on this topic, the
conclusions presented below should be seen as tentative and as a starting point for further discussion
and research.
In this final chapter, we begin by discussing what ‘diversity with regards to research field’ means (section
5.1), before discussing why it matters (5.2). We briefly review studies arguing that cognitive diversity is
most productive in moderation (5.3), then turn to a series of factors, which are argued in the literature to
affect scientists’ propensity to pursue divergent or more diverse research paths (5.4). Finally, we ask
whether there is evidence of bias in peer review processes against projects or research teams with a
cognitively diverse research profile (5.5).

5.1 What does ‘diversity with regards to research field’ mean?
For the purposes of this literature mapping, diversity with regards to research field is treated as one of
several types of diversity that can contribute to increased variation and relevance in research. In the literature, however, studies on research that spans research fields come from a variety of more or less distinct streams of research, including for instance studies of inter- and transdisciplinary collaborations and
efforts to measure the interdisciplinarity of research, but also studies focusing on individual researchers’
propensity to specialize or diversify into multiple research fields.
Diversity with regards to research field may be pursued by an individual, e.g. a single researcher moving
into a new research field, e.g. one that is adjacent or complementary to the field(s) in which the researcher has formerly been active (e.g. Rhoten and Pfirman 2007). Diversity with regards to research
fields is however more often associated with a collective of researchers working together (Rousseau,
Zhang and Hu 2019) – either within the same research group or in collaboration among researchers affiliated with different groups, departments, institutions, and/or research fields, potentially also including
non-academic stakeholders.
While collaboration among academic researchers with different disciplinary specializations is often referred to as multi- or interdisciplinary research, a collaboration involving non-academic stakeholders is
sometimes described as transdisciplinary research (e.g. Lyall, Meagher, and Bruce 2015). In practice,
however, the distinction between multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary, and transdisciplinary research is
blurry at best, which makes it difficult to distinguish between these types of research (Rousseau, Zhang
and Hu 2019). For the purposes of this report, we will use the term ‘interdisciplinary’ to refer to all instances of research that draw on multiple scientific fields or disciplines.
While there is much debate on how to define interdisciplinarity as well as on how to operationalize and
measure it (see e.g. Abramo, D’Angelo, and Zhang 2018; Nichols 2014; Wagner et al. 2011), most scholarly
contributions associate it with some form and level of integration of knowledge, concepts and methods
across specialized bodies of knowledge, which may, in turn, lead to the creation of new knowledge,
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concepts and methods (Rousseau, Zhang, and Hu 2019; Mugabushaka, Kyriakou, and Papazoglou 2016;
Lyall, Meagher, and Bruce 2015; Cummings and Kiesler 2005).
It should be noted that diversity with regards to research field may also refer to variation within a portfolio
of research projects or grants, i.e. the extent to which the grants awarded from a given research funding
organization are concentrated within certain research fields or dispersed across a wide range of research
fields. In this chapter, however, we focus on diversity which results from interdisciplinary research, as this
was the subject of almost all the literature identified in connection with this literature mapping.

5.2 Why does diversity with regards to research field matter?
Engaging in research that spans multiple research fields is argued to be central in three distinct but related respects, which are described in the following.
Field-spanning research may contribute to more effective problem-solving in science

Research that involves crossing the boundaries of established research fields is often argued as central
to providing insights and, potentially, solutions to complex problems. Such arguments are often invoked
in studies on interdisciplinarity in research, motivated by the expectation that research that draws on or
integrates insights and methods from multiple fields is more effective in addressing complex scientific or
societally relevant problems than research relying on single-field approaches (e.g. Leydesdorff and
Ivanova 2020; Rocha et al. 2020; Gibson et al. 2019; Garner et al. 2012; Carley and Porter 2012; Wagner
et al. 2011; Rhoten and Pfirman 2007; Rhoten and Parker 2004). This is based on an expectation that
knowledge and actions within an interdisciplinary team are more likely to consider the full range of perspectives and approaches relevant to solve the problem that the team is addressing (Ma et al. 2014).
Field-spanning research is crucial to the development of scientific disciplines and specializations

Scientific fields are not given or static – they develop over time, and field-spanning research is crucial in
the development of new research fields and, thus, of new professional academic communities (see e.g.
references in Chakraborty et al. 2015). The term ‘scientific field’ is used in a variety of ways in the literature, ranging from referring to small ‘pockets’ of the research community (e.g. sub-fields) to scientific disciplines to broad aggregations of multiple, related disciplines. For our purposes, the salient common feature of these different definitions is that they have to do with where we draw the boundaries between scientific disciplines. Following Rousseau, Zhang, and Hu (2019), we will therefore use the term ‘research
field’ as a synonym for ‘research specialty’, ‘discipline’ or ‘knowledge domain’.
Scientific disciplines can be understood as having a central problem (or set of problems), which they explore using certain knowledge, concepts, theories, and methods (Wagner et al. 2011), within a community
of academic researchers which is typically associated with a given set of academic conferences, scientific journals, etc. The problems that researchers pursue, as well as the means by which they pursue
them, are all subject to change over time. Indeed, scientific disciplines as we know them are a relatively
recent concept in academia, and although some of the well-recognized disciplines today have been used
to organize scientific inquiry since the Middle Ages (Leydesdorff and Ivanova 2020), disciplinary distinctions only grew more robust and distinct from each other as the academic system grew from the 19th century onwards (Wagner et al. 2011). Disciplines often play an important role in the formal organization of
universities (Wagner et al. 2011; Cummings and Kiesler 2005) and, since the middle of the 19th century,
also of the organization of peer review and the distribution of research funding (Leydesdorff and Ivanova
2020).
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Stopar et al. (2016) argued that scientific disciplines are becoming increasingly diversified, as new specialty areas are continuously emerging, and that substantial ‘communication’ can moreover be observed
across fields and specialty areas. Indeed, it has been argued that any attempt at categorizing scientific
production requires drawing some boundaries, which can be quite arbitrary, and the rigid nature of which
can hinder proper description of the often fluid nature of research – particularly in emerging fields (Rousseau, Zhang, and Hu 2019; Liu, Rafols, and Rousseau 2012; Rafols and Meyer 2010; Zitt 2005).
Field-spanning research can contribute to greater variation in questions and methods in science

Finally, a stream of research focuses on the role of interdisciplinarity or cognitive diversity in increasing
heterogeneity in research and/or in increasing the likelihood of achieving novel and important scientific
advances or ‘breakthroughs’ (e.g. Rousseau, Zhang, and Hu 2019; Garner et al. 2012; Rafols and Meyer
2010).
An often cited paper by Stirling (2007) argued that diversity can be seen as consisting of three dimensions:
•

Variety (referring to the number of different types, species, or categories present – e.g. distinct disciplines or research fields),

•

•

Balance (referring to how individuals or elements are distributed across these categories – e.g. the
extent to which researchers are concentrated within a few fields or more evenly distributed across
many), and

Disparity (referring to the extent to which the types are considered similar different from each other in
terms of some given features or characteristics – which could e.g. be used to refer to the degree of
similarity between research fields).

Regardless of the type of diversity in question, diversity in perspectives, research questions, theories, and
research methods matter for the cumulative progress of science. For instance, Borg et al. (2019) emphasized the often touted role of heterogeneity in driving parallel exploration of competing theories, allowing
the scientific community to identify and converge on preferred theories
Yet, science, left to its own, has strong conservative tendencies (i.e. for each scientist to opt in favor of
promising but ‘safe’ projects rather than radical but risky alternative paths), which may call for active efforts to promote novel, risky paths of scientific inquiry (Kummerfeld and Zollman 2016). The literature on
why risk-taking matters for science, and which factors strengthen or weaken incentives for risk-taking in
science, have been reviewed in another report from the Think Tank DEA and the Independent Research
Fund (DEA and Independent Research Fund Denmark 2019).
Pöyhönen (2017) argued that cognitive diversity – here defined as variation in individual scientists’ background beliefs, concepts used, and reasoning styles – is beneficial to the advancement of science, when
the scientific community is faced with sufficiently difficult problems, suggesting that heterogeneity is
most crucial or beneficial in dealing with complex problems, while homogeneity may be conducive to
driving incremental progress along established research paths formed around well-defined problems.
Ideally, a research community should have an appropriate balance between researchers who engage in
potentially revolutionary science (aka. high-risk, high-reward projects) and those who work within the context of established research programs or paradigms, using standard methodologies to make incremental
progress on well-defined pre-existing problems (Heesen 2019). Both types of research(ers) are crucial to
the development of scientific knowledge (DEA and Independent Research Fund Denmark 2019). Yet, as
pointed out by Heesen (2019), scholars differ as to whether they believe that scientists decide in advance
whether to pursue a high-risk, high-reward project, or whether they choose projects for other reasons
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(e.g. intellectual interest or the availability of research instruments, funding or other resources) and only
later can determine whether they were engaging in evolutionary or revolutionary science. As proposed by
Heesen (2019), the truth probably lies somewhere in between the two, as scientists are likely to be at least
partially guided in their choice of research path by their expectations of the possible contribution of their
research (even though they will not always be able to foresee which avenues of research could lead to
revolutionary advances).

5.3 Can you have too much of a good thing when it comes to heterogeneity?
As previously described, the possible benefits of heterogeneity in research approaches and methods,
e.g. as realized from the dispersal and/or integration of research activities across research fields, have
been laid out in several scholarly publications. However, some authors have pointed out, that high levels
of heterogeneity can come with costs that can outweigh its benefits.
For instance, while several studies have found that research teams with disciplinary heterogeneity
showed higher productivity levels, as reviewed by e.g. Martín-Alcázar, Ruiz-Martínez, and SánchezGardey (2020a), other studies found no such evidence (ibid.); some authors argued that these mixed findings can be explained by a curvilinear relationship between heterogeneity and performance in scientific
research groups, i.e. that lower or moderate levels of heterogeneity is beneficial while high levels of disciplinary heterogeneity entail excessive coordination and collaboration challenges that hamper the performance of the group (Martín-Alcázar, Ruiz-Martínez and Sánchez-Gardey 2020a, 2020b).
Certainly, collaboration across disciplines can come with high coordination costs (Cummings and Kiesler
2007; 2005). As mentioned earlier, the formal organization of universities often divides activities according to established disciplines (Wagner et al. 2011; Cummings and Kiesler 2005); as such, multi- or interdisciplinary collaboration often requires collaborating researchers to cross organizational boundaries
(Cummings and Kiesler 2005). They also have to manage interpersonal relationships between individuals
or groups who may have few or no prior ties or experience in working together (Cummings and Kiesler
2005).
Knowledge integration in a heterogeneous team depends on its integrative capacity, which in turn is conditioned by social and cognitive processes that shape the team’s ability to combine diverse knowledge
(Salazar et al. 2012). Meaningful integration of divergent types of expertise in research projects requires
the development of a shared language and purpose as well as management and coordination of tasks
within the project, as discussed in detail by Cummings and Kiesler (2007). Cognitive diversity within a
group can be counterproductive to the performance of a group, particularly if differences are not properly
managed and integrated (Martín-Alcázar, Ruiz-Martínez and Sánchez-Gardey 2020a). And coordination
costs increase with the size of the group, alongside the psychological distance between members of the
group, which may further increase the need to promote trust-building, effective communication, a common language, a sense of shared goals, etc. within heterogeneous groups (Cummings et al. 2013).
Building on Stirling’s (2007) aforementioned distinction between three aspects of diversity – variety, balance, and disparity – Ma et al. (2014) introduced a distinction between ‘expertise knowledge disparity’ and
‘experience knowledge variety’ to better understand when research teams’ performance benefits from
consisting of an interdisciplinary group. They moreover conceptualized knowledge creation work as a
cognitive task based on novel recombination of knowledge components accessible to the team (e.g. by
integrating knowledge that was previously unconnected or by reconfiguring the ways in which existing
knowledge leads to the creation of new knowledge). Based on a study of 237 papers in top management
journals, Ma et al. (2014) concluded that a moderate level of expertise knowledge disparity (meaning that
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there is a moderate level of disparity between represented disciplines, and therefore also some common
overlap in knowledge and methods to build on, which they argued improves communication and the ease
with which team members can understand and utilize the knowledge of other team members) was associated with novel combinations of knowledge. They also found that a higher level of experience
knowledge variety was beneficial to teams, arguably as greater variation in team members’ past experiences allowed them to draw on a larger variety of cognitive resources in their problem solving and promoted communication frequency by promoting tacit knowledge exchanges, ultimately strengthening the
quality of knowledge creation within the group.

5.4 What makes researchers pursue divergent research paths?
Given that crossing field boundaries is one mechanism that can stimulate heterogeneity and variation in
research, it is relevant to ask what makes researchers pursue research paths that diverge from the fields
in which they are specialized. The literature points to a series of factors that may affect researchers’ decision to work across research fields, which are described below. For a more in-depth discussion of factors
associated with novelty in science, please see the review on risk-taking in science by DEA and Independent Research Fund Denmark (2019).
Factors that influence young researchers’ likelihood of pursuing independent or novel research paths

Some contributions in the literature emphasize that pursuing interdisciplinary or otherwise novel research
paths entails a particular set of challenges for young researchers. For instance, they have yet to develop a
strong disciplinary standing (Jaeger-Erben et al. 2018), which may influence e.g. their ability to make a
distinct contribution to cognitively heterogeneous teams, but also potentially place them at a disadvantage in their later career, vis-à-vis e.g. candidates with a strong disciplinary profile and potentially a
higher number of publications in esteemed journals, while interdisciplinary work is often associated with a
longer time to publication, publication in less prestigious journals, and a longer time to gain citations (see
DEA and Independent Research Fund Denmark 2019). Indeed, it has been pointed out that academic recruitment is often organized within established disciplines and driven by discipline-derived standards,
which can place field-spanning researchers – and particularly early-career researchers – at a disadvantage (e.g. see references in Donina, Seeber, and Paleari 2017). In contrast, Bridle (2018) argued that
interdisciplinary encounters could be beneficial to young researchers, e.g. in terms of skills and career
development and in building a broad network of peers and potential collaborators.

Interdisciplinary work may place young researchers at a disadvantage in their subsequent careers. Based
on a study of postdocs and assistant professors in an environmental science research center in Sweden,
for instance, Müller and Kaltenbrunner (2019) found that interdisciplinary academics often face barriers
e.g. to their career advancement and ability to attract prestigious research grants in research evaluations,
because researchers with strong disciplinary profiles are associated with scientific rigor, while interdisciplinarity is associated with application-oriented work and a lack of theoretical basis, but also because academics with a disciplinary specialization are more likely to have a consistent, strong publication record
in prestigious journals.
The role of training in scientists’ propensity to forge independent research careers

A stream of research is concerned with how early career researchers can be supported in pursuing independent research careers. For instance, some studies examine the role of the training that early career
researchers receive. In a study of life scientists in Japanese universities, Yoshioka-Kobayashi and Shibayama (2020) found that supervisors apply different approaches to early-career research training and that
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these approaches can exert different influences on the degree of trainees’ independence in their later
careers. More specifically, they found that scientists that were allowed higher autonomy in upstream research functions in early-career training tended to attain greater organizational independence with higher
organizational ranks later in their careers. They also found that scientists encouraged to deviate from
conventional research topics during early-career training, tended to later achieve greater cognitive independence by producing original research output. Finally, differences in the training approaches applied
by supervisors were influenced by the training that they themselves had received in their early-career
training, pointing to the importance of socialization in local training contests, where training approaches
are passed down from one generation of researchers to the next.
Research also indicated that mentorship i.e. working with top researchers can influence younger scientists’ likelihood of pursuing original research paths. In a large-scale study on nearly 40,000 scientists
who published 1,167,518 papers in biomedicine, chemistry, math, or physics between 1960 and 2017, Ma,
Mukherjee, and Uzzi (2020) investigated the link between mentorship and protégé success. They found
that mentorship strongly predicted protégé success across diverse disciplines, and that mentorship was
significantly associated with an increase in the likelihood that protégés would pioneer their own research
topics and be midcareer late bloomers. In addition, they found that protégés generally did not succeed by
following their mentors' research topics but by studying original topics and coauthoring no more than a
small fraction of papers with their mentors.
On the influence of gender, thinking styles, and personal preferences on research agendas

Are scientists’ preferences for specialization vs. diversification in research gendered? Rhoten and Pfirman (2007) examined prior research on whether women scientists are more likely to engage in interdisciplinary research. They referenced prior work indicating, among other things, that men tend to isolate explanations and gravitate towards abstract and theoretical arguments, while women tend to assimilate diverse forms of information and to see and make connections between ideas and the larger context. In on
a review of prior research, the authors also echoed arguments that women may prefer less ‘crowded’ domains to traditional and well-established fields, and problem-oriented domains that can advance
knowledge oriented toward human needs and the community to theoretically oriented fields in e.g. the
biological, physical or engineering sciences.
Shifting focus from gendered differences to individual differences in thinking styles, Santos, Horta, and
Zhang (2020) called for more research on how research agendas take shape and argued that whether
researchers opt for specialization or diversification in their research agendas may have to do with differences in individual cognitive thinking styles or preferences. The authors distinguished between convergence (i.e. a preference for single‐discipline research agendas, based on mastery built up for an extended period of time) and divergence (i.e. a preference for multidisciplinary approaches, e.g. driven by a
desire to address complex problems from multiple perspectives or to establish a foothold in different
topics or disciplines) as two dimensions that shape the development of research paths. However, divergence can incur transaction costs for researchers who switch between topics and fields.
Santos et al. also invoked another two dimensions with which to characterize researchers’ preferences,
which were previously coined by two of the authors: discovery (i.e. a preference for cutting‐edge research)
and conservative (i.e. a preference for working in an established field). They argued that individuals’
choices of a discovery-based or conservative approach may be rooted in explicit preferences, with the
discovery dimension being associated with a more holistic mode of thinking, and the conservative dimension being associated with a more analytical mode of thinking. It may also be influenced by perceived
funding options (where proposals within established domains are generally viewed as having a higher
likelihood of securing a favorable assessment), or even reflect intrinsic risk‐aversion tendencies, e.g.
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leading some scientists to avoid emerging fields where the outcomes of research and options for publication and career advancement are more uncertain. Moreover, Santos et al. argued that scientists’
choice of research strategies is also likely to be influenced by their degree of tolerance for low funding,
i.e. the extent to which they are reliant on their ability to attract external funding to advance in their careers or to undertake research at all. Based on a study of academics in the social sciences, Santos et al.
concluded that there was a significant relationship between researchers’ thinking styles and their research agendas.
The role of the academic career life cycle, prior specialization, and publication pressures

The academic career lifecycle may influence scientists’ research paths. Work by Horlings and Gurney
(2013) has indicated that academic researchers tend to focus on singular topics at the beginning and the
end of their careers, while often diverging into varied topics and disciplines during the mid-career stage. 8
Reviewing prior work on how researchers select which research paths to pursue, Horta and Santos
(2016a) argued that the more a researcher has invested in a given field, the less likely that researcher is to
move into another field, as doing so is typically associated with lower productivity. Moreover, moving into
a new field is particularly risky when that field is emerging rather than well-established and thus associated with greater uncertainty. Nonetheless, they pointed out, many researchers do spend part of their career exploring issues and fields beyond their immediate area of specialization.
Other work indicates that early specialization may be an advantage in interdisciplinary research. For instance, some studies have investigated what characterizes the researchers that take on a pioneering role
in science, i.e. leading to significant changes in how scientific problems are addressed and/or in how research fields are organized. For example, using bibliometric and survey data on 495 French nanotechnology researchers, Sabatier and Chollet (2017) found that pioneering research behavior in nanotechnology
was more probable among scientists who were already well-established in their discipline of origin before
they entered into nanotechnology, who had a strong collaboration network and had easy access to fieldspecific resources. They also found that – despite the potential risks associated with highly novel, pioneering research (DEA and Independent Research Fund Denmark 2019) – pioneering French researchers
in the field of nanotechnology demonstrated high levels of scientific productivity after their pioneering
research. However, as the authors themselves pointed out, their study focused solely on successful, published research pioneers; they called for further research in the form of a longitudinal study focused on
both successful and unsuccessful efforts to undertake highly novel research.
Chakraborty et al. (2015) found that the most prominent (i.e. highly cited) researchers in computer science
tended to pursue a characteristic ‘scatter-gather’ strategy, engaging briefly in a variety of fields but essentially remaining focused on one or two fields over the course of their career. Meanwhile, low-cited researchers work on various areas at a time as well as over the course of their entire careers.
Schweitzer and Brendel (2020) examined publications by researchers who have published in journals in
the field of economics during a period of 45 years from 1970 to 2014. Among other things, their results
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However, other studies have found that both very young and very established researchers. For instance, through surveys and
interviews with researchers in five university-based programs funded under the US National Science Foundation’s Environmental Research and Education portfolio, Rhoten and Parker (2004) found that graduate students and full professors (who were
principal investigators) were overrepresented among scientists engaged in interdisciplinary research. The authors expected
young researchers to be more likely to engage in interdisciplinary research because they are likely to have had more interdisciplinary exposure and less intellectual commitment to a particular field, while professors have acquired professional freedom
and more resources that for instance allow them to join interdisciplinary programs.
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showed an increase in the age of researchers at the time of their first publication (which the authors argued could be attributed to a growth in the quantity of knowledge that researchers process prior to publishing their first article) and in the number of co-authors. They also observed a decline in the probability
of researchers changing research fields and found indications that researchers develop strategies of
specialization to deal with the challenges stemming from addressing a growing body of scientific work.
These strategies included refraining from changing between research fields and distributing work within
larger teams of co-authors. The authors furthermore argued that the need for researchers to be aware of
and relate their work to a growing body of literature and to identify relevant open problems that can be
solved with a reasonable effort creates strong incentives to specialize in selected areas of research.
Such findings are not surprising because many researchers have strong incentives to adopt a ‘play-itsafe’ research and publication strategy to increase their chances of maintaining high productivity levels
and rapid career advancement, even though this may decrease their likelihood of producing high impact
or breakthrough research (Kolesnikov, Fukumoto and Bozeman 2018; see also DEA and Independent Research Fund Denmark 2019).
More generally speaking, several contributions in the literature point to possible disincentives for academics to expand their research activities into new research fields. For example, Santos, Horta, and
Zhang (2020) pointed out that there is a mismatch between many policymakers’ and research funders’
desire to promote interdisciplinary research on the one hand and the formal organization of universities
and incentive structures in science on the other, which generally speaking favor disciplinary work. Several
studies moreover find support for the hypothesis that field-spanning work is associated with lower
productivity (e.g. Kolesnikov, Fukumoto, and Bozeman 2018; Abramo, D’Angelo, and Di Costa 2017;
Leahey, Beckman, and Stanko 2017). Moreover, a study of publications by all Italian professors indicated
that research outputs in a field other than the scientist's prevalent one were associated with lower impact
than those produced in their own field Abramo, D’Angelo, and Di Costa 2017).
Several contributions in the literature have also focused on the relationship between interdisciplinarity
and citations. For instance, Chen, Arsenault, and Larivière (2015) found that the top 1 percent most cited
papers exhibit higher levels of interdisciplinarity than other papers and that this finding held across the
vast majority of research specialties. Generally speaking, however, evidence on the relationship between
interdisciplinarity and citations is mixed (Wang, Thijs, and Glänzel 2015). This is in part due to variations in
how interdisciplinarity is defined and measured (Wang, Thijs, and Glänzel 2015); and in part at least probably simply because of the sheer complexity of this relationship. Yegros-Yegros, Rafols, and D’Este (2015)
examined the effect of interdisciplinarity on the citation impact of individual publications for four different
scientific fields and operationalized interdisciplinarity as disciplinary diversity in the references of a publication, distinguishing between different aspects of diversity: variety, balance, and disparity (as introduced
by Stirling 2007). They found that variety had a positive effect on impact, whereas balance and disparity
had a negative effect, but underlined that their results might indicate either that successful disciplinespanning research is more likely to be achieved through research efforts that draw on a relatively proximal range of fields (as opposed to distant fields), or that scientific audiences are reluctant to cite papers
that mix highly disparate bodies of knowledge. Similarly, Wang, Thijs, and Glänzel (2015) found that longterm (i.e. 13-year) citations to papers (1) increased at an increasing rate with variety, (2) decreased with
balance, and (3) increased at a decreasing rate with disparity. Meanwhile, they also found e.g. that although variety and disparity had positive effects on long-term citations, they had negative effects on
short-term (i.e. 3-year) citations.
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5.5 Is there a bias against researchers with cognitively diverse research strategies?

Guthrie, Ghiga, and Wooding (2018) relayed concerns that increasing competition in academia has created incentives for researchers to submit more conservative applications for funding and pursue low-risk
research strategies. They drew attention to prior literature emphasizing that research proposals or publications with a high degree of novelty are likely to have less preceding work to build on, which may disadvantage them in the peer-review process. The authors argued that highly novel proposals from young researchers may suffer a double disadvantage in the sense that not only does their proposed idea lack a
strong foundation of previous work: early career researchers also typically lack strong track records,
which may increase the difficulty involved in reliably assessing their ideas.
The discipline-based organization of universities and funding bodies can pose a barrier to interdisciplinarity – because it rewards knowledge separation over integration, e.g. rewarding activities within the department/discipline rather than across, and making it difficult to change behavior (Donina, Seeber and
Paleari 2017). Moreover, research assessment, which is often based on bibliometric indicators and discipline-derived standards can act as a further deterrent to interdisciplinary research (e.g. see references in
Donina, Seeber, and Paleari 2017).
In an extensive review of research on the peer review process, Guthrie, Ghiga, and Wooding (2018) examined the evidence on the existence of bias in peer review vis-à-vis interdisciplinary research. The careful
conclusion of their review reads: “It is not clear if peer-review treats interdisciplinary research fairly.”
Drawing on several prior contributions, the authors summarize the main arguments for why interdisciplinary ideas and work could be disadvantaged in peer review as follows: (1) reviewers must often combine
multiple, distinct (and not necessarily compatible) understandings of what constitutes ‘quality’ in research; and (2) finding ‘peers’ capable of reviewing interdisciplinary work can be more difficult.
Guthrie and colleagues cited prior work indicating that interdisciplinary research is associated with lower
success rates but called for more research on this topic. More generally speaking, Guthrie, Ghiga, and
Wooding (2018) reflect on the usefulness of peer review and concluded, based on their review of prior
work on the topic, that peer review can weed out research and research proposals of inferior quality, but it
is unclear whether it can effectively identify the best research. They cited several studies finding no significant relationship, or only a weak relationship, between peer review assessments and subsequently the
bibliometric performance of the research or researchers under assessment. Guthrie and colleagues also
stressed that assessments vary considerably between reviewers, particularly when reviewers differ in
their disciplinary or career-wise background.
Finally, Guthrie and colleagues also concluded that the evidence on whether peer review is affected by a
tendency among reviewers to favor their own field or way of thinking is unclear. The idea behind this concern is that reviewers are better able to understand and assess the potential contribution of research positioned within their own field; they may even tend to overvalue it. Though some studies offer some support for the hypothesis that reviewers are more likely to be favorably inclined towards research in their
own field, other studies find the opposite – presumably because assessing proposals within your area of
expertise may e.g. allow reviewers to better identify shortcomings or possible pitfalls and/or increase the
risk that they will undervalue the potential contribution of the proposed research.
On a related note, Banal-Estañol, Macho-Stadler, and Pérez-Castrillo (2019) examined grants from the
UK's Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) and found that structurally diverse
teams were penalized and biased against. More precisely, their study concluded that teams that exhibit
greater diversity in knowledge and skills, education, and/or scientific ability were significantly less likely to
obtain funding; however, they were generally more likely to be successful. However, the effects of these
biases were weaker and even disappeared for teams led by prestigious researchers.
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On the subject of funding, it is worth noting that many academics actively opt for ‘unfunded’ research to
e.g. pursue ideas out of intellectual curiosity (Edwards 2020). It has been argued that interdisciplinary
and/or novel research has epistemic properties that demand conditions that are not met by standardized
grant funding (Laudel and Gläser 2014), indicating that the increase in competitive research funding at
the expense of flexible institutional sponsorship may pose a threat to creative or unconventional science
(Laudel and Gläser 2014; Heinze et al. 2009).
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